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1 - INTRODUCTION
This report was prepared by Acres American Incorporated (Acres) for New England
Division, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. It presents the work accomplished under
Economic Analysis Study, Dickey-Lincoln School Lakes Project, Contract No. DACW
33-81-C-0075. The purpose of the study was to evaluate the comparable economic
costs of operating the New England regional electrical utilities system under
projected load demand conditions with and without the Dickey-Lincoln School
Lakes project. The study used a computerized system model to evaluate the
economic impact of the project at interest rates of 3 1/4 percent and 7 3/8
percent.
The Dickey-Lincoln School Lakes Project is a planned hydroelectric development
to be located on the upper reaches of the St. John River in Maine, near the
confluence with the Allagash River. The planned generating capacity of the
project is 830 MW of which 190 MW is pumped storage; the remainder is
conventional hydropower. The dependable capacity corresponding to this
development is 944 MW. The earliest possible operating date for the project has
been set at 1991 for purposes of this study.
In August 1980, Acres completed the Dickey-Lincoln School Lakes Project, Power
Alternative Study, Contract No. DACW 33-76-C-0047, which evaluated alternative
methods to supply electrical energy in New England, with or without the
Dickey-Lincoln hydroelectric project. Major items addressed in that study
included:
- an analysis of projected loads for the market area to establish low growth
forecasts and a nonstructural plan which would modify dem&nd equivalent to the
capacity of the Dickey-Lincoln project
- a review of all electric generating alternatives for New England to identify
those most likely to make a contribution to meeting demands in this century
- a system study, optimizing the New England system using cost and reliability
criteria, with and without the Dickey-Lincoln Project.
???
The findings presented in the August 1980 report are used as a starting point
in this economic study. Major revisions include:
- Cost data has been updated from October 1979 to October 1980. Updated costs
for fuels and fuel escalation estimates were also incorporated.
- Load growth projections have been updated to reflect the latest NEPLAN
forecast and current trends of the NEPOOL System. Whereas the methods for
estimating the low-growth forecast and nonstructural plan impacts on load
growth are adopted from the prior report, the two forecasts have been
reestimated using the 1981 NEPLAN forecast as a basis.
- All expansion alternatives, both private and Federal, have been evaluated on a 
comparable basis, each using a 3 1/4 percent interest rate (the rate at which
the project was authorized) and 7 3/8 percent interest rate (the current
Federal water resource project interest rate). Expansion plans with and
without the Dickey-Lincoln project were established at the capital rate of
12 1/2 percent, the current rate used by the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission (FERC) for cost of utility capital. These plans were then
evaluated at each of the two Federal rates.
The economic analysis was performed using a generation planning model developed
by General Electric and titled "Optimized Generation Planning." The model was
used to select an optimal development plan with and without the Dickey-Lincoln
Project and test production costs for the system for each interest rate.
???
2 - SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The purpose of this study was to perform an economic assessment of the
Dickey-Lincoln School Lakes Project. This was accomplished by simulating the
New England electrical supply system with and without the project and making a 
comparison of the resultant production costs.
2.1 - Load Forecasts for New England
Three load forecasts were used for the economic analysis of the Dickey-Lincoln
Project. The forecasts were selected and developed to reflect:
- the expected system load growth - Load Model I 
- lower growth due to extensive conservation and management - Load Model II
- the lower growth model with an additional decrease in demand of 944 MW (equal
to the Dickey-Lincoln capacity) in 1991 - Load Model III
The expected system forecast was adopted from the regional forecast made by the
New England Power Pool (NEPOOL). This forecast predicts an average annual
growth rate in energy demand for the future of 2.7 percent. It also predicts
the peak load to increase at 2.6 percent. These estimates are slightly lower
than the previous years and reflect the continued trend towards lower forecasts
for the New England area.
The low growth forecast was adopted with the objective of identifying the lowest
reasonable forecast given stable socio-economic conditions. The average annual
growth rates selected
are 2.4 and 2.1 percent for energy and peak load,
respectively. The imposition of the nonstructural plan on the low growth
forecast results in lower rates of 2.0 and 1.6 percent for energy and peak load,
respectively. These load forecasts are shown in Table 2.1.
j
?????? ????
LOAD FORECASTS
???
ANNUAL
NET ENERGY
GWH
ANNUAL
WINTER PEAK
MW
1980 85,050 15,620
LM I 2010 @ 2.7%* 189,141 @ 2.6%* 33,703
LM II 2010 @ 2.4% 173,249 @ 2.1% 29,335
LM III 2010    158,652 ?????? 25,371
Average annual growth rates
???
2.2 - Existing and Planned Generation System
As of April 1981, the New England system contained 21,431 MW of generating
capacity at winter ratings. Of this capacity, over 60 percent is dependent on
oil as its fuel source. Another 20 percent is nuclear plants. Only 2 percent
of existing capacity is in coal plants. According to the "New England Load and
Capacity Report, 1981-1996," extensive conversion from oil-fired to coal-fired
units is scheduled. The conversions which will affect 21 units and about 2,700
MW of capacity are scheduled to take place during 1981 to 1986.
Many units are expected to be added to the system in the next ten years,
including four major nuclear units totaling 4,600 MW of capacity. Seven small
hydropower plants (combined capacity of 65 MW) are scheduled and many more are
under study in the region by utilities, governmental agencies and private
developers. Also scheduled are one combined-cycle plant, one combustion
turbine, and one coal-fired steam plant. These plants comprise 1079 MW,
bringing total system committed additions to 5743 MW in the period 1981-1990.
2.3 - Future Generation Alternatives
The August 1980 Dickey-Lincoln Power Alternatives Study reviewed 24 potential
energy generation and storage technologies as alternatives to the Dickey-Lincoln
Project. Of these, ten alternatives were retained for study in the system
model. In this analysis, the ten alternatives were reviewed, and the associated
costs were updated to represent FY 1981 (October 1980) conditions. A list of
the alternatives and associated capital costs at 3 1/4 and 7 3/8 percent
interest rates is presented in Table 2.2.
The Dickey-Lincoln School Lakes Project consists of two dams on the Upper St.
%
John River in northern Maine adjacent to the Canadian border. The Dickey Dam
would be an earthfill structure impounding a reservoir with a gross storage
capacity of 7.7 million acre-feet for power and flood control. Power facilities
would include four generating units at 190,000 kW each, one of which would be a 
reversible pump-turbine for a total installed capacity of 760,000 kW. However,
dependable capacity of the units, reflecting capability to meet maximum system
load during the most severe low water period, totals 874,000 kW. Provision
would be made in the project for future expansion of two additional units.
???
?????? ????
SUMMARY OF ALTERNATIVES SELECTED FOR ANALYSIS
Capital Cost $/kW*
Size MW 3 1/4% 7 3/8%
Fossil-Fired and Nuclear
Alternatives
Other Alternatives
Energy Storage Alternatives
* includes Interest during Construction (IDC)
** cost represents coal-fired generation
Base Load Steam Electric** 800/1000 740/712 813/782
Advanced Combined Cycle 400 , 349 383
Combustion Turbines 60 263 274
Wood 50 1132 1243
Wind 4 1575 1662
Peat 80 1061 1165
Conventional/Small Hydro 2 1211 1269
Pumped Storage 2000 486 553
Compressed Air Energy Storage 1000 493 542
Advanced Batteries 50 760 800
???
t
Lincoln School Dam would be located 11 miles downstream of Dickey Dam. It would
also be an earthfill dam impounding 67,150 acre-feet of water. The reservoir
would serve the purpose of regulating releases from Dickey Dam but would also
produce substantial power. It would also serve as an afterbay for the
pumped-storage' features of the project. Power facilities would consist of two 
units at 30,000 kW each and one at 10,000 kW for a total installed capacity of
70,000 kW.
»
In total, the project will produce 1,445,000,000 kWh on the average each year.
Additionally, downstream plants will be able to increase in productivity by
350,000,000 kWh due to the stream regulation provided by the project.
Total cost of the project at the authorized 3 1/4 percent interest rate is
$946,630,000. At 7 3/8 percent the cost is $1,053,910,000. These costs do not
include Fish and Wildlife Mitigation plan costs which are $45,186,000 and
$46,894,000 respectively. These costs were included in the economic analysis
conducted in this study.
2.4 - Generation Planning Parameters
A set of planning parameters was identified for use in the system model for the
study. These parameters include interest rates, project economic lives, fuel
costs, and fuel escalation rates.
Three interest rates were used in the analysis: 12 1/2 percent, 7 3/8 percent
and 3 1/4 percent. The 12 1/2 percent was used to initially establish the
generation system with and without the project. This value was selected to more
accurately reflect the current balance between the investment costs of new
plants and the high costs of fossil fuels. Taxes and insurance were also
included in this comparison. The Dickey-Lincoln Project was modeled in this
initial analysis at 8 1/2 percent interest--the established project rate for
repayment established by the Department of Energy--and a 50-year life. This
study at these rates established the most economic system with and without the
project under the assumptions of the three load forecasts.
???
These identified systems were then modeled with the interest rates of 3 1/4
percent and 7 3/8 percent for all projects to identify system costs with all
projects financed on a comparable economic basis. Taxes and insurance were not
included in the economic cost analysis.
Although general inflation of prices was not included in the analysis, the
higher incremental rate of fuel prices was considered. Several sources were
consulted for fuel costs and escalation. The selected source for fuel costs was
the DOE publication "Cost and Quality of Fuels for Electric Utility Use -
October 1980." Escalation rates were selected from those estimated for
utilities by the Data Resources Incorporated.
2.5 - Generation Planning and Economic Analysis
The objective of the generation planning and economic analysis was to compare
the costs of the electric utility system with and without the Dickey-Lincoln
Project at comparable interest rates for all projects. The primary tool used
for the study was a generation planning and production cost model developed by
General Electric titled "Optimized Generation Planning" (OGP Version 5).
Initially, a system expansion plan was formulated for each load forecast without
the Dickey-Lincoln project, using 12 1/2 percent interest rates for new
projects. The OGP system model will only add capacity to the system when needed
to satisfy system reliability criteria. However, consideration was given to
overbuilding new projects or accelerating their schedules to lower production
costs by displacing high cost fuel use. The acceleration was tempered by
judgments regarding financing and timing limitations. It was found that the
least expensive add-ons throughout the study period of 20 years were exclusively
large base load alternatives, representing nuclear and/or coal additions.
The Dickey-Lincoln Project was then entered into the system and scheduled to
establish the low cost plan. The results of establishing these plans indicated
that the economic system plan is the same with and without the Dickey-Lincoln
Project, indicating that it is strictly providing benefits as a peaking-unit
displacement project, although in actuality it provides a significant source of
???
dependable capacity. In other words, the most economic system plan without
Dickey-Lincol n becomes even more economically attractive when Dickey-Lincoln is
added to it.
The six plans, two for each load forecast, were operated for the period 1991 to
2010 in the system model at the analysis interest rates to determine production
costs. In order to analyze the economics of the entire Dickey-Lincoln Project
life, the last 80 years were estimated using the last five years' (2006-2010)
average to account for long-term differences in production costs with and
without the project.
The production cost analysis showed that the system with the Dickey-Lincoln
Project operative in 1991 is less expensive over project life than without. The
cost differences varied little between load model but, of course, varied greatly
by interest rate. At 3 1/4 percent, the long-term net present worth benefit to
the power project ranges from $4.1 to $4.5 billion. At 7 3/8 percent, this
value decreases to about $1.2 billion for all load models (see Table 2.3.).
2.6 - Conclusions
At the interest rate and fuel escalation rates chosen for the study, the system
has an exclusive preference for base load capacity fired by either coal or
nuclear fuel. Even so, the Dickey-Lincoln Project is economically justified by
displacing expensive existing peaking units.
Acting in this displacement mode, the project is beneficial to the system in the
first year available, 1991, regardless of the load model used. The long-term
benefits accrued by the project are also independent of the load model but vary
significantly by interest rate.
The Benefit-to-Cost ratios calculated for the project are 3.7 to 3.9 at
3 1/4 percent and 1.9 at 7 3/8 percent (see Table 2.3).
???
TABLE??.?
ECONOMIC ANALYSIS SUMMARY
Interest Rate
3 1/4% 7 3/8%
Long Term Net Benefit
1990 Present Worth $ X 106
LM I $4155 $1192
LM II 4202 1189
LM III 4543 1204
Cost Ratio
LM I 3.65 1.92
LM II 3.6B 1.92
LM III 3.90 1.93
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3 - LOAD FORECASTS FOR NEW ENGLAND
3.1 - Introduction
*
This chapter presents the analysis and forecasts of the electric power demand in
New England through the year 2010. The load model which specifies the
characteristics of current and future system load is also introduced. The load
model constitutes one of the two basic input sources for the OGP* Program used
in the power alternatives study of Dickey-Lincoln School Lakes Project. The
other basic inputs to the system model are discussed in Chapters 4, 5, and 6.
In the economic analysis study, forecasts reflect the latest data available and
current trends. Thus, the 1981 NEPOOL electrical energy and demand forecast
replaced the 1980 NEPOOL study used in the 1980 Alternatives Study. Two other
•
forecasts were developed for the 1981 study using the findings of the 1980 study
with regard to load growth and nonstructural measures. This results in
forecasts slightly lower than those developed in the previous study in terms of
both peak loads and energy. These differences are graphically depicted in
Figures 3-1 and 3-2. The following text presents the three forecasts and
explains their derivation. Some of this information is summarized from the 1980
study report; however, much of the developmental information has been omitted.
Refer to that report for further information on load reduction measures, their
costs, and impacts.
*
Three load growth patterns have been developed:
(1) LM I - The basic system load growth is characterized by the regional
forecast issued by NEPOOL in April 1981 through the use of the "Model for
Long-Range Forecasting of Electric Energy and Demand," incorporating some
load management concepts and reflecting the latest demographic and end use
projections.
* User's Manual "Optimized Generation Planning Programs," OGP-5 and 0GP-5A,
General Electric Company, Electric Utility Systems Engineering Department,
November 1978.
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(2) LM II - A second system load growth represents an intensive conservation
and load management case which would not infringe upon the social and
economic privileges of the population.
(3) LM III - The third load growth scenario represents the reduced load growth
necessary to decrease New England demand by 944 MW of capacity in 1991 (the
equivalent of the total installed capacity of the Dickey-Lincoln School
Lakes Project).
These load forecasts are based on a general review of published data and
discussions with utilities. The primary sources include the New England
forecast produced by the "NEPOOL Model for Long-Range Forecasting of Electrical
Energy and Demand," the "NEESPLAN" developed by the New England Electric System
companies, the forecast from the final report of the New England Energy Congress
entitled "A Blueprint of Energy Action," and the New England Energy Policy
Alternatives Study. Other reports and studies from the U.S. Department of
Energy and the National Academy of Sciences were also reviewed.
The electricity needs in the six New England States are supplied by nearly 150
public or private firms. Figure 3-3 shows the utility service areas. Although
the power industry in New England is composed of both public and private firms,
investor-owned utilities meet the larger proportion of the system demand. The
system is dominated by the following ten largest companies:
Rank Company
1 Northeast Utilities
2 New England Electric System
3 Boston Edison Company
4 Central Maine Power Company
5 United Illuminating Company
6 Public Service Company of New Hampshire -
7 Eastern Utilities Associates
8 New England Gas and Electric Association
9 Central Vermont Public Service Corporation
10 Bangor Hydroelectric Company
???
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3.2 - Base Load Forecast (LM I)
In this study, the base load forecast is selected to reflect the NEPOOL regional
forecast made by NEPLAN. Annual net energy, peak load and load factor for the
years 1990, 2000 and 2010 are shown in Table 3.1. The yearly load growth
pattern is shown in Table 3.2. A growth rate of 2.7 percent per year was used
to forecast the annual net energy from 1981 through 2010. The winter peak from
1981 to 1996 was forecast by NEPLAN. A growth rate of 2.6 percent per year was
used to extend the forecast from 1996 to 2010.
TABLE 3.1
BASE LOAD FORECAST FOR NEW ENGLAND, LMI
Annual Peak Hour Annual
Year Calendar Net Energy Power Winter Load Factor
No. Year GWh Year MW Percent
Actual 1980 85,050 1980/1981 15,620 62.0*
1 1981 87,346 1981/1982 15,920 62.6
10 1990 111,013 1990/1991 20,359 62.2
20 2000 144,904 2000/2001 26,073 63.3
30 2010 189,141 2010/2011 33,703 64.1
Average Annual 2.7 -- 2.6
Growth Rate
Percent
^Corrected for Leap Year.
3.2.1 - Energy Sales Forecast by Sectors
The annual energy sales in the New England area for the period 1981-1996
were forecast through the NEPOOL model for four major sectors:
residential, industrial, commercial, and. miscellaneous. The average
annual growth rates for that period were projected by NEPOOL to be 2.2
percent for residential, 2.7 percent for industrial and 3.4 percent for
commercial and miscellaneous. These growth rates were used in this study
to project the annual sectoral energy sales for the period 1996-2010. The
forecast sectoral energy sales for years 1990, 2000 and 2010 are shown in
Table 3.3.
???
TABLE 3.2
LOAD MODEL I 
GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY
• LDMD31 ElJSED PROGRAM TO CREATE OR MODIFY A LOAD MODEL
JOB NUMBER 1MLM03 0^/28/81
ACRES AMERICAN INC.» COLUMBIA MD.T 21044
NEW ENGLAND POWER POOL LOAD MODEL I 
(MW) (MWH)
YEAR POOL PEAK TOTAL ENERGY LOAD FAC
1981 15920* 87346001. 62.63
1982 16350• 89704343. 62.63
1983 16810* 92126357. 62.56
1984 17260, 94613772. 62.41
1985 17680• 97168342. 62.74
1986 18130. 9979188B. 62.84
1987 18640. 102486268. 62.77
1988 19200. 105253395. 62.41
1989 19779. 108095236. 62.39
1990 20359. 111013809. 62.25
1991 20979. 114011178. 62.04
1992 21589. 117089480. 61.74
1993 22129. 120250897. 62.03
1994 22609. 123497668. 62.36
1995 23059. 126832106. 62.79
1996 23529. 130256570. 63.02
1997 24141. 133773500. 63.26
1998 24768. 137385384. 63.32
1999 25412. 141094786. 63.38
2000 26073. 144904344. 63.27
2001 26751. 148816762. 63.51
2002 27446. 152834810. 63.57
2003 28160. 156961354. 63.63
2004 28892. 161199308. 63.52
2005 29643. 165551690. 63.75
2006 30414. 170021584. 63.82
2007 31205. 174612166. 63.88
2008 32016. 179326694. 63.77
2009 • 32849. 184168512. 64.00
2010 3370*. 189141058. '64.10
ALL AVAILABLE DATA HAVE BEEN PROCESSED
???
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ENERGY CONSUMPTION FORECAST BY SECTORS
(Base Load Forecast)
Energy Demand (GWH)
Year
No.
Calendar
Year Generation
Residenti al Industri al Commerci al
and Misc.
Total
Sales
Actual 1978 82,500 28,813 20,740 25,736 75,289
Actual 1980 85,050 29,661* 22,172* 26,349* 78,182
10 1990 111,013 36,872 28,941 • 36,810 102,623
20 2000 144,904 45,836 37,776 51,425 135,037
30 2010 189,141 56,979 49,309 71,842 178,130
Average Annual
Growth Rate
Percent
2.7 2»2 2.7 3.4 2.6
^Estimated using the actual 1978 distribution.
3.2.2 - Conservation and Load Management Concepts in Base Load Forecast
The base load forecast based on the NEPLAN April 1981 Report includes some
conservation and load management measures which represent an input into
the "NEPOOL Model for Long-Range Forecasting of Electrical Energy and
Demand." Details concerning these measures are presented below.
The mandatory improvement in efficiency standards for electrical home
appliances set in the "Energy Conservation Program" of the National Energy
Act of 1978 have been used as guidelines to update the appliance
efficiency standards in the NEPOOL Model. The standards adopted and
incorporated into the model are identical to Federal standards with two 
exceptions (dishwashers and clotheswashers).
It was assumed that appliance manufacturers have voluntarily introduced
more energy efficient appliances in the marketplace beginning in 1976;
therefore, 12.5 percent of the 1980 efficiency target set by DOE was ''
effective on appliance energy use in 1979. Beyond that date, further
effects of the standards on electric use will increase linearly until 1991
when the full effect of the standard will occur.
???
The load management concepts incorporated in the NEPOOL model are
controlled storage-type electrical space heating and water heating. A 
reduction of about 950 MW in winter peak load for the New England Region
was projected for the year 1996/1997. The resultant winter peak 1996/1997
for that year was forecast to be 23,529 MW representing an average annual
<
growth rate of 2.6 percent from the 1980/1981 winter peak of 15,620 MW.
Without those load management concepts, the expected 1996/1997 winter peak
would have been 24,479 MW and the annual growth rate 2.85 percent. The
1990/1991 winter peak would be 20,688 MW at an annual growth rate of 2.85
percent. The 1990/1991 winter peak in the base load forecast with load
management concepts incorporated is 20,359 MW. Therefore, the reduction
in winter peak due to load management in the base load forecast through
1990 is 329 MW. The reductions in winter peak due to the implementation
of load management are summarized in Table 3.4.
TABLE 3.4
REDUCTION IN WINTER PEAK DUE TO LOAD MANAGEMENT CONCEPTS INCORPORATED
INTO THE NEPOOL MODEL
Winter Peak, MW Reduction in
Without Load Base Load Winter Peak
Management Forecast MW Percent
1990/1991 20,688 20,359 329 1.6
1996/1997 24,479 23,529 950 4.0
Overall, the base load forecast used in the study includes conservation
and load management measures incorporated in the NEPOOL model as follows
- federally mandated improvement in appliance efficiency standards in the
National Energy Conservation Policy Act of 1978 (partial measures)
- controlled storage-type electrical space heating and water heating
resulting in about 950 MW decrease in the otherwise expected 1996/1997
winter peak.
????
3.3 - Low Load Forecast (LM II)
This section examines the potential implementation of current and future demand
control measures to determine their impact on the load forecast previously
determined for New England. A modified (low load) forecast was developed to
account for the likely effects on the demand patterns of various combinations of
load reduction and control measures. Studies supporting the lower forecasts
were performed as part of the 1980 Alternatives Study. The findings have been
used to modify the current forecast for New England.
3.3.1 - Additional Program of Conservation and Load Management
/
0
The programs of energy conservation and load management measures that
could be implemented in addition to those included in the base load
forecast are the following:
- Implementation of energy conservation program provided for in the
National Energy Conservation Policy Act of 1978: energy audits of
residential customers and public buildings, insulation and retrofitting
of homes through loan and grant programs, improvement of energy
efficiency of schools and hospitals and use of solar heating and cooling
equipment.
- Implementation of load management concepts now tested by utilities:
rate reform to reflect incremental cost of service and load controls.
Implementation of these measures would decrease the growth rate of energy
and winter peak projected in the base load forecast. It is expected that
the reduction in electric demand would be mainly in the residential
sector. In the base case forecast, the total energy generation was
projected to increase from 85,050 GWh in 1980 to 111,013 GWh in 1990
(average annual growth rate of 2.7 percent). The energy sales in the
residential sector were projected to be 36,872 GWh in 1990.
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Implementation of an extensive conservation program could reduce energy
consumption in the residential sector. A reduction of 8 percent was
estimated for this study based on the measures discussed, or 2,950 GWh (8
percent of 36,872 GWh). A total reduction of 3,200 GWh in energy
generation was estimated taking into account distribution losses.
Consequently, the total net energy generation for 1990 will be 107,813 GWh
in the low growth forecast, corresponding to an annual growth rate of 2.4
percent (instead of 2.7 percent in the base load forecast).
The implementation of load management measures would also result in
reduction of peak load demand. The demand in residential sector is
assumed to be most affected by the shift of load from peak period to
off-peak period. The residential load during peak period was estimated to
be about 40 percent of the system peak by year 1990. In the base load
forecast, the 1990/1991 winter peak was projected to be 20,359 MW, with a 
residential peak load of 8,140 MW. A reduction of 1,114 MW was estimated
by 1990, representing about 13 percent of the projected residential peak.
With this reduction, the system peak for 1990/1991 in the low growth would
be 19,245 MW; the resultant annual growth rate from 1980 (15,620 MW) to
1990 would be 2.1 instead of 2.6 percent in the base load forecast.
3.3.2 -Low Load Forecast (LM II)
A load forecast was developed for the lowest load growth considered
reasonable taking into account the effects of economic growth and these
extensive load control and conservation measures. The low growth load
forecast is summarized in Tables 3.5 and 3.6. With an intensive
conservation and load management program introduced into the New England
area in addition to the measures incorporated in the base-case load
forecast (NEPOOL model), the annual energy and winter peak growth rates
are projected to decrease to 2.4 percent and 2.1 percent, respectively.
The corresponding load factor is projected to increase to 63.9 percent by
1990. An increase in the load factor under the low growth forecast is
anticipated during the study period due to the implementation of load
management measures.
????
?????? ????
LOW LOAD FORECAST, LM II
Annual Peak Hour Annual
Year Calendar Net Energy Power Winter
r
Load Factor
No. Year GWh Year MW Percent
Actual 1980 85,050 1980/1981 15,620 62.0*
1 1981 87,460 1981/1982 15,920 62.4
10 1990 107,813 1990/1991 19,245 63.9
20 2000 136,669 2000/2001 23,761 65.4
30 2010 173,249 2010/2011 29,335 67.4
Average Annual 2.4 ? 2.1
Growth Rate
Percent
^Corrected for leap year.
3.4 - Nonstructural Load Forecast (LM III)
In this section, the load growth scenario is presented which represents a 
decrease in New England peak demand with about 944 MW of capacity in 1991 (the
total dependable capacity of the Dickey-Lincoln School Lakes Project). The plan
presented here reflects conclusions reached in the 1980 alternatives study. Its
effects are applied to the low load Forecast to develop the nonstructural
forecast.
3.4.1 - Components of the Nonstructural Plan
The most favorable options in energy conservation for the period between
1980 and 1990 are peak load pricing, controlled water heaters, and thermal
storage. These options have been under experimentation by various
utilities, and appropriate hardware is available from manufacturers. Even
before 1980, peak load pricing and time-of-day rates had been offered as
optional, and residential electric thermal storage units for space and
water heating had been installed in the service area of some utilities.
NEPOOL has taken into consideration the controlled space and water heaters
for the long-range forecast. Alternative rate structures and thermal
storage were selected to be included in the Nonstructural Plan. It is
assumed that both measures would be implemented only in the residential
sector.
????
TABLE 3.6
LOAD MODEL II
GENERAL ELECTPIC COMPANY
•L0M03T EUSED PROGRAM TO CREATE OR MODIFY A LOAD MODEL
JOB NUMBER 1ML9B9 05/21/81
ACRES AMERICAN INC.T COLUMBIA MO.T 21044
NEW ENGLAND POWER POOL LOAD MODEL II
(MW)
YEAR POOL PEAK
1981 15920.
1982 16259.
1983 16605.
1984 16959.
1985 17320.
1986 17689.
1987 1B066.
1988 18451.
1989 18844.
1990 19245.
1991 19655.
1992 20074.
1993 20501.
1994 20938.
1995 21384.
1996 21840.
1997 22305.
1998 22780.
1999 23265.
2000 23761.
2001 24267.
2002 24784.
2003 25311.
2004 25851.
2005 26401.
2006 26964.
2007 27538.
2008 28124.
2009 28723.
2010 29335.
AVAILABLE DATA HAVE
( M W H )
TOTAL ENERGY
8709100?;
89181184.
91321533.
93513252.
95757566,
98055750.
00409088.
02818905.
05286559,
07813441•
10400961.
13050586.
15763801.
18542131.
21387146.
24300436.
27283651.
30338456.
33466579.
36669776.
39949856.
43308652.
46748062.
50270014.
53876492.
57569530.
61351200.
65223632.
69189000.
73249532.
LOAD
62
62
62
62
63
63
63
63
63
63
64
64
64
64
64
64
65
65
65
65
65
66
66
66
66
66
66
66
67
67
FACTOR
.45
.61
.78
.77
.11
.28
.45
.44
.78
.95
.12
.11
.46
.63

.79
.14
.32
.49
.48
.84

.18

.53
.71
.89
.88
.24
.42
????
The Nonstructural Plan consists of the following two programs:
- Implementation of rate reform to reflect time-varying cost of service
and
- Use of residential electric thermal storage system as an alternative to
conventional electric residential heating.
(a) Rate reform to reflect time-varying cost of service
Peak load pricing will be implemented in the New*England area between
1980 and 1990. In 1990, the number of residential customers
participating in the peak load pricing is assumed to be 30 percent of
single-family homes projected for that year. The housing stock for
1970 in all six states of New England was estimated at 2,110,326.*
According to the Projection of Demand for Housing by the Department
of Agriculture,** the rates of growth of total housing stock in the
Northeast were projected to be 1.53 percent for the 1970-1980 period
and 1.19 percent for the 1980-1990 period. Using these rates, the
number of single-family houses in New England will be 2,456,368 in
1980 and 2,764,836 in 1990. Number of single-family residents with
installations of multi-rate meters will be 829,450 in 1990.
In 1990, the winter peak for residential sector estimated at
40 percent of total system (19,245 MW) for LM II is 7,698 MW. The
peak load of the residential customers in the peak load pricing
program would be 2,309 MW, 30 percent of total residential sector.
* U.S. Dept. of Commerce, Bureau of Census; U.S. Census of Housing,
General Housing Characteristics, 1970, State Volumes, Table 2.
** U.S. Dept. of Agriculture; Projections of Demand for Housing by Type
of Unit and Region; Agriculture Handbook, No. 428, May 1972,
Table 24.
I
J
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The Connecticut Peak Load Pricing Test* indicated that the test group
coincidental load for a January evening was substantially lower than that
of the control group -- 17 percent. Estimating that a lesser(10 percent)
reduction in winter peak is possible on a wide scale, a decrease of 231 MW
would result in the peak load.
Of the total 944 MW load equivalent to the dependable capacity of
Dickey-Lincoln, 713 MW remains to be displaced.
(b) Use of residential electric thermal storage system as an alternative
to electric heat
The American Electric Power (AEP) system performed a 3-year
residential-energy storage (RES) field test involving 71 customers in
5 states of the Midwest and Upper South, served by 7 operating
companies. Results of the tests indicated that, for the average RES
and all-electric home, an on-peak drop of 6.5 kW of load per customer
was observed due to the RES home.
In order to have a drop of 713 MW in peak demand for 1990, the number
of new homes with thermal storage heat should be 109,692. The number
of new homes to be built during the period between 1980 and 1990 is
estimated at 30 8,468 ( 2,764 , 836 total housing stock in 1990 less
2,456,368 in 1980). Therefore about 35 percent of new homes built
between 1980 and 1990 in New England would require RES features.
The load management and energy conservation measures in the three cases
of load forecast considered in this study are summarized in Table 3.7
below. It is assumed that the rate of load reduction which results in
944 MW of reduced load in 1991 would continue through the forecast
period. • 
* "Connecticut Peak Load Pricing Test," Final Report Northeast Utilities,
Hartford, Connecticut, May 1977.
????
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LOAD MANAGEMENT AND CONSERVATION MEASURES
Base Load Forecast - LM I 
o Controlled Storage - type electrical space
heating and water heating
o Federally mandated improvement in appliance
efficiency standards
Low Load Forecast - LM II
o Implementation of rate reforms and load
controls - voluntary
o Implementation of National Energy Conserva-
tion Policy Act with success: Energy audits,
insulation and retrofitting, improvement of
energy efficiency in buildings, use of solar
heating and cooling equipment.
Nonstructural Load Forecast - LM III
o Mandatory implementation of peak load pricing
o Widespread use of residential electric thermal
storage system as an alternative to conven-
tional electric residential heating
3.4.2 - Nonstructural Load Forecast (LM III)
A reduced load growth forecast is developed to represent a decrease in New
England peak demand by about 944 MW of capacity in 1991. Consequently,
the 1990/1991 peak is expected to be 18,397 MW instead of 19,245 MW
projected in the low growth forecast. The corresponding annual growth
rate of winter peak from 1980/1981 to 1990/1991 would be 1.6 percent.
9
Such a reduction in peak will inherently further reduce energy demand,
from 107,813 GWh in 1990, projected in the low growth forecast, to 104,696
GWh--a reduction of 3,117 GWh. The annual growth rate of energy from 1980
to 1990 in the reduced load growth would be only 2.1 percent.
The reduced growth load forecast, LM III was extended from 1990 to 2010
using the same annual growth rate of 1.6 percent for winter peak and 2.1
percent for energy. The annual energy, winter peak, and load factor for
years 1990, 2000 and 2010 are shown in Table 3.8. Yearly loads and energy
are shown in Table 3.9.
PEAK LOAD REDUCTION MW
1990 1 M
329 950
1,114 1,689
848 1,580
????
?????? ???
NONSTRUCTURAL LOAD GROWTH FORECAST, LM III
Annual Peak Hour Annual
Year Calendar Net Energy Power Winter Load Factor
No. Year GWh Year MW Percent
Actual 1980 85,050 1980/1981 15,620 62.0*
1 1981 86,836 1981/1982 15,920 62.2
10 1990 104,696 1990/1991 18,397 64.9
20 2000 128,880 2000/2001 21,605 67.9
30 2010 158,652 2010/2011 25,371 71.3
Average Annual 2.1 -- 1.6
Growth Rate
Percent
^Corrected for leap year.
????
TABLE 3.9
LOAD MODEL III
GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY
•LDM03T EUSED PROGRAM TO CREATE OR MODIFY A LOAD MODEL
JOB NUMBER 1MLCG1 05/21/81
ACRES AMERICAN INC.I COLUMBIA MD.F 21044NEW ENGLAND POWER POOL LOAD MODEL III
(MW) (MWH)
YEAR POOL PEAK TOTAL ENERGY LOAD 1 FAC
1981 15920. 86836000. 62 27
1982 16178. 88659556. 62 56
1983 16440. 90521406. 62 86
1984 16706. 92422356. 62 98
1985 16977. 94363222. 63 45
1986 17252. 963448^4, 63 75
1987 17531. 98368093. 64 05
1988 17815. 100433823. 64 18
1989 18104. 102542934. 64 66
1990 18397. 104696336. 64 96
1991 18695. 106894956. 65 27
1992 18998. 109139753. 65 40
1993 19306. 111431686. 65 89
1994 19619. 113771752. 66 20
1995 19937. 116160959. 66 51
1996 20260. 118600340. 66 64
1997 20588. 121090948. 67 14
1998 20921. 123633856. 67 46
1999 21260. 126230168. 67 78
2000 21605. 128880999. 67 91
2001 21955. 131587502. 63 42
2002 22310. 134350838. 68 74
2003 22672. 137172210. 69 07
2004 23039. 140052822. 69 20
2005 23412. 142993928. 69 72
2006 23792. 145996802. 70 05
2007 24177* 149062736. 70 38
2008 24569. 152193054. 70 52
2009 24967. 155389104. 71 05
2010 25371. 158652274. 71 38
ALL AVAILABLE DATA HAVE BEEN PROCESSED
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4 - EXISTING AND PLANNED GENERATION SYSTEM
A second item of input to the system model is the generating resources which are
available to meet customer demands. As the focus of this study is post-1990,
this would include all existing and planned resources through that time.
4.1 - Existing NEPOOL Generating Capability
Table 4.1 lists the existing system characteristics as reported in the "New
England Load and Capacity Report 1981-1996," published by NEPLAN, April 1, 1981.
The total summer capacity of 20,667 MW represents approximately a 30 MW increase
in summer capability compared to the 1979 system. Winter capability remains
essentially constant at 21,431 MW. The system model (using OGP-5) represents
21,434 MW of winter capacity. This deviates from the reported total due to the
rounding errors and the assumption of oil to coal conversions in 1981 addressed
in Section 4.2.3.
4.2 - Schedule of Additions, Retirements and Conversions
4.2.1 - Additions
Table 4.2 lists committed additions to the NEPOOL system during the period
1981-1997. Three hydropower additions have been authorized by NEPOOL
since the August 1980 report, representing 14.5 MW of additional
capacity.
The addition of the four proposed nuclear plants has been delayed based on
the recent (April 1981) announcement by Public Service of New Hampshire
(PSNH) to delay start-up of their Seabrook #1 and #2 units by one year.*
This one year delay in schedule was applied to all nuclear additions to
the NEPOOL system.
* Wall Street Journal, Wednesday, April 15, 1981.
?????? ????
EXISTING SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS
???
Tffii
»
Conventional Steam
Coal-Fired
Oil-Fired
SUBTOTAL
Generation
Mix*
Percent
2 (15)**
55 (42)
57 % 
Capabi1ity
MW
Summer
N/A
N/A
12,069 MW
Winter
456 (3,188)**
11,832 (9,100)
12,288 MW
Nuclear
Combustion Turbine
Combined Cycle
Diesels
Conventional Hydro
Pumped Storage
TOTAL
20
7
1
1
	


4,228
1,153
183
251
1,246
1,631
20,761 MW
4,314
1,450
206
266
1,276
1,631
21,431 MW
N/A = Not Available
* Based on Winter Capability
** After Oil to Coal Conversions of 2732 MW
Reference: NEPLAN. "New England Load and Capacity Report 1981-1996"
April 1, 1981
???
?????? ???
SCHEDULE OF ADDITIONS AND RETIREMENTS
ADDITIONS
Station Name Type Effective Date
Winter
Capabilty
MW
Lawrence Hydropower July 1981 17.0
Garvin Hydropower November 1981 6.0
Brunswick/Topsham Hydropower March 1982 12.0
Hadley Falls Hydropower January 1983 15.0
Shawmut Hydropower April 1982* 3.0
Proctor Hydropower November 1983* 3.0
Hiram Hydropower April 1985*
A
8.5
Seabrook #1 Nuclear
1
April 1984** 1150.0
Seabrook #2 Nuclear February 1986** 1150.0
Pilgrim #2 Nuclear January 1987** 1150.0
Mi 11stone#3 Nuclear May 1987** 1150.0
Stony Brook Combined-Cycle November 1981 341.0
Stony Brook Combustion Turbine November 1982 170.0
Sears Island Coal-Fired Steam November 1989 568.0
TOTAL ADDITIONS 5743.5 MW
* Additions authorized by NEPOOL since 1980 report.
** Nuclear units schedule delayed one year based on recent projections of PSNH
Seabrook Units.
RETIREMENTS
As reported by NEPLAN a total of 320.5 MW winter capability is to be retired
during period 1981-1997. In addition to these scheduled retirements, the
retirement policy for existing units is as follows:
Unit Type Life (Yrs)
Nuclear 50
Coal-Fired Steam 40
Diesels 40
Combined-Cycle 40
Combustion Turbines 40
Oil-Fired Steam 40
Conventional Hydro 100
Pumped Storage 100
Energy Storage 100
ii
?-4
All authorized NEPOOL additions have been committed as additions on the
system model. Also considered as committed units are small hydropower
additions which will be developed by non-utility interests.
4.2.2 - Retirements
Table 4.3, taken from the NEPLAN 1981 report, lists 320.5 MW'of winter
capability to be retired in the 1981-1997 period. In addition to these
NEPOOL scheduled retirements, the retirement policy for other existing
units will be applied in accordance with the schedule provided in
Table 4.2. The lives for certain types of plants are longer than often
used in economic analyses. The longer lives were adapted to reflect the
current practice of extending project life in lieu of building new
capacity.
4.2.3 - Oil to Coal Conversions
In the August 1980 alternatives report, a proposed schedule of oil to coal
conversions was presented, based on proposed legislation. The legislation
proposed a mandatory fuel conversion of oil to coal of the listed units.
The list included 29 units with total capacity of 4708 MW to be converted
by 1989. NEPLAN, in their 1981 Report, lists 21 units to be converted
during the period 1981-1986, representing a total of 2732 MW (winter
rating). As the NEPLAN report list represents firm utility plans as
compared to proposed legislation, it is assumed that only these 21 units
will be converted.
Unit revisions will all be made in the system model prior to 1990. This
change is made under the judgment that planning should be based on
coal-fired operation of these units. Although this distorts costs in the
1981-1987 time period, it will have no impact on costs or system mix
throughout the key period, post-1990. Table 4.4 is taken from the NEPLAN
report, listing the unit names and sizes that will be represented in the
system model.
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4.3 - Power Purchase Agreements
Updating the power purchase agreement within the NEPOOL system was based on the
NEPLAN 1981 report and data presented in the Northeast Power Coordinating
Council Report of April 1981. Massachusetts Municipal Wholesale Electric
Company (MMWEC) entered into a 6-year (potential 9-year) 100 MW agreement with
New Brunswick Electric Power Commission to purchase power from 630 MW Point
Lepreau Station. Another key contract revision was the reduction from 400 MW to
133 MW of the MEPCO contract as of January 1, 1981.
h
NEPOOL and Hydro Quebec have initiated preliminary consideration of a DC
connection to exchange energy between systems. There are no expectations that
this connection would supply firm (dependable) capacity, but may provide for
energy exchange for fuel displacement purposes. As there are no firm plans for
the line, it was not included in the supply resources.
The net result of these revisions is presented in Table 4.5. For system
modeling purposes, 181 MW of purchased power will be used at the same cost as in
the 1980 Alternatives Study of $13.2/kW-yr and 2.7 mills/kWh.
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5 - FUTURE GENERATION ALTERNATIVES
A third portion of input to the long range system model is the possibility for
expansion of the electrical supply system. This section discusses those
alternatives which will be available in the future for utility planning.
5.1 - Introduction
The August 1980 Power Alternatives Study reviewed in detail twenty-four
potential energy generation and storage technologies as alternatives to the
i
Dickey-Lincoln School Lakes Project. Of these, ten alternatives were retained
for more detailed evaluation in the system modfel. The power purchase option was
also considered, bringing the total number of alternatives to eleven. These
alternatives are listed in Table 5.1.
This study reviewed the alternatives selected for evaluation in the 1980 study,
reconsidered the assumptions made in the previous study and updated the
t
alternatives list to represent 1981 conditions of scheduling and cost.
The first ten alternatives can be loosely categorized into three groups: (1)
fossil fuel and nuclear alternatives, (2) other generation alternatives,
including wood, wind, peat, conventional and small hydro, and (3) energy storage
alternatives, pumped hydro, compressed air and batteries. The eleventh
"alternative," so to speak, power purchase was discussed in Section 4.3. The
*
other alternatives are detailed below. In addition the Dickey-Lincoln School
Lakes Project alternative is also highlighted in Section 5.5. Much of the
information contained herein is paraphrased from the August 1980 report and
reflects work done on that study. The text has been updated where necessary to
comply with current trends.
5.2 - Fossil Fuel and Nuclear Alternatives
5.2.1 - Fossil Fuel Alternatives
The fossil fuels considered for use in electric power generation in this
section are coal, oil and natural gas. Although coal, as recently as the
early 60's, was the primary fuel source for electric power plant
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TABLE 5.1
ALTERNATIVES SELECTED FOR GENERATION PLANNING
Alternatives
(Plant Type)
1. Baseload
Steam-Electric
%
2. Advanced
Combined Cycle
Thermal
3. Combustion
Turbines
Operating
Mode
Baseload
Mid-range
Peaking
4. Wood-fired Baseload
Steam-Electric
5. Wind Energy Baseload
6. Peat-fired Baseload
Steam-Electric
7. Conventional
and small
Hydroelectric
Utility Baseload
Private Baseload
8. Pumped Hydro
Storage (Con-
ventional and
Underground)
9. Compressed Air
Energy Storage
10. Advanced
Batteries
Peaking
Peaking
Peaking
Available
Capacity (MW)
Unlimi ted
Year
Becoming
Avai1 able
1981
Unlimi ted 1990
Unlimited 1981

500

600
(additional)
(additional)
1981
1990
2000
2000
 
85 1982-1986
300 1982-1990
 1990
 2000
Unlimited 1990
Remarks
Coal/Nuclear
Conventional
Coupled with a 
coal gasifica-
tion unit.
Fuel: Oil #2
Non-firm
Energy
Planned and
under study
hydros.
Private
developers
(estimate)
10-hour
Storage
10-hour
Storage
10-hour
Storage
11. Power Purchase Mid-range  1990 Firm Contracts
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generation in New England, it fuels only 2 percent of the system today.
Future conversion from oil to coal will increase this system mix. Natural
gas has never been a major contributor to the energy needs of the North-
east region. Oil has been the primary source of fuel for fossi1-fueled
plants in New England in recent years. Of the total capacity available to
the New England Power Pool in 1981, over 60 percent is dependent on oil as
its primary fuel.
Particular electric generating processes which use fossil fuels, their
resource limitation, existing and planned facilities, and potential future
use include:
(a) Conventional Thermal Steam Cycle. The thermal steam cycle is the
basis for the large, efficient power plants which are designed to
serve baseload electrical demands. Plants can be designed to use
coal, oil, or gas as a primary fuel. Major components of the system
include the steam generator, which combusts the fuel and produces
steam, a feedwater system, a steam turbine, generator and cooling
system. Inexpensive oil and the environmental advantages of using
oil in place of coal caused a major shift toward oil use in steam
electric plants after the mid-60's. This shift was particularly
apparent in New England where no major commercial coal field existed
and transportation costs for coal were high. As late as 1966, coal
was still generating half of all New England's electricity. Today it
supplies less than 10 percent of the region's electric utility
output.
Recently, the Power Plant and Industrial Fuel Use Act (FUA) of 1978
established a program prohibiting the construction of new power
plants which do not have the capability to use coal or alternate
fuels and also prohibiting the use of natural gas or petroleum as the
primary energy source in new power plants and major industrial fuel
burning installations. According to the FUA Final Environmental
Impact Statement (EIS), existing units will not be affected by the
proposed action as they have already been evaluated under prior
legislation. Although the regulatory program setting forth the FUA
has an extensive list of exemptions which are available, the criteria
for qualification for these exemptions are rigorous, in keeping with
intent of the Act. In addition, the exemptions refer mainly to peak
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load and intermediate load facilities (the criteria for the latter
are very stringent). Overall, the FUA essentially precludes further
development of new baseload oil- or natural gas-fired steam-electric
plants.
In order to encourage conversion of existing oil-fired units,
legislation was drafted to promote oil-to-coal conversion of 29 units
comprising 4708 MW of capacity in the New England region. This was
•
the assumption made in the August 1980 Alternatives Study. However,
since this legislation was proposed, the New England utilities have
voluntarily begun a program of oil to coal conversion as discussed in
Section 4.2 which affects 21 units totaling 2732 MW of capacity in
the 1981-1990 time frame.
It is apparent that coal will be the only fossil fuel available for
new steam-cycle plants in the future. Increased use of coal by
electric generating utilities may lead to a general lowering of coal
quality. This will necessitate a continued improvement in plant
design, placing a high priority on improving the performance and
reliability of conventional coal-fired generation while continuing to
meet environmental requirements.
A major problem in the use of coal in New England is transportation.
The distances from major suppliers to the south and west combined
with the limitations of railroad systems is cause for concern for any
major generating project relying on coal.
Combustion Turbines. The open-cycle gas turbine is essentially a jet
engine modified for industrial and electric generation purposes.
Units of this type have been used by electic utilities as sources for
emergency and peaking generation for over 25 years.
The advantages offered by combustion turbines to utilities are the
low capital cost and short lead times for capacity additions.
Environmental problems associated with the units are generally
minimal since noise can be controlled and gaseous emissions,
primarily nitrogen and sulfur oxides, are relatively low. Combustion
turbines can usually be located near load centers, keeping
transmission costs to a minimum.
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The major disadvantage of combustion turbine plants is the dependence
on fuels which are expensive and in short supply. The turbines
operate primarily on light oil and natural gas as fuel, although
development is underway of units which will use residual oil.
i
Additional disadvantages have been the relatively high heat rates of
the units, and high forced outage rate.
The operating characteristics of open cycle combustion turbines lead
to the units generally being delegated tb peaking uses. As such, the
annual capacity factors are .usually limited to 5 to 7 percent or even
less. Since the units operate a small amount of the time, they
consume relatively small amounts of oil compared to oil-fired cycling
or base load steam units. Open-cycle combustion turbines were
retained as a source of peaking for the future generation mix in New
England, as they will no doubt continue to serve in electric
generation for the near future, especially due to the early stage
development problems and/or to the length of the lead times for some
energy storage alternatives which could replace them.
In 1981, there were 1450 MW of combustion turbine capability in the
New England system, representing slightly less than 7 percent of
total capability. One combustion turbine plant, the Stony Brook,
unit, is scheduled for addition to the system in 1982 at 170 MW.
Combined Cycle. In the recent past, combined cycle power plants have
been made available to utilities for use in meeting loads in the
intermediate range. In these plants, gas turbine exhaust gases
possessing a high heat content are used to raise steam at
temperatures appropriate for a conventional thermal cycle. Thus the
combined cycle system is a combination of two proven technologies --
gas turbines and steam generators -- and, as such, the hardware is
readily available to the power industry.
The addition of the thermal power cycle to the combustion turbine
substantially improves the overall cycle efficiency with the result
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that these units compare favorably with conventional thermal plants.
The combined cycle system has better load following characteristics
for mid-range duty than conventional thermal plants. Combined cycle
plants, as commercially available today, are fueled by gas or, as in
New England, light fuel oil.
Dependence upon these fuels has prevented any widespread acceptance
of combined cycle plants. The Fuel Use Act (FUA) makes it extremely
difficult to add any new combined-cycle plants into a generating
system. The FUA allows exemptions for both peak load plants (less
than 1500 hours/year of operation) and intermediate plants (less than
3500 hours of operation). However, while the peak load exemption is
readily available, the exemption criteria for intermediate plant
qualification are rather stringent. For this reason, and because it
seemed inappropriate to expand oil use within an electrical system
already dependent on oil for more than 62 percent of its capability,
the option was discarded for future electric generation in New
England. This decision was taken despite the fact that, in general,
the National Energy Act does not preclude this type development and
the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission still considers it a viable
alternative. The only development retained within this study was the
capacity already committed to construction (Stony Brook #1, about 340
MW) to be installed in late 1981.
The future of the combined gas turbine/steam turbine cycle power
system appears to lie in a coupling with coal gasification system.
Using present day gas turbines, an overall efficiency of about 31
percent is projected for these new plants, which are competitive with
conventional power plants equipped with flue gas desulfurization
equipment. Improvements expected by the turbine manufacturers could
boost station efficiencies to over 40 percent by 1985. The Electric
Power Research Institute (EPRI) predicts that these forms of
combined-cycle generation will be available by 1990.* This
* Report of the Member Electric systems of NYPP and the Empire State Electric
Energy Research Corporation, Volume 3, 1979.
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technology was retained for future mid-range generation in New
England, starting in the last decade of this century.
5.2.2 - Nuclear Alternatives
The present role of nuclear power in New England is more important
than in the remainder of the country. Approximately one third of the
region's electricity is generated by nuclear plants as compared to
about 12 percent nationwide. Development plans of the New England
utilities rely heavily on nuclear expansion for the next ten years.
Although nuclear plants still represent an important resource for
electrical energy production in the near-term, several issues could
have profound effects on the future development. These issues
include public concerns about nuclear technology as well as about the
safety and environmental aspects and, consequently, the potential for
regulatory delays.
There are currently four Light Water Reactor (LWR) plants scheduled
for addition to the NEPOOL system in the next ten years with a total
capacity of 4600 MW:
1984 Seabrook #1 1150 MW
1986 Seabrook #2 1150 MW
1987 Millstone #3 1150 MW
1987 Pilgrim #2 1150 MW
These units have all experienced schedule slippages of one to four
years in the last twelve months. Additionally, plans for two NEPCO
units scheduled for the late 1980's have been abandoned. Among the
reasons are regulatory delays and moratoriums, construction delays
and slowed system demand growth. These trends and the concerns
manifested by some segments of the public about new nuclear
developments in New England will have to be considered when planning
the future baseload generation capability of this system.
*
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It should be noted that in the succeeding sections when baseload
capacity is mentioned it is not distinguished as coal-fired or
nuclear-fired steam generation. No attempt is made in this study to
resolve the future for New England baseload capacity, especially due
to the drawbacks to both types of expansion. Moreover, the
similarities in economics, design, siting and operational
characteristics as well as institutional and infrastructure concerns
do not permit easy distinction between coal or nuclear futures. More
likely, each decision for expansion will be based upon
transportation, financing, political climate and environmental
concerns which would be addressed in a site specific study.
5.3 - Other Generation Alternatives
*
5.3.1 - Wood
Wood is New England's most abundant energy resource, with over 80 percent
of the region covered by forest.* For the northern three states, the
coverage is 86 percent. The energy potential for wood use is large for
the study area. The annual available surplus from the commercial forest
land (capable of producing more than 20 cubic feet of industrial wood per
acre per year) is about 0.3 quads or 11 percent of total energy demand.
Although it would not be economically sensible to harvest that quantity
for energy use at this time, the above figure represents the available
potential without adversely affecting the forest balance; and, moreover,
it does not include the unused commercial-grade timber.
The uses of wood range from direct combustion in stoves in the residential
sector to process heat and electricity to synfuels and methanol production
for the industrial and transportation sectors.
Direct combustion and thermochemical processing (gasification) are the
main technologies in the production of heat, electricity and synthetic
gas. Whether or not these wood-derived products become substitutes for
* "A Report on the Potential of Wood as an Energy Resource in New England,."
Report prepared by the Resource Development Task Force of the New England
Federal Regional Council (FRC), September 1977.
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fossil fuels depends more on their price competitiveness than on technical
or operational factors, as all the conversion procedures are in the
demonstration and/or commercialization stages. As of this date, direct
combustion is the most cost effective use that can be made of wood.
As of the end of 1979, there were only a limited number of commercial
wood-burning systems outside the wood industry and very few in the
electrical generating field. An example of a community relying on
wood-burning in New England is Burlington, Vermont. Since October 1977,
Burlington has been receiving a portion of its electrical power from a 17
MW converted coal boiler which is now burning wood and oil. The mixture
is 75 percent wood chips and 25 percent oil, and the conversion cost was
about $25,000 in 1976. Wood chips are purchased at $12 per green ton (a
heat content of about 4,500 Btu per pound) with an expected supply
requirement of about 52,000 tons per year. The Burlington Electric
Department intends to build by 1982 a new 50 MW single boiler power plant
to be fired totally by wood. A 400 acre site has already been selected in
greater Burlington, and the plant is expected to be in operation by 1983.
Fuel for this plant will include wood chips supplied from surrounding wood
pulp and mill operations and selective harvesting of unwanted trees. The
supply distance will probably exceed 50 miles. This unit is not included
in the system since it will not-be connected to the NEPOOL grid.
5.3.2 - Wind Energy
9
Two reasons advocate a serious consideration of wind potential in New
England. First, wind conditions are favorable compared to most parts of
the United States, with an annual average speed exceeding 18 mph. Second,
New England has the highest energy costs of any area in the country and
therefore has the incentive for developing alternative energy sources.*
* "A Blueprint for Energy Action." Final Report of the New England Energy
Congress, May 1979.
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The operation of a wind machine is fairly simple: the propeller, under the
aerodynamic impact of the wind, turns the rotor; and the mechanical motion
can be used to pump fluids directly or can be converted to electricity
using a generator. The electrical generation potential rather than the
water pumping application is of primary interest in New England.
The output of a wind turbine is proportional to the cube of wind speed;
therefore, both wind direction and speed are critical site-related factors
in the design of the system. The wind energy being essentially
intermittent, some possibility of energy trade-off or storage must be
available to bring the reliability of this source within the system
limits. Excess wind energy is transferred to the power grid or stored
on-site during times of energy production; during wind-deficient time, the
energy flow is from the grid or storage device to the user.
Wind systems are generally divided into three distinct classes:*
(1) Small scale machines of less than 100 kilowatt for use at dispersed
sites;
(2) Intermediate scale units (up to 150-foot diameter rotor blades) with
nominal capacities of up to 200 kilowatts; and
(3) Megawatt scale systems (up to 350-foot diameter rotor blades)
In general, small-scale wind turbines are generators for self-sufficient
systems not linked with the commercial power networks.
The intermediate and megawatt systems are designed as electricity
generators for public use, including central power grids.
Presently, two 200-kilowatt intermediate wind applications are operated by
utilities in New England. An 80-foot diameter rotor blades machine
(designed and built by WTG Energy Systems of Ayola, New York) meets most
* "New England Rural Energy Sources." Report prepared for the Energy Task Force
of the New England Congressional Caucus, February 1979.
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of the electrical demand of the Cuttyhunk Island community in
Massachusetts. A two-blade propeller (125 feet diameter), 200
kilowatt wind turbine supplies some of the electrical needs for the
residents on Block Island. This project was constructed as a 
demonstration project under grants by the Department of Energy.
5.3.3 - Peat
Peat is a heterogeneous material of partially decomposed plant water and
minerals that have accumulated in a water-saturated media over a period of
time. Most peat deposits (bogs) are not more than 5000 years old.
f
To date, only general estimates exist for the peat resources of Maine.
These estimates vary between a few hundred million tons and 1800 million
tons of raw peat. Maine peat bogs are typically 2 to 3 feet to a few tens
of feet thick and consist of moss, sedge and humus peat with intermixed
tree trunks, limbs and other debris. The bog or swamp may, or may not, be
overgrown with trees or shrubs.
Peat harvesting and dewatering will affect water quality in the area of
r
operation: significant increases in acidity, BOD, sediment, phosphorous,
metals and nitrogen are expected and may necessitate water treatment
facilities. Most of New England peat is in wetland areas which provide
critical wildlife habitat and is important for water retention and ground
water recharge. Part of Maine's resources are in the coastal wetlands
where existing regulations preclude peat operations on most of the area.
The largest technical problem is the dewatering process. Economical and
efficient methods for dewatering to the required 50 percent moisture are
still in a developmental stage. In addition, the storage and handling
operations present a self-ignition hazard due to self-heating from
decomposition.
Due to the uncertainties associated with the peat operation and the best
resource utilization, and because of the many important technical and
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environmental problems involved, the peat-fired steam-electric plant
development in New England was limited to 1000 MW under the assumptions of
the present study. The capacity was assumed to be operational for
electric utilities during the last part of the study period, after the
year 2000.
5.3.4 - Conventional Hydro
In the past, hydropower has been a major power source for the development
of industry in New England. The evidence of hydropower presence remains
today in the thousands of dams and millponds widespread throughout the
region. However, as in the remainder of the country, the economic
attractiveness of hydro diminished with the increase in availability of
cheap fossil fuel-produced electric power around the middle of this
century. As an example, the 1981 NEPOOL capability included 1276 MW hydro
dependable capacity, which accounts for less than 6 percent of the total.
There are currently no planned additions of conventional hydroelectric
capability in New England through 1990, except for seven small hydro plant
developments adding up to some 65 MW and listed as additions through 1985,
under Section 4. In addition, utilities in the New England Region are
studying and planning an addition of 85 MW of small hydro installations,
13 units in total, within the 1982-1986 time frame.
The recent focus on national energy resources has generated interest in
small hydroelectric power development. The environmental impacts of
implementations at existing dams are expected to be modest. The projects
tend to be basically non-controversial; licensing and permit granting are
simpler and, consequently, commissioning is possible in relatively short
time frames (lead-time of two to three years).
The 1980 study conclusion of the projected development of 300 MW of small,
private (non-utility) hydropower during the 1983-1989 period was re-
searched. Two major factors could impact this conclusion. First, is the
possibility of the loss of the DOE funds which were planned to encourage
development. Second is the eruption upward of the number of filings
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before the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission of preliminary permit
applications, predicated in part by the institution of the Public Utility
Regulatory Policies Act (PURPA). A listing of FERC filings current to
October 1980 showed approximately 860 MW of permit applications filed or
issued (excluding the 150 MW planned by NEPOOL). Additionally, since
October, there have been numerous filings. Therefore, assuming that one
third of the October 1980 list is actually developed (this would be a 
lower percentage of the current list), the 300 MW assumption is valid.
5.4 - Energy Storage Alternatives
There are, in principle, many different forms of energy storage. Fossil fuels
such as oil, coal, and natural gas may be considered as storing energy in
chemical form which may be transformed into heat energy by burning.
There are, however, special types of energy storage facilities which are of
importance to the power utility industry. The characteristic feature of these
facilities is that both input to and output from storage is in the form of
electricity. Energy is absorbed from the power system during periods of low
demand, and returned later to help meet system peak demand, significantly
increasing the efficiency of energy use.
The following discussion is a review of energy storage systems based mainly on
the findings of recent reports, studies and industry journals. One basic
assumption common to all energy storage systems is the availability of
relatively low cost off-peak power.
5.4.1 - Conventional and Underground Pumped Hydroelectric Storage
Conventional pumped hydroelectric storage has been operated by various
electric utilities for over 30 years in the United States.
«
The operating principles and basic requisites, the reservoir, water
passages and power plants are essentially the same as for a conventional
hydro plant. However, the plant operates on a cycling basis and is
capable of both generating and pumping. Water stored in an upper reser-
voir is released to generate power during peak demand. A lower reservoir
is required for retention of the water discharged during the generating
cycle, for subsequent return to the upper reservoir by pumping.
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A full cycle includes both pumping and turbining mode, each with its
losses; consequently, the net efficiency in energy production
corresponding to a pumped storage plant is much lower than that
corresponding to a conventional hydro plant. A pumped storage plant
normally recovers only 65 to 75 percent of energy used for pumping. The
economy results from the conversion of low-cost, off-peak energy to high
value peak energy.
The social and environmental impacts of a pumped hydroelectric storage
plant are generally more severe than those of a conventional hydro plant.
Although it is not always necessary to create both reservoirs on existing
water courses, pool fluctuations are much more severe. This happens in
both reservoirs, usually over short time intervals.
Two major pumped storage projects are currently in operation in New
England: Northfield Mountain (1000 MW), and Bear Swamp (600 MW). In
addition, the Rocky River pumped storage project in Connecticut, in
operation since 1929, was the first project of this type in North
America. There are no known plans for construction of additional plants
in the New England region other than the Dickey-Lincoln School Lakes
Project, which integrates conventional hydroelectric power generation
with a pumped storage function.
A total of 52 potential sites for conventional pumped storage ranging in
size from 274 MW to 7930 MW have been identified in New England. Of
these, 14 preferred'sites ranging from 1000 MW to 7930 MW have been
evaluated environmentally and ranked.
Underground pumped hydroelectric storage (UPHS) utilizes essentially the
same basic principles as conventional pumped hydro. The main exception
is that the potential head is developed between an upper reservoir at
ground surface and a lower reservoir located in a cavern excavated in
rock at depth. At a site with competent rock conditions, the head that
can be developed is not dependent on topography but is subject to some
limitations imposed by available pump-turbine equipment and economic
considerations.
«
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The underground pumped hydro concept utilizes essentially proven
components from conventional pumped hydroelectric plants and mining
technology assembled to provide a unique approach to bulk energy
storage.
Preliminary economical plant sizes range from 800 to 2000 MW (with the
upper range providing an economy of scale) generally with capacities of 8 
to 10 hours of storage. Economic life is up to 100 years. Although the
first pilot plant in the U. S. will probably be in use only by the early
1990's, the UPH is generally considered an available generation
technology for application this century.
For these reasons, a generic development of 2000 MW/20,000 MWh of pumped
hydroelectric capacity was considered to be an available option for the
system mix starting in 1990. This generic option could represent either
the development of one or two of the conventional sites previously listed
or an underground plant or both types of development.
5.4.2 - Compressed Air Energy Storage
Compressed air energy storage (CAES) has been discussed for some time as
a peaking system and has been brought recently to practical realization.
The concept is being utilized in a plant in Huntorf, West Germany. This
plant has an installed capacity of 290 MW and a two-hour storage
capacity. The principle of the concept is the storage of air compressed
by conventional equipment using low-cost energy during off-peak periods.
The air is then released during peak periods through a conventional gas
turbine plant. This storage system is unique in that other storage
systems, (i.e., batteries, flywheel, underground pumped hydro) eliminate
gas turbines, while CAES systems improve the generating efficiency of
such turbines. Its dependence on fossil fuels, natural gas and
particularly oil, makes it susceptible to foreign import influences and
thus to shortages and rapid price increases. The above dependence and
the emphasis of the National Energy Act have led to the current
development of advanced compressed-air energy storage systems (ACAES).
Two ACAES schemes are presently under preliminary investigations: one
utilizes coal instead of oil or gas to provide the necessary heat;
>
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the other is an adiabatic system that would store the compression heat,
(which is now rejected into the atmosphere) for reintroduction in the
generation cycle.
There are two basic cycle CAES systems and three storage methods
presently being given serious attention by the industry. The two-cycle
systems are constant pressure and constant volume. In the constant
pressure system, water from a surface reservoir is allowed to rise or
fall through a shaft interconnection, thus keeping a constant pressure on
the compressed air. The second system operates under continually
decaying pressure during generation and is thus less efficient at the
present level of machinery technology.
The cavern-storage alternatives include hard rock caverns, solution mined
4
salt caverns, and aquifers. Of the three methods, the aquifer method
currently appears to be the least viable. Storage is also being
considered in depleted oil and gas fields, but the potential for residual
oil or gas entrainment in the air discharge makes this method also less
desirable.
The constant pressure air storage cycle has a high potential in New
England from a siting standpoint, as there is an abundance of appropriate
rock formations in this region. These plants may be located close to the
load center and wherever a least impact site may be available for the
surface reservoir.
The constant volume cycle is considered a viable alternative where the
cavern can be created or is available at relatively low cost. A 
solution-mined cavern is one possible storage type, but there are no
sizable salt formations in New England. There may, however, be a few
mines available with suitable characteristics.
The optimum size for these plants is expected to be between 200 and 1000
MW. The system is expected to have a physical life of about 20 to 25
years without turbine replacement. Experience is needed to show if the
storage components will have longer life than the turbines.
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Although CAES systems are expected to become commercially available in
the mid-1980's, they were not retained as an alternative for the future
power generation mix in New England due to their dependence on petroleum
based fuels, a future scarce resource in the area. Coal being one of the
most significant alternatives for future generation in New England and
4
across the country, coal-fired advanced CAES systems were instead
selected as an alternative. A 1000 MW, 10 hour-storage plant was
considered an available peaking generation option for the system
generation mix starting after the year 2000. The preliminary status of
investigations into these technologies and the significant expected lead
time associated with their commissioning represented the main reason in
considering advanced CAES as an alternative only after the year 2000.
5.4.3 - Lead-Acid and Advanced Battery
Batteries, especially the lead acid type, have been in use as storage
systems for several years. Their use has declined over this century due
to the adoption of alternating current. Recently though, interest has
increased, partly due to the energy crisis.
A battery is basically an electro-chemical energy storage medium; the
direct current electricity is stored as chemical energy during charging
and recovered during the discharging mode. For specific power system
operation, a special inverter is required to convert the direct current
output into alternating current at the frequency and voltage levels
required during generation (discharging) and for the reverse cycle during
storge (charging).
Several advantages can be realized by battery storage systems in that:
(1) Response to load fluctuations are rapid and efficient;
(2) Storage plant capacity may be increased in modular units;
(3) Battery units could be swiftly manufactured and brought on line;
r
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(4) The mechanical problems associated with other storage systems are
non-existent; and
(5) Battery storage systems can be located throughout a utility
distribution system.
Lead acid batteries are considered to be a near-term storage technology.
For utility use, station sizes of about 20 to 50 MW are expected to be
commercially available by the mid 1980's. Their physical life would be
up to about 10 years and the overall storage efficiencies are expected to
lie between 65 and 75 percent.
Research is being conducted presently on advanced battery systems that
have the potential for lower cost and longer life compared to lead acid
batteries. Some of these battery types include lithium-iron sulfide,
sodium sulfur, zinc chloride, and sodium-chloride. In particular, EPRI
in cooperation with General Electric Company is planning to have a 400
cell, 100 kWh sodium sulfur battery ready by 1982 and a prototype battery
of 5000 kWh by 1984.*
A recent development in the advanced battery technology has been the
Redox storage system. The system is based on the reduction/oxidation
reaction between chromium-chloride and iron-chloride. In the discharge
mode, these reactants are brought together in a flow cell. The latter
contains a membrane that physically separates the reactants, but allows
electric charge to pass through. To recharge the system, the reactants
are brought again into the flow cell and electric energy is supplied to
drive the reduction/oxidation reaction in reverse.**
To help direct these and other battery research efforts, DOE and EPRI
have funded the Battery Energy Storage Test Facility (BEST). DOE has
* Energy Systems, Fritz R. Kalhammer, Scientific American, December 1979.
** "Fluid Battery Promises to Save Electricity at Lower Cost for Power
Generation Systems," July 1979.
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also funded for the Storage Battery for Electric Energy Demonstration
project (SBEED), which will incorporate a lead acid battery into a small
electric utility system to gain operating and maintenance experience.
Of the advanced batteries previously mentioned, the sodium sulfur and
zinc chloride types appear to have an economic advantage, while sodium
chloride and lithium-iron sulfur batteries are not as competitive. These
advanced batteries are expected to be available in the late 1980's, have
an overall storage efficiency of 70 to 80 percent and a physical life of
15 to 20 years.
4
5.5 - Dickey-Lincoln School Lakes Project
i.
(Extracted from HY-LITES, publication of New England Division, U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers, February 1981)
The primary purpose of the proposed Dickey-Lincoln School Lakes project, is to
convert natural energy from 1 trillion gallons of water which annually flow
through the upper St. John River into economical hydroelectric power for the
future benefit of Maine consumers and consumers elsewhere in New England.
The project, which would be financed initially by the Federal Government, is
located in a remote, thinly populated corner of Maine's Aroostook County
adjacent to the Canadian border. The proposed project would absorb about
127,000 acres, including approximately 8000 acres of water and wetland areas.
The land area is presently utilized principally for commercial lumbering
operations and wildlife habitat.
Valubale peaking energy would be by water stored in the reservoir created by
Dickey Dam having a total length of 10,200 feet and a maximum height of 335 feet
above the streambed. Its outlet works would include a low level tunnel 2170
feet long at streambed elevation and an upper tunnel 970 feet long,
approximately 100 feet above the streambed, each concrete-1ined and 26 feet in
diameter. The power facilities would include four generating units at 190,000
/
kilowatts (kW) each, one of which would be reversible pump-turbine, for a total
initial installed capacity of 760,000 kW. This value reflects the
manufacturer1s generator capacity rating at minimum head. However, the
v
dependable capacity of the units; i.e., the generating capacity to meet maximum
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system load during the most severe hydro period, totals 874,000 kW. Basic
provisions would be included in the initial project to accommodate the potential
future installation of two additional reversible units at 190,000 kW each for an
ultimate installed capacity of 1,140,000 kW (1,311,000 dependable capacity).
These provisions include excavation for the adjoining approach and discharge
channels, construction of the adjoining headworks, construction of the
powerhouse foundation and raising Lincoln School Dam an additional 8 feet.
Installation of the additional units would require Congressional authorization
and would not be added until required by future power demands and an adequate
source of off-peak energy was available for pumping. Dickey's pow6r plant would
be operated primarily to meet peaking power requirements in Maine and the other
five New England States.
A second dam, the Lincoln School Dam, would be located on the St. John River, 11
miles downstream from Dickey Dam in the Town of St. Francis. It would be an
earthfill dam impounding a reservoir with a storage capacity of 67,150
acre-feet. The reservoir would serve principally to regulate releases from
Dickey Dam and as power pondage. The lake would also serve as lower pool
storage for the Dickey Dam pumped-storage feature. Its reservoir would
ultimately encompass 2620 acres with 86,355 acre-feet of storage at its maximum
pool elevation of 620 feet msl. However, until the installation of future
reversible units at Dickey Dam is required and authorized, the maximum pool
elevation would be 612 feet msl with an area of 2240 acres. Lincoln School Dam
would be 2100 feet long, including the powerhouse and spillway structures, and
have a maximum height of 90 feet. Its power facilities would consist of two
units at 30,000 kW each and one unit at 10,000 kW, for a total installed
capacity of 70,000 kW. This facility would be operated as an intermediate load
power plant currently proposed to service Maine consumers.
Additional power resulting from increased generation of 350 million
kilowatt-hours per year would also be realized at downstream hydroelectric
plants in New Brunswick. It is assumed that the United States would receive
one-half of this energy, although final terms would be dependent upon formal
negotiations with Canada.
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Impoundment of spring snowmelt would further protect downstream communities from
damaging floods which have been severe in recent years.
Development of the Dickey-Lincoln School Lakes project would have an extensive
impact on the natural, social and economic environment of the immediate area.
Some 267 miles of streams, including 55 miles of the free-flowing St. John
River, would be flooded to create an 86,000-acre reservoir above the Dickey
The Dickey-Lincoln School Lakes facilities would be the largest public works
project ever undertaken in New England. If built, it would cost $946.8 million
to construct at October 1980 prices at the 3 1/4 percent authorized rate ($746.0
million for the dams and related features and $200.0 million for the
transmission facilities). All costs allocated to the production and
transmission of power, totaling some $928.0 million, would be recovered through
the sale of energy to consumers. The remaining cost of $18.0 million,
representing costs allocated to flood control, would be borne by the Federal
Government. Note that these figures do not include the costs for the Fish and
Wildlife Mitigation plan which are included in the economic analysis later in
this report.
6 - BASE GENERATION PLANNING PARAMETERS
	 < 
6.1 - Introduction
In order to conduct an economic analysis using a system planning model, a number
of parameters must be developed for input to the model. These parameters range
from interest and escalation rates, capital costs of alternatives to fuel costs,
and differential fuel cost escalation rates. A number of these parameters were
defined at the start of this study by Federal water resource project planning
guidelines. In addition, some parameters had to be developed using published
information and engineering judgment to define all the information necessary to
conduct a system planning study.
It was decided at the beginning of the study that the interest rates (Cost of
Money) parameter would be varied as follows: 12 1/2, 3 1/4 and 7 3/8 percent.
These three rates represent the current FERC value for utility cost of capital,
the rate at which the Dickey-Lincoln project was authorized and the current
federal water resource project interest rate, respectively. The 12 1/2 percent
rate was used to establish with and without Dickey-Lincoln project generating
systems. The other two interest rates were used for economic analysis.
The choice of the 12.5 percent rate for utility cost of capital as the basis for
defining generation systems with and without the project is an important one.
It is clear that, in the absence of the project, growth in non-Federal
generation systems will be governed by decisions which take into account the
true costs of money. Thus, if Dickey-Lincoln is constructed, it will be
superimposed upon a system which has evolved at a 12 1/2 percent or higher rate.
It follows that the true benefits of the project at Federal water resources
rates are most appropriately measured by applying the Federal interest rate to
all portions of a system which has been optimized at rates extant in the
non-Federal utility sector. This allows a comparison of alternative systems at
comparable interest rates.
Consistent with Water Resource Council guidelines, general price inflation per
year was assumed at zero as was other non-energy cost escalation. However,
differential fuel cost inflation was used, representing the difference in total
fuel price escalation minus general inflation. These rates are discussed in
Section 6.5.
To calculate annual carrying charges under 3 1/4 and 7 3/8 percent, the
following assumptions were made regarding the economic life of various power
projects.
Unit Type Economic Life
Nuclear steam electric plants 50 years
Coal-fired steam electric plants 30years
Hydroelectric and pumped-storage projects 50 years
Combustion turbine, batteries, wind plants 20 years
Combined-cycle, wood, peat electric plants 30 years
CAES plants 25 years
Under the economic analysis interest rates (3 1/4 and 7 3/8), taxes and
insurance costs were omitted to allow comparison of alternatives on an equal
basis with the Dickey Lincoln project. Under 12 1/2 percent, planning
procedures, taxes, and insurance are included. Table 6.1 summarizes the annual
fixed carrying charges relevant to the generation planning analysis based on
these parameters.
6.2 - Capital Costs and Plant Parameters
9
Capital costs of alternatives selected for study are important inputs to the
system planning model. The nonfuel plant operating costs as presented in the
1980 Alternatives Study were revised and updated to reflect October 1980 (fiscal
year 1981) price levels and three different interest rates (3 1/4, 7 3/8 and
12 1/2 percent) for this study.
Capital costs were updated using the Handy-Whitman Indices for electric utility
construction, interpolated between July 1979 and January 1981 to represent
?
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TABLE 6.1
Project Economic Life*
20-Year 25-Year 30-Year 50-Year
(%) (X) (X) (X)
12.50 12.50 12.50 12.50
1.30 .69 .37 .03
.25 .25 .25 .25
5.30 5.30 5.30 5.30
19.35 18.74 18.42 18.08
12 1/2 % Parameters:
Cost of Money
Amortization
Insurance
Taxes
TOTAL
3 1/4 % Parameters:
Cost of Money 3.25 3.25 3.25 3.25
Amortization 3.62 2.65 2.02 .82
TOTAL "6787 5.90 5.27 4.07
7 3/8 % Parameters:
Cost of Money 7.375 7.375 7.375 7.375
Amortization 2.345 1.495 .985 .215
TOTAL 9.72 8.87 8.36 7.59
* 20-Year Life: Combustion Turbines, Batteries, Wind
25-Year Life: CAES
30-Year Life: Coal, Oil, Wood, Combined-Cycle, Peat
50-Year Life: Nuclear, Hydro, Pumped Storage
October 1979 to October 1980 costs. The previous study (August 1980) used a 
10 1/2 percent interest rate for utility construction, whereas this study is
using two different economic interest rates of 3 1/4 and 7 3/8 percent for all
projects. The cost of interest during construction (IDC) varies for each
alternative based on interest rate, construction period, and the shape of the
investment curve adopted.
Tables 6.2 (3 1/4 percent) and 6.3 (7 3/8 percent) summarize the capital costs
including IDC for the alternatives studied.
Two types of unit outages were estimated, representing (1) scheduled outages for
maintenance and (2) forced outages or random breakdowns, accidents and delays.
Review of the outages used in the August 1980 study revealed that no changes in
outage rates were necessary and therefore were adopted for this study. These
rates were based on NEPOOL data provided to the August 1980 Alternatives Study.
Operation and maintenance costs are of two types: fixed, independent of the
amount of time an electric generating unit is run; and variable, depending on
the usage. The costs used in the August 1980 study were based on utility
reported rates and were updated to represent an October 1981 price level by
using a composite index from two Engineering News Record Indices. The composite
index was formed using a weight of 80 percent of the labor index and 20 percent
of the material index, resulting in a net increase of approximately 7.4 percent
over the previous study cost level. The results of these O&M cost updates and
unit outages are presented in Tables 6.2 and 6.3. However, they do not vary
between interest rates.
6.3 - Dickey-Lincoln School Lakes Project Costs
Development of Dickey-Lincoln School Lake Project capital costs was accomplished
by the New England Division, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. These costs include
both flood control and power components in accordance with costs allocation
methods. In addition, the costs were developed at the two interest rates to be
analyzed: the authorized Federal interest rate of 3 1/4 percent' and the Fiscal
Year 1981 interest rate of 7 3/8 percent.
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Based on cost information provided by the Corps for investment and annual costs
of the project under the two interest rates allocated for power and flood
«
control, costs were developed for input into the model. Tables 6.4 and 6.5
outline the cost information for power and flood control allocations as well as
project transmission costs and Fish and Wildlife Mitigation plan costs at the
two interest rates.
For purposes of this study, the power costs only were analyzed in the system
study; in other words, the bottom line investment cost for power of $972,032,000
at 3 1/4 percent and $1,081,434,000 at 7 3/8 percent was used. Likewise for
annual costs, power allocated costs of $52,989,000 at 3 1/4 percent and
i
$98,697,000 at 7 3/8 percent were used for interest amortization and O&M costs.
The costs for the power component are summarized on Table 6.6.
i
6.4 - Fuel Costs and Escalation Patterns
The 1980 Alternatives Study report used a combination of DOE escalation rates as
published in the January 1980 Federal Register and the "Cost and Quality"
publication of October 1979. The escalation rates were moderately revised to
reflect several anomalies.
Three sources of fuel cost and escalation rates in the New England area (DOE
Region I) were reviewed to update this study. These three sources are: (a)
the DOE publication "Cost and Quality of Fuels for Electric Utility Use -
October 1980" (fuel costs only), (b) Data Resources Incorporated (DRI)
information dated March 1981 (escalation only) and (c) "Methodology and
Procedures for Life Cycle Cost Analysis-Average Fuel Costs," published in the
October 27, 1980, issue of the Federal Register (fuel costs and escalation).
Table 6.7 lists the base fuel prices available from these sources. Included in
this table are the fuel prices used in the 1980 Dickey-Lincoln Study and the
U.S. average fuel prices for comparison with New England Region I prices.
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TABLE 6.5
DICKEY-LINCOLN SCHOOL LAKES PROJECT
ALLOCATION OF ECONOMIC COSTS
(October 1980 Price Level)
7 3/8 Percent Interest Rate*
INVESTMENT COSTS
Project and Transmission
Project Costs
Transmission Costs
IDC
Subtotal
PlanF&W Mitigation
First Cost
IDC
Subtotal
TOTAL INVESTMENT COSTS
ANNUAL COSTS
Interest and Amortization
Project & Transmission
F&W Mitigation
Subtotal
Operation and Maintenance
Project & Transmission
F&W Mitigation
Subtotal
TOTAL ANNUAL COSTS
TOTAL
ALLOCATION
Flood Control Power
? 675,770,000 $16,894,000 ? 658,876,000
187,100,000 187,100,000
191,040,000 1,913,000 189,127,000
$1,053,910,000 $18,807,000 $1,035,103,000
? 42,994.000 ? 1,075,000 ? 41,919,000
4,242,000 51,000 4,191,000
? 46,894,000 ? 563,000 ? 46,331,000
$1 ,100^804,000 $19,370,000 $i ,081,434,000
? 79,346,000 ? 740,000 ? 78,506,000
3,461,000 42,000 3,419,000
S 82,707,000 ? 782,000 ? 81,925,000
? 15,959,000 ? 38,000 ? 15,921,000
861,000 10,000 851,000
$ 16,820,000 ? 48,000 ? 16,772,000
? 99,527,000 ? 830,000 $ 98,697,000
* Based on information provided by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, New England
Division, April 1981.
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TABLE 6.6
DICKEY-LINCOLN SCHOOL LAKES PROJECT
ECONOMIC DATA
POWER COSTS ONLY
(October 1980 Price Level)*
3 1/4 Percent 7 3/8 Percent
Investment Costs
D-L II Project Cost $658,876,000 $ 658,876,000
Transmission Lines 187,100,000 187,100,000
IDC 82,000,000 189,127,000
Subtotal $927,976,000 $1,035,103,000
Mitigation Plan
First Cost $ 41,919,000 $ 42,140,000
IDC 2,137,000 4,191,000
Subtotal $ 44,056,000 $ 46,331,000
TOTAL INV + MIT COSTS $972,032,000 $1,081,434,000
Annual Costs
Interest & Amort. $ 35,736,000 $ 81,925,000
0 & M etc.
Project 0 & M1 2,806,000 2,844,000
Transm 0 & M 2,000,000 2,000,000
Mitigation 0 & M 889,000 851,000
Pumping Power 11,388,000 11,388,000
Major Replacements1 460,000 202,000
Lost Recreation1 160,000 133,000
Wheeling Reduction (450,000) (646,000)
Subtotal 0 & M etc. ' $17,253,000 $ 16,772,000
TOTAL ANNUAL COSTS $ 52,989,000 $ 98,697,000
1 Allocated 97.5% for Power @ 3 1/4%
Allocated 98.8% for Power @ 7 3/8%
*Based on data provided from the New
interest,
interest.
England Division, Army Corps of Engineers.
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TABLE 6.7
BASE FUEL COSTS
Sources of Information:
- Dickey-Lincoln; August 1980 Report
- Federal Register, October 27, 1980
- DOE; Cost and Quality of Fuels for
(10/79 levels)
(1/80 levels)
Electric Utility Plants (10/80 level)
Fuel
Coal
Oil #2
Oil #6 
Natural Gas
Gas.Coal
Peat
Wood (Chips)
Nuclear
D-L
10/79
$1.97
5.34
3.37
3.08
6.30

1.67
0.50
F-R
10/27/80
$1.83
6.75
4.79
5.81
N/R
N/R
N/R
N/R
Fuel Cost $/MMBTU
DOE
10/80 Region I 
Utility
10/80 National
$1.72* $1.34*
6.05 5.63
3.84 4.10
3.41 2.10
N/R N/R
N/R N/R
1.70 N/R
N/R N/R
*12 month average reported cost to damp out effects of spot purchases.
N/R Not reported.
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Table 6.8 lists the various differential fuel cost escalation rates from the
above sources. Again, included in comparison are the 1980 Dickey-Lincoln Study
rates and the national average escalation rates from the Federal Register.
Given two base price sets and two fuel cost escalation rates, the following fuel
price scenarios for future generating resources in the New England area are:
(a) DOE Federal Register cost and escalation rate
(b) Utility Cost and DOE Federal Register escalation rate
(c) Utility Cost and DRI escalation rate
Figure 6-1 plots the three scenarios calculated for coal prices. The solid line
represents the coal prices used in the Dickey-Lincoln runs under Scenario II of
the August 1980 report. The utility cost-- DRI line most closely follows the
previous study trend. The Federal Register escalation rates have a somewhat
inconsistent trend in that they indicate a negative growth for the period 1991
onward. This results in unrealistically low cost of coal in 1995-2010, below
current costs.
To adjust this most unlikely trend, the national utility base price was
escalated at the Federal Register (DOE) national rate until the DOE Region I 
curves intersected the graph. From this point, New England prices are assumed
to equal national prices. This escalation pattern was continued until 2005 and
then assumed to be zero for the remaining five years.
Distillate (Oil #2) prices were plotted in a similar manner as seen in Figure
6-2. The prices and rates used in the previous Dickey-Lincoln study are
slightly lower than those now projected. This trend is also reflected in Figure
6-3 for Residual (Oil #6) prices and escalation rates.
Based on a review of the figures and costs on Figures 6-1 to 6-3, a combination
of the Utility Cost base and DRI escalation rate was used for the Dickey-Lincoln
Economic Analysis. There are several reasons for this selection. These rates
appear to be more conservative, generally, than the Federal Register rates.
They also do not contain any unusual patterns of inflation/deflation and can be
6-13
TABLE 6.8
DIFFERENTIAL FUEL COST ESCALATION RATES
Sources of Information
- Dickey-Lincoln; August 1980 report (1980-2010)
- Data Resources Inc. (DRI); March, 1981 (1980-2010)
- Federal Register; October 27, 1980 (1980-2010)
1979- 1980- 1986- 1991- 1996- 2001- 2006-
Reference/Fuel 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 2005 2010
D-L 1980 E
Nuclear 0 0 0 0 0 0
Coal 0 1.014 1.017 1.017 1.010 1.010
Oil #2 1.094 1.080* 1.036 1.025 1.025 1.010 1.010
Oil #6 1.219 1.080* 1.036 1.025 1.025 1.010 1.010
Gasified Coal 0 1.014 1.017 1.017 1.010 1.010
Wood 0 0 0 0 0 0
Peat 0 0 0 0 0 0
*1981
DRI (2/1981)
Nuclear 1.001 1.008 1.045 1.053 1.053 1.053
Coal 1.011 1.016 1.023 1.022 1.022 1.022
Oil #2 1.057 1.039 1.040 1.024 1.024 1.024
Oil #6 1.062 1.040 1.037 1.022 1.022 1.022
Natural Gas 1.076 1.044 1.053 1.018 1.018 1.018
F-R (10/1980) Region 1 
Coal 1.096 1.015 (1.035) (1.035) (1.035) N/A
Oil #2 1.034 1.035 1.041 1.041 1.041 N/A
Oil #6 1.075 1.035 1.044 1.044 1.041 N/A
Natural Gas 1.018 1.038 1.047 1.047 1.047 N/A
F-R (10/1980) National
Coal 1.095 1.016 1.006 1.006 1.006 N/A
Oil #2 1.033 1.029 1.041 1.041 1.041 N/A
Oil #6 1.075 1.026 1.045 1.045 , 1.045 N/A
Natural Gas 1.017 1.066 1.033 1.033 1.033 N/A
N/A = Not Available; assumed to be zero for last five years of study per iod.
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used unadjusted. They also contain an escalation rate for nuclear fuel.
Finally, the base costs and rates were done specifically for the utility sector,
while the DOE Federal Register publication rates were adopted from the
industrial sector.
*
For this study, the costs of gasified coal will be escalated at a rate equal to
coal. Peat and wood were not escalated. This is consistent with the August
1980 Alternatives Study.
Table 6.9 summarizes the base fuel price and escalation figures used in the
study.
	<
TABLE 6.9
m^mmm———
FUEL COSTS - DICKEY-LINCOLN SCHOOL LAKES ECONOMIC ANALYSIS
Fuel Cost $/MMBTU*
YEAR
Fuel 1981 1990 2000 2010
Coal $1.72/MMBTU S1.97/MMBTU $ 2.51/MMBTU S 3.05/MMBTU
Oil #2
Oil #6
Nat. Gasified Coal
Pe at
Wood (Chips)
Nuclear
6.05 9.66 13.56 $16.78
3.84 6.31 8.62 10.49
6.30 7.21 9.18 11.15
1.18 1.18 1.18 1.18
1.70 1.70 1.70 1.70
0.50 0.52 0.88 1.41
•Based on DOE Utility Region I 10/80 base prices and DRI (2/81) escalation
rates.
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7 - GENERATION PLANNING AND ECONOMIC ANALYSIS
V
The objectives of generation planning were to determine the most suitable size
of development and scheduling for the NEPOOL system with and without the
Dickey-Lincoln School Lakes Project. The objective of the economic analysis was
to compare the costs of the electric utility system with and without the Dickey-
Lincoln project, at comparable costs of capital for all projects.
7.1 - Methodology
Generation planning was done by making a comparison of alternatives with the aid
i
of a production cost model to address the system costs under various
developments and the direct comparison of alternatives using standard numerical
evaluation techniques.
Since it is recognized that the selection of a generation plan may be sensitive
to the underlying assumptions of load projection, interest, and escalation
rates, the planning procedure attempted to deal with these uncertainties.
Initially, a set of variables was established for use in identifying plans.
These plans would consider development with and without the Dickey-Lincoln
development.
In the first phase of the study, a base 1981-1990 system was identified for the
various load forecasts. This is described in Section 7.2.
In the second phase of generation planning, the study focused on identifying a 
base system with and without the Dickey-Lincoln project under an interest rate
of 12 1/2 percent and the three load forecasts (LM I, LM II and LM III). This
phase is described in Section 7.3.
Once these six base plans were completed, the third phase of planning assessed
the impacts of variable interest rates by conducting an economic analysis as
described in Sections 7.4 and 7.5 for all three load forecasts.
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The methodology followed in the systems planning portion of the study is shown
in Figure 7-1.
7.1.1 - Generation Planning Model
A major tool used in the generation planning study is a computer
simulation program for system studies. There are a number of generation
*
planning models available commercially and accepted for use in the utility
industry. The primary tool used for this generation planning study was
the mathematical model developed by the General Electric-Electric Utility
Systems Engineering Department, called Optimized Generation Planning
(OGP). The following information is paraphrased from GE literature on the
program.
The OGP program was developed over ten.years ago to combine the three main
elements of generation expansion planning (system reliability, operating
and investment costs) and automate generation addition decision analysis.
OGP will automatically develop optimum generation expansion patterns in
terms of economics, reliability and operation. Many utilities use OGP to
study load management, unit size, capital and fuel costs, energy storage,
forced outage rates and forecast uncertainty.
The OGP program requires an extensive system of specific and generalized
data to perform its planning function. In developing an optimal plan, the
program considers the existing and committed (planned and under
construction) units available to the system and the characteristics of
these units including age, heat rate, size, and outage rates as the base
generation plan. The program then considers the given load forecast and
system design and operation criteria to determine the need for additional
system capacity based on given reliability criteria. If a need exists
during any monthly iteration, the program will consider additions from a 
list of alternatives and select the available unit fitting the system
needs in the optimal fashion. Unit selection is made by computing
production costs for the system with each alternative included and
comparing the results.
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The first calculation in selecting the generation capacity to install in
the future year is the reliability evaluation, using input corresponding
to the desired system characteristics. This will answer the questions of
"how much" capacity to add and "when" it should be installed. A 
production costing simulation is also done to determine the operating
costs for the generation system with given unit additions. Finally, an
investment cost analysis of the capital costs helps to answer the question
of "what kind" of generation to add to the system.
The model is then further used to compare alternative plans for meeting
variable electrical demands based on system reliability and production
costs for the study period.
7.1.2 - Target Generation Plant Reliability
In order to perform this system study, a criterion for generating plant
and system reliability is necessary. This criterion is important to
determine the adequacy of the available generating capacity as well as the
sizing and timing of additional units. Plant reliability is expressed in
the form of forced and planned outage rates which have been presented
within the individual resources description in Section 6.2. System
reliability is expressed as the "loss of load probability" (LOLP).
A LOLP for a system is calculated based on the characteristies of capa-
city, forced and scheduled outages and cycling ability of individual units
in the generating system. The probability defines the likelihood of not
meeting the full demand within a one year period. For example, a LOLP of
1.0 relates to the probability of not meeting demand one day in one year.
NEP00L uses the reliability benefits of its transmission interconnections
with other pools in planning its generation requirements to a conventional
loss of load probability (LOLP) of one day in one year. This target value
(LOLP = 1.0) was used both for the base plan and for analyses dealing with
the other load forecasts.
The optimization process of the 0GP-5 program is initiated in a year when
the system reliability (LOLP) criterion is not met; in this case LOLP = 
1.0. At that time the various alternatives are reviewed and production
7-5
costs calculated for each alternative or combination of alternatives which
would meet system reliability. The least production cost alternative is
then chosen as the optimum.
During years when system reliability is met, the program will not look at
alternative means of generating power. It will dispatch cheaper existing
units more than expensive units, however, it will not prematurely retire
expensive units merely on economics nor will it allow automatic
overbuilding of newer--"cheap"-- alternatives to displace existing units.
These points are consistent with current utility practices due to high
cost of capital and regulations of Public Utlity Commissions vMich
typically do not allow overbuilding and excessive inclusion in rate bases
of plants which are not needed. Current high capital rates and financing
considerations limit the removal of plants which are partially paid and
replacing them with new capital intensive plants, even if "running rates"
are substantially lower.
V
It was decided, however, that some engineering judgment be applied during
the system modeling to produce a more economical generation plan. This
judgment took two forms: the first a review and early retirement of some
oil-fired capacity within the study period and, secondly, consideration of
earlier installation of some units that would be added for system
reliability later in the study.
Given the retirement schedule in Section 4.2.2, of the 27,242 MW in the
system in 1990, 361 MW are retired by year 2000 and an additional 1184 MW
are retired by the end of the study period in 2010 (see Table 7.1).
Reviewing the oil units on the system under the criteria of a 60 year life
revealed that many of the units were installed in the 19501s and therefore
would retire during the period 2010 - 2020, slightly beyond the study
period. By selectively retiring four units (total capacity 673 MW) as
scheduled and changing the remaining oil units retirement policy from 60
to 50 years, 529 MW of units will retire earlier during the study and an
additional 1147 MW will retire additionally—this relates to a capacity
approximately equal to one new nuclear unit. Table 7.1 shows this
H
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TABLE 7.1
SYSTEM RETIREMENTS
SYSTEM COMPOSITION (MW)
Base load
TotalUNADJUSTED Coal/Nuclear C.T. C.C. Oil Wood Hydro P.S
1990 System 12,670* 1816 547 8832 17 1730 1631 27,242**
Retirements:
1990-2000 0 0 0 361 0 0 0 361
2001-2010 0 247 96 841 0 0 0 1184
Total Retirements 0 247 96 1202
!0 0 0 1545
ADJUSTED
1990 System
Retirements:
1990-2000
2000-2010
12,670*
0
0
1816 547
0
247
8832 17 1730
0
96
794
1555
0
0
1631 27,242**
0
0
0
0
794
1898
Total Retirements 0 247 96 2349*** 0 0 0 2692
* 12,670 MW represents LM I,
11,520 MW represents LM II and LM III
** 27,242 MW represents LM I 
26,092 MW represents LM II and LM III
*** 2349 MW of retirements is composed as follows:
673 MW retired as in unadjusted case
529 MW early retired during 1990-2000
Subtotal 1,202 MW equal to unadjusted case
1,147 MW aditional retired oil units
2,349 MW
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adjustment and the advancement of retirements which were made and can be
justified based on their expensive operation in the later years of their
life.
Economizing the generation planning system by advancing the installation
of new baseload units can be exercised with caution. The absolute minimum
production cost under very low interest rates of 3 to 5 percent, could be
obtained by committing the 10,000 to 15,000 MW of new baseload additions
required for system reliability in the 1990-2010 period, in the first year
of the study. This is ludicrous, based on the phenomenal amount of
capital which would be necessary for construction, however, from a purely
"economical" standpoint, this is a minimum production cost scenario.
Instead, a more controlled economical optimization of capital intensive
baseload projects was performed by using a cost of capital of 12 1/2
percent and by advancing their installation by one to three years during
the period 1990-2000.
The advancement of units one to three years was made due to three
considerations. First, system reliability dictates that the first added
unit is needed by 1993, therefore, advancing by more than three years
would put a unit before the 1990 time period. Secondly, unless large
baseload units are currently in.design stages it is doubtful whether a new
unit could be operational before 1991. Finally, advancing units more than
three years would increase system reserve margins in those years in
excess of levels normally planned.
Units added during 2001-2010 were not advanced, due to the minimal impact
on the production costs.
7.1.3 - Economic Analysis Methodology
i
#
In order to evaluate the results produced from a production cost model,
the following economic analysis methodology was used.
The system model produces two values as results of its production costing
calculation. The first is a yearly cost of the system operating during
that year. This cost includes investments currently being paid off,
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operation and maintenance and fuel costs, based on the amount of capacity
being dispatched. For our study, since dollars do not escalate each year,
these yearly costs are comparable over years. The second value produced
by the production cost model is a cumulative present worth of the system
operating over the study period. The present worth basis is 1990 in this
study. These two figures are used in this economic analysis.
It should be noted that all plant investment costs incurred during the
period 1981-1990 as well as prior to those dates are treated as sunk costs
in the analysis. In other words, plants installed in the period
1981-1990, but not paid off until the 1990-2010 period are not included in
the system cost. Since all models have the same base system cost, these
costs are common and, therefore, only impact magnitude but not
differential costs.
Given the two values of annual costs and cumulative present worth produced
by the system model, the following calculation is performed for each
comparison. The end result of the economic analysis is a project life
comparison of system costs with and without the Dickey Lincoln project.
This was made up of two components. The cumulative present worth of
system cost incurred during the 1991-2010 period given in 1990 dollars is
a direct result from the production cost model.
The second component is an estimate of the differential costs between 2011
and 2090, which are not produced by the system model. These are not
modeled due to lack of load projections and the excessive speculative
nature of projecting power production technology far into the future. To
simulate full project life costs, late year model production costs were
assured to extend for the project life.
To provide an annual figure, yearly 2006-2010 annual costs were averaged.
When compared to the 2010 annual cost, this value is somewhat less but is
used to dampen out any annual additions to the system which may
temporarily increase costs beyond an average level. Although this average
annual cost is lower, the ultimate magnitude of the cumulative cost is
	<
TABLE 6.4
DICKEY-LINCOLN SCHOOL LAKES PROJECT
ALLOCATION OF ECONOMIC COSTS
(October 1980 Price Level)
3 1/4 Percent Interest Rate*
INVESTMENT COSTS
Project and Transmission
Project Costs
Transmission Costs
IDC
Subtotal
F&W Mitigation Plan
First Cost
IDC
Subtotal
TOTAL INVESTMENT COSTS
ANNUAL COSTS
Interest and Amortization
Project & Transmission
F&W Mitigation
Subtotal
Operation and Maintenance
Project & Transmission
F&W Mitigation
Subtotal
TOTAL ANNUAL COSTS
TOTAL
ALLOCATION
Flood Control Power
$675,770,000 $16,894,000 $658,876,000
187,100,000 187,100,000
83,760,000 1,760,000 82,000,000
$946,630,000 $18,654,000 $927,976,000
$ 42,994.000 $ 1,075,000 $ 41,919,000
2,192,000 55,000 2,137,000
$ 45,186,000 $ 1,130,000 $ 44,056,000
$991,816,000 $19,784,000 $972,032,000
$ 34,875,000 $ 632,000 $ 34,243,000
1,531,000 38,000 1,493,000
$ 36,406,000 $ 670,000 $ 35,736,000
$ 16,452,000 $ 88,000 $ 16,364,000
912,000 23,000 $ 889,000
$ 17,364,000 $ 111,000 $ 17,253,000
$ 53,770,000 $ 781,000 $ 52,989,000
* Based on information provided by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, New England
Division, April 1981.
less important than the absolute differences between the with and without
costs. This cost is considered to be constant for the next 80 years,
representing a Dickey-Lincoln project life of 100 years (installed in
1991, retired in 2090). Since this yearly cost is assured to occur in
2011, and remain constant for 80 years, a cumulative present worth value
for the year 2011 was calculated. To reduce this value to common present
worth dollars, this value was brought forward to 1990 dollars (21 years).
These two component figures are added together to give a total 1990
present worth of system costs incurred from 1991 to 2090 for comparison
purposes.
These calculations for the system with and without the project at each
interest rate are described in Section 7.4. Section 7.5 outlines
methodology used for calculating a benefit to the cost ratio.
7.2 - 1981-1990 BASE GENERATION SYSTEM
The first phase of the generation planning procedure concentrates on the 1981 to
1990 time frame. It should be noted that 20 years is the maximum number that
can be analyzed in a single 0GP-5 model run. Since our study period is 30 years
(1981-2010), three 10-year runs representing the 1981 to 1990 time frame were
made and are common to all generation planning sequences using the same load
forecast. These 10-year models are summarized in Table 7.2., which shows the
committed units and retirements that occur during this period. The resulting
system composition of this 10-year run is transferred to the 1990-2010 runs in
order to get the 30-year system representation.
The only variance in models between the three load models is the delay of two
nuclear additions scheduled for 1987. The LM II delays the on-line time for one
unit until 1989, while LM III delays both units until 1989 and 1991,
respectively, due to lower demand growth scenarios.
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7.3 - DEVELOPMENT OF SYSTEM PLANS
The methodology for establishing system plans under financial (12 1/2 percent
interest) parameters was as follows. First, the model was allowed to determine
an optimal system using only a reliability criteria for adding new units. New
units were added only as they were needed to meet customer demands and replace
retiring capacity. Based on this plan, addition of new units was advanced
during the 1990-2000 time frame by one to three years on a trial and error basis
to determine the lowest production cost system without exceeding a "reasonably
high" reserve margin criteria of 40 percent. The advancement of units in this
way displaces high cost fuel units and assumes that some of these units would be
placed in a standby mode or deactivated altogether. The resultant defined
system, is the "without" Dickey-Lincoln plan.
The Dickey-Lincoln project is then timed and inserted as economically as
possible defining the "with" Dickey-Lincoln plan.
This process is repeated at financial parameters (12 1/2 percent cost of
capital) for all three load scenarios, resulting in six base systems as
described below.
7.3.1 - Load Model I 
Several system models were run to establish the "without" condition under
LM I as depicted in Table 7.3 and graphically shown in Figure 7-2. The
first allowed total computer optimization of system reliability under the
base load model (LM I) case. (LG75)*, the first optimized unit added to
the system to meet reliability, occurs in 1993. Next, an 800 MW base load
unit was manually added in 1992, producing a better (lower cost)
»
production cost (LG77). Next, 3200 MW, (four coal units) were manually
added in years 1992, '93, '94, and '95 producing a more economical system
(LG85). The final 20-year run and optimal system defined (LGA9) commits
6400 MW in 1992, '93, '94, '95, '97, and '99 producing a lower cost than
*Job ID's are included as references in the tables.
????
?????? ???
SYSTEM PLAN DEFINITION PROCESS - LM I 
Trial No. Job ID No. Yrs. System Composition Year
$ x 106
Yearly
Cost Cum. PW
"Without D-L"

2
3
4
LG75
LG77
LG85
LGA9
7
7
7
20
Optimized unit:
1993 to meet
system reliability
Manual addition:
1992
Manual additions:
1992,'93,'94,'95
Manual additions:
1992,'93,'94,'95,
'97,'99
1994
1997
1994
1997
1997
1997
2010
$4,037.3
4,858.8
4,047.6
4,864.0
4,845.8
4,836.0
$9,294.4
$10,713.8
17,496.0
•w
10,689.0
17,493.6
17,365.6
17,361.3
$35,462.4
"With D-L"

2
3
4
5
LA93
LA95
LAA5
LAD1
LDX1
5
4
8

20
D-L 1991 1994 $4,084.9
Optimized unit: 1995
D-L 1991
Manual additions:
1992,'93
D-L 1991
Manual additions
1992,'93,'94,'95
D-L 1991
Identical
system as LGA9
1994
D-L 1992 1994
Optimized unit: 1995 1997
1997
3,936.3
4,084.9
4,939.6
4,766.3
2010 $9,199.8
?-	
10,481.7
11,003.9
17,925.6
17,102.8
$34,990.4
5000
4750
4500
YEARLY 4250
PRODUCTION
COSTS
10
4000
3750
3500
3250
3000
9! 92 93 94 95 96 97
LEGEND
TRIAL NO
1
2
3
4
JOB ID.
LG75
L677
L685
L6A9
NOTE: CORRESPONDS TO TABLE 7.S
EXAMPLE OPTIMIZATION PROCESS OF THE
WITHOUT DICKEY-LINCOLN SYSTEM
LOAD MODEL I 
????
additions based strictly on system reliability criteria. The accelerated
schedule however, was judged to be an upper limit of construction
advancing due to financial and schedule limitations on project
implementation. Due to time limitations of planning, permitting and
construction, large units have a lead time of about 10 years; thus, unless
the site-specific projects are currently in the process, they would not
likely be on line before 1992. Additionally, it is not expected that
success of the units would be advanced much more quickly than the initial
additions. The resultant system mix in 2010 is composed as follows: 20
percent nuclear, 53 percent coal, and 20.3 percent other thermal, 4 
percent hydro and 3.7 percent pumped storage.
ry
Once the "without" system was determined, optimal staging of the
Dickey-Lincoln Project was accomplished as follows. First, the project
was added in 1991 and computer optimization to meet reliability occurred
in 1995 (LA93). To check for a less-cost system, two baseload units were
advanced to 1992 and '93. (LA95) The Dickey-Lincoln project was then
tried in 1992 and computer optimization resulted in the first necessary
unit in 1995. (LAA5) After numerous trials, it became apparent that the
Dickey-Lincoln Project was more economical in the system as a fuel
displacer; therefore, the conclusion was that the project should be added
to the identical system as defined in the "without" case to compare
economies. This became the defined system "with" the project (LDX1).
»
At this point it should be noted that at 12 1/2 percent interest, the
Dickey-Lincoln project received only fuel displacement benefits. There is
no benefit to delaying other baseload alternatives for several years,
although system reliability is met. At the high costs of capital which
are currently being experienced of 18-20 percent, the project would have
an added benefit of delaying expensive capital projects. This would be
equivalent to the capacity value of economic analysis done by the FERC
method.
7.3.2 - Load Model II
The definition of the system plans under the lower load model LM II
»
required some adjustments to the base 1981-1990 system as defined in
????
Section 7.2. Since peak load is growing less than in the base system, the
addition of all the committed capacity as previously defined may be
delayed somewhat. For purposes of this study, one 1150 MW nuclear unit
scheduled for 1987 was delayed to 1989 in this load model case. With this
addition, the first computer optimized addition occurs in 1996 to meet
system reliability (LAF9) (see Table 7.4).
To further economize the system, two baseload units were manually added
in 1994 and 1995 resulting in a cumulative present worth economy of
approximately $200 million PW dollars when compared to Trial 1 in the same
year.
&
The final definition of a system without the Dickey-Lincoln Project was
accomplished by advancing three more baseload units during the 1990-2000
period resulting in a cumulative 1990 present worth of the total system
through 2010 of 33,530.8 million dollars (LDW9).
The optimization of the "with" Dickey-Lincoln case began by adding the
project in the first year of the study (1991). This resulted in a 44
percent reserve margin, significantly higher than most planning would
dictate; however, it can be seen that within the first three years the
benefits of having the project in are apparent.
7.3.3 - Load Model III
Load growth in the third load forecast which reflects the nonstructural
plan necessitates the delay of units somewhat during the study period. To
define the without Dickey-Lincoln Case, two trials were made (see Table
7.5). The first committed two delayed nuclear units to 1991 and '93 and
allowed an optimized unit addition in year 2000. To economize this
system, the planned nuclear units were advanced to 1989 and 1991 (still a 
two- and four-year delay to schedule) and manually added units in 1997 and
1999. This system (L0Z5) was considered the without Dickey-Lincoln
system.
"it
????
?????? ???
SYSTEM PLAN DEFINITION PROCESS - LM II 012 1/2 PERCENT
Trial No. Job ID No. Yrs.
$ x 106
Yearly
System Composition Year Cost Cum. PW
"Without D-L"

2
3
LAF9
LAU1
LDW9
8
8
20
Optimized unit:
1996
Manual additions:
1994,'95
Manual additions:
1994,'95,'97,'98,'99
1993 $3,581.0
1998 4,991.2
1998 4,940.3
2010 $8,572.1
$ 7,900.9
18.868.4
18.673.5
$33,530.8
"With D-L"

2
LDX7
LDZ1
3
20
D-L 1991
D-L 1991
Identical
system as LDW9
1993 $3,538.4
2010 $8,468.9
$ 7,816.7
$33,100.5
????
?????? ???
SYSTEM PLAN DEFINITION PROCESS - LM III §12 1/2 PERCENT
$ x 106
V
Trial No. Job ID No. Yrs. System Composition Year
Yearly
Cost Cum. PW
"Without D-LII
1 LAU3 10
Nuclear units: 1991,'93
Optimized unit: 2000
1997
2000
$4,479.5
5,322.2
$16,621.1
21,883.0
2 LDZ5 20
Nuclear units: 1989,'91
Manual additions:
1997,199
1997
2000
2010
4,170.1
4,918.4
$7,585.6
15,187.7
20,042.5
$30,617.8
"With D-L"
1 L9V5 8 D-L 1991
Nuclear units: 1989,'91
Manual addition: 1997
1997 $4,127.0 $15,071.1
2 L8R5 20 D-L 1991
Nuclear units: 1989,'91
Manual additions:
1997,'99
1997
2000
2010
4,127.0
4,838.8
$7,469.2
15,071.1
19,859.6
$30,242.7
????
With the Dickey-Lincoln project in the system, it was apparent from the
first run that the system was more economical with the project than
without. With the project installed in 1991, the reserve margin is over
50 percent which again is significantly higher than normal; however, for
purposes of this study, it produces the most economical "with" system.
Figure 7-3 outlines the system compositions under all six load and capacity
assumptions.
7.4 - Economic Analyses • 
The following section outlines the economic analyses performed under the
authorized Federal interest rate of 3 1/4 percent and the fiscal year 1981
interest rate of 7 3/8 percent, as specified by the Corps of Engineers. The
methodology is presented in Section 7.1.3.
7.4.1 - Interest Rate: 3 1/4 Percent
System production costs with and without the Dickey-Lincoln Project at
3 1/4 percent interest based on systems defined at 12 1/2 percent
were computed for the three load forecasts. The results are documented in
Table 7.6 which lists the calculation of the total 1990 present worth of
systems operating during the years 1991 to 2090 with and without the
project for each of,the three load forecasts. These results are
graphically depicted in Figure 7-4 as well.
A savings of approximately $4 billion 1990 PW dollars is realized under
all load forecasts which represents a 2.7, 2.8 and 3.1 percent savings
produced by the Dickey-Lincoln Project for Load Models I, II and III
respectively. It should be noted that as load decreases between Load
forecasts II arid III, the without project condition under LM III is more
expensive than the with condition of LM II which indicates that the
Dickey-Lincoln Project, as well as the baseload plants, are displacing
most of the expensive existing fuel alternatives. It must be remembered
that, at the low interest rates, expensive new projects with low operating
and fuel costs look very attractive as compared to existing plants with
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high fuel costs. The attractiveness decreases as the cost of capital
increases.
7.4.2 - Interest Rate: 7 3/8 Percent
4
The analysis of the same system configurations at 7 3/8 percent is
presented in Table 7.7 and graphically depicted in Figure 7-5.
The net savings in production costs over the 100-year project life is
approximately $1,200 million for all three load forecasts. On a 
percentage basis, the difference in the total system production costs is
f j
1.8 percent, 1.9 percent and 2.0 percent for Load Models I, II and III,
respectively.
7.5 - Benefit-to-Cost Ratio Analysis
7.5.1 - Methodology
The primary method of comparing alternative generation plans is total
system costs. The model provides output from a computer of the total
production costs on a year-by-year basis. These total costs include for
the period of modeling all costs of fuels and operation and maintenance of
all generating units included as part of the system. In addition, the
production cost includes the annualized investment costs of any production
plants added during the period of study. Factors which contribute to the
ultimate cost of power to the consumer which are not included in the model
are: all investment costs to plants in service prior to 1991, costs of
transmission plants in service, both at the transmission and distribution
level and administrative cost of utilities for providing electric service
to the public. These costs are common to all scenarios and have been
omitted from the study as having no impact on generation plant decisions.
Thus, the production costs modeled are only a portion of ultimate consumer
costs and in effect are only a portion, albeit major, of total costs. The
J&
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sum of the cost is an effective relative indicator of the measure of cost
of following one plan compared to another.
In order to compare costs, all yearly production cost totals from
1991-2010 have been converted to a present worth basis to 1990 as
discussed in the previous section. These present worths for all scenarios
considered are shown in tabular form in Tables 7.6 and 7.7.
To illustrate this discussion, Table 7.6 summarizes six models of the
NEPOOL system with and without the Dickey-Lincoln Project. Considering
the LM I with Dickey-Lincoln scenario (L8U3) on Table 7.6 the 1990 PW of
1991-2010 production costs is $66,234.1. This total is the theoretical
amount of cash needed in 1990 to meet electrical production costs in the
NEPOOL Region for the next 20 years, given scenario assumptions.
The total 1990 PW 100 value is the long-term (to 2090) PW estimate of
production costs. In considering the value of the addition of
Dickey-Lincoln which has a useful life of approximately 100 years, the
study period is inadequately short. A plant which is added in 1991
accrues benefits or penalties from modeled costs for only 20 years. It is
also true that modeling the system for an additional 80 years, assuming
loads and generation alternatives, is well beyond the realm of any prudent
projections. For this reason, the final study year (2010) production
costs were assumed to reoccur for an additional 80 years and added to the
0
20 year PW, to sum a relative measure of long-term cost differences
between alternative methods of power generation.
It should be noted that the long-term PW is not by any means an absolute
number but is a relative measure of alternative scenario production costs.
For this reason, a benefit-to-cost ratio for the Dickey-Lincoln Project
cannot be calculated by taking one 20-year or long-term PW divided by
another. What can be estimated is a long-term net benefit of utilizing
one alternative compared to another, by examining the difference in PW
totals. For example, there would be a production cost savings over the
\
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longterm of 4155 million dollars by developing the Dickey-Lincoln Project
compared to a without scenario under Load Model I.
In order to compare the alternatives to Dickey-Lincoln in terms of both
net benefits and costs, it is desirable to estimate a benefit-to-cost
ratio for the alternative developments based on annual system cost
estimates. The first impulse would be to divide the total annualized
long-term PW of one system by another, yielding a system with/without
comparison. However, as previously noted, the PW total is not an absolute
figure by itself but does contain some system-common factors.
Additionally, both the numerator and denominator contain substantial
portions of system cost common to both systems; dampening the benefit and
cost comparison.
The following benefit-to-cost methodology was used. It is readily seen
that the net benefits of a plan are defined as the annual production cost
of the system savings or penalties of the with as compared to the without
plan. Additionally, the annual cost of Dickey-Lincoln Project would be in
the denominator of the ratio.
The measure of net benefits is inadequate, however, in computing a 
complete benefit-to-cost ratio. Inherent to the comparison "without"
system is a portion of the costs of generating which are equal to the cost
of the Dickey-Lincoln Power Project. This cost must be included with the
net benefits to yield a total benefit for an alternative. Figure 7-6
illustrates this discussion. In that illustration, the ratio would be
equal to the PW of gross annual power benefits plus annual employment and
flood damage reduction benefits divided by the total annual Dickey-Lincoln
Project costs.
7.5.2 - Calculation of B/C Ratios
Tables 7.8 and 7.9 summarize the calculations of benefit-to-cost ratios atf
each of the interest rates studied.
ANNUALIZED
CUMMULATIVE
(100) YEAR
PRODUCTION
COST
$ x I01
WITHOUT
D-L
GROSS
ANNUAL
POWER
BENEFIT
ALL
OTHER
SYSTEM
COSTS
1
. . A ' . ' U
WITH
D - L
NET ANNUAL
POWER BENEFIT
*EQUIVALENT
ANNUAL COST
D-L PROJECT
POWER COSTS
B
C
TOTAL
ANNUAL PROJECT
BENEFITS
TOTAL ANNUAL
PROJECT COSTS
GROSS ANNUAL
POWER BENEFIT
ANNUAL
EMPLOYMENT
BENEFIT
ANNUAL
FLOOD REDUCTION
BENEFIT
TOTAL ANNUAL D-L PROJECT COSTS
BENEFIT TO COST RATIO METHODOLOGY
FIGURE 7 - 6
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?????? ???
BENEFIT-TO-COST RATIO AT 3 1/4 PERCENT
LM I LM II LM III
Long-Term PW W/O D-L $160,857 X 106 $ 153,576 X 106 $150,202 X 106
Long-Term PW W D-L 156,702 X 106 149,375 X 106 145,660 X 106
Net PW Benefit $ 4,155 x 106 $ 4,202 x 106 $ 4,543 x 106
x CRF*=
Net Annual Power Benefit 140,771,100 142,364,000 153,917,000+
Project Costs (power only) 52,989,000 52,989,000 52,989,000
Gross Annual Power Benefit $193,760,000 $195,353,000 $206,906,000+
Employment Benefit 1,762,000 1,762,000 1,762,000
+
Flood Prevention Benefit 926,000 926,000 926,000
TOTAL ANNUAL PROJECT BENEFIT $196,448,000 $198,041,000 $209,594,000
TOTAL ANNUAL COST $53,770,000 $53,770,000 $53,770,000
BENEFIT-TO-COST RATIO 3.65 3.68 3.90
* CRF (A/P, 3 1/4% 100 yr) = 0.03388
i .
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BENEFIT-TO-COST RATIO AT 7 3/8 PERCENT
????
A! B A! BB A! BBB
Long-Term PW W/0 D-L
Long-Term PW W D-L
$68,590 x 106
67,398 x 106
$65,220 x 106 $62,313 x 106
64,031 x 106 61.109 x 106
Net PW Benefit
x CRF*=
Net Annual Power Benefit+
Project Costs (power only)
$1,192 x 106
87,981,000
98,697,000
$1,189 x 106
87,760,000
8
98,697,000
$1,204 x 106
88,867,000
98,697,000
Gross Annual Power Benefit+
Employment Benefit+
Flood Prevention Benefit
$186,678,000
3,837,000
909,000
$186,457,000
3,837,000
909,000
$ 187,564,000
3,837,000
909,000
TOTAL ANNUAL PROJECT BENEFIT $191,424,000 $191,203,000 $ 192,310,000
TOTAL ANNUAL COST
BENEFIT-TO-COST RATIO
$ 99,527,000
1.92
$ 99,527,000
1.92
$ 99,527,000
1.93
* CRF (A/P, 7 3/8% 100 yr) = 0.07381
????
As an example calculation, consider LM I with the Dickey-Lincoln Project
V
(L8U3) and without the project (L8T1) analyzed at 3 1/4 percent interest
rate. The difference in their long-term PW is $4155 million; annualized
for 100 years is $140,771,000 as a net annual power benefit. Added to
this figure are the annual costs of the Dickey-Lincoln Project (power
component only from Table 6.4). The result is the Gross Annual Power
Benefit. Other minor benefits accrued from non-power project aspects are
the employment benefit and the flood prevention benefit. The total Annual
Project Benefit represents the numerator of the B/C ratio. The
denominator is the total annual Dickey-Lincoln Project cost (from Table
6.6) including both power and flood control components. This ratio
represents the total Benefit to Cost computed on an annual basis.
The results demonstrate that there is little change in the benefit cost
ratio due to load model. The B/C ratio is sensitive however, due to
interest rate. At 3 1/4 percent, the project B/C varies from 3.7 to 3.9,
while at 7 3/8 prcent, the B/C ratio is constant between load forecasts at
1.9.
It is logical to question the benefit-to-cost ratio at 12 1/2 percent;
and, while outside the scope of this study and based on an estimation of
Dickey-Lincoln project benefits at 8 1/2 percent and production costs at
12 1/2 percent, the B/C ratios are about 1.6 to 1.7 for all three load
situations.
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APPENDIX A 
HOW TO INTERPRET AN OGP-5
GENERATION PLANNING PROGRAM
SUMMARY OUTPUT
The General Electric OGP-5 program used in the generation planning study
provides the operator with a large quantity of useful system characteristics
including fuel consumption by type and by year, hourly dispatch of operating
units production costs for each unit type by year and decision making
calculations for year when additions are contemplated by the system. This
output, which also includes detailed description of the input parameters, was
used in the study to recommend the various plans and analyze the results. An
abbreviated summary of the salient output results is also printed by the program
for those who are interested in the results of a variety of program runs.
Included in this Appendix are the summary outputs of the key runs made during
the generation planning procedure. The following describes the type of output
received in these pages and how to interpret the results in a manner consistent
with the generation planning results discussed in Sections 7.3 and 7.4
Each summary has three (3) pages:
- Generation System
- Yearly Cost and Cumulative Present Worth
- Yearly $/MWh
Some information is repeated on the summaries (i.e., load, total capabilities
and yearly cost); but essentially each table contains a particular set of
information useful to the generation planner.
«
#
Refer to Page 1 - GENERATION SYSTEM
1. JOB NUMBER refers to the ID code for each run and acts as a cross reference
in the text.
C<
2. The types of generation available to the New England Region are nuclear,
coal combustion turbines (C.T.), Advanced Combined-Cycle (ADVC-C), oil units,
wood units, and Types 7-10 refers to Hydro, Pumped Storage, CAES and
Batteries respectively.
3. Since the OGP-5 program can only be run in 20 year intervals and the study
period was 30 years, it was necessary to make a 10 year run and carry the
results forward to the twentieth year (1991-2010) run. This line summarizes the
1990 system by the number of MW per unit type.
4. This matrix indicates the year and number of each type of unit added to the
operating system based on need or committed (flagged by an asterisk*). Hydro T1W
additions are somewhat misleading. The -program rates the Hydro station based on
the MW capacity available in the peak month of demand, rather than the total
installed capacity of the units. This does not affect the production costing
routine since the energy is computed over a year of generation.
5. The bottom portion of the matrix indicated the total amount of additions and
retirements during the 20 year period and the percentage mix totals for the last
year of the study and for all automatic additions.
Referring to page 2 of the summary - Yearly Cost and Cumulative Present Worth:
1. Load and MW capability are used to compute the percent reserve available by
year.
2. The Loss of Load Probability (described in Section 7.1.2) is listed in days
per year which is the planning criteria outlined as 1 day in 10 years = 1.00.
You can also plan for L0LP in hours/year; however, this option was not
exercised.
3. Yearly cost refers to the total yearly cost (in millions of that year's
dollars) for operating the system.
r
i
4. Correspondingly the Cumulative Present Worth Total column brings this yearly
cost back by the cost of money (3 1/4 and 7 3/8 percent in our study) to 1990
dollars (our base). The cumulative present worth figure does not include
pre-1990 sunk costs of the existing system.
4
Referring to page 3 of the summary, the yearly $/MWh table:
1. Peak demand and annual energy (GWh) are listed as input from the load model
2. The total costs are broken up into investment costs, fuel costs and 0&M
costs. (N.I. refers to nuclear inventory costs which are not a part of this
study.) The costs are quoted in $/MWh (=mills/KWh) in the year they occur. The
total $/MWh is not a representation of the cost paid by consumers for
electricity. It is a production cost for an operating system neglecting
metering, distribution losses and most importantly the sunk investment costs of
the existing 1980 system. It is, however, a tool to judge the various system
models since the logic is the same for all cases.
The three page summaries for the twelve production cost runs completed in this
study are attached. Table A-l lists the job ID'S and description of the run for
reference.
C</
TABLE A-l
SELECTED OGP-5
GENERATION PLANNING SUMMARY OUTPUTS
JOB NUMBER I.D. LOAD MODEL INTEREST RATE DESCRIPTION
L8T1 LM I 3 1/4% Without D-L
L8U3 LM I 3 1/4% With D-L
LD09 LM II 3 1/4% Without D-L
LD15 LM II 3 1/4% With D-L
LFQ5 LM III 3 1/4% Without D-L
LH31 LM III 3 1/4% With D-L
L8S7 LM I 7 3/8% Without D-L
L8T9 LM I 7 3/8% With D-L
LH51 LM II 7 3/8% Without D-L
LH67 LM II 7 3/8% With D-L
LH71 LM III 7 3/8% Without D-L
LH75 LM III 7 3/8% With D-L
I
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JOb NUMbER 2ML»T1 06/03/mI
GENTRTATLUN SYSTEM
NUCL. COAL C.T. ADVC-C OIL WOOL) TYPES
TYPE 1 2 3 4 5 6 7-10
OPTMZING 0 19*1 0 0 0 0 ***
PCT TRIM 0 0 0 0 0 25
1V90 MW 8914 3756 1816 547 R832 17 3361 SU*= 27242
»««»««»«*tt««««tt««««ft«ft»««««tt«««»««»«#««««»«tf«tt«««»««»««««tt«ttttft«««««»«#ft
TOTAL
CAPAb.
YR Y E A R L Y M W A D D I T I O N S • TltS
«« ««««»«« «««««.« ««««««« ««««««« ««««««« ««»««»» ««««« «»««««
91 27334
92 800* 2 al 12
93 8 00* 2O890
94 800* 29649
95 800* 30412
96 30383
97 1600* 31845
98 31810
99 1600* 33242
0 1600* 34632
1 1600* 35666
2 800* 36466
3 800* 37226
4 800* 37858
5 1600* 39444
6 eoo* 40244
7 1600* 4154V
8 800* 4 2 146
9 2400* 44275
10 43932
MM ADD 0 19200 0 0 0 0 0 SUM* 19200
MW RET 0 0 -247 -96 -??49 0 0 SUf* = -2692
« « « « « « «««««« «»«««« ««««»« .««««« « « » » « » « « « « « « «««« « « « « « « » « « « «
2010 8914 22956 1569 451 6483 17 3361 SUM* 43751
PCT TOT 20.4 52.5 3.6 1.0 14.6 0.0 7.7 SUM=100 PCT
AUTO 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 SUM= 0 
PCT TOT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. SUM= 0 PCT
« COMMITTED MW
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JOB NUMbtW 2ML8T1 06/03/81
TOTAL CAPAblLITY
(INCLUDING T1T5)
YEAR TIME OF PCT.
YEAR LUAD END PEAK RES.
««««« « «««» ««««
1991 2U979 27334 27334 30 .6
1992 21589 28112 28112 30 .5
1993 22129 28890 28890 30 .8
1994 22609 29b49 2964 9 31 .4
199b 230b9 30412 30412 32 . 1 
199b 23529 303b3 303H3 29 .4
1997 24141 31845 31845 32 .2
199b 2476b 31«10 31810 28 .6
1999 25412 33242 3324? 31 .0
2000 26073 34632 34632 33 .1
2001 267b 1 35666 35666 33 .6
2002 27446 36466 36466 33 . 1 
2003 28160 37226 37226 32 .4
2004 28892 37bbb 37858 31 .2
200& 29643 39*44 39444 33 .3
2006 30414 40244 40244 32 .5
2007 3120b 41549 41549 33 .3
2008 32016 42146 42146 31 .8
2009 32849 44275 44275 3b .0
2010 330 2- 43932 43932 33 .9
LOSS OH LOAD COST IN MILLION $ 
PRORABLLITY YEARLY CON. PTF
D/Y H/Y COST TOTAL
««««««
«
«««««««
0.43ft 0, 3167.5 3067.«
0 ,4pq 0. 3332.o B 194.0
0.571 0. 3bl3.tt 938b.4
0 .57" 0 . 3679.5 12624.1
0.537 0. 3«b3.4 15908.0
0.736 0. 4110.7 19301.0
0.705 0. 4210.B 22667.0
0.965 0. 4487.b 2b141.5
0 .90S 0. 4O02.4 29592.7
0.7p4 0. 4b6«.9 32983.B
0 .9S4 0. 4811.3 36367.9
0.783 0 . 4 9 ti 0 • 4 39760.9
0 .847 0. b233.0 43213.8
0.990 0. b490.0 4b7?2.2
0.791 0. b670.v 50232.2
0.776 0. 5925.3 53784.2
0 .835 0. blbb.s 57358.0
0.9PS 0. b463.1 b0992.3
0.79] 0. b61b.7 64595.8
0.594 0. b792.9 b817 b.9
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JOB NUMbEk 2ML8T1 06/03/B1«««««««»««««««««»«««»«««««««««»«»«««««««
POOL TOTAL TOTAL YEARLY J/MWH
PEAK ENERGY LOAD COSTS
YR (MW) (GWH) FACTOR (MLL.I) 1NV. FUEL O + M N.I. TOTAL
»« ««««««« »»»»»* ««««« ««»«« ««««« «»««« ««««««
91 20979 114011 62.04 3167 0.02 25.17 2.59 0. 27.78
92 21589 117090 61.74 3333 0.28 25.55 2.63 0. 28.46
93 22129 120251 62.03 3514 0.52 26.01 2.69 0. 29.22
94 22609 123498 62.36 3680 0.75 26.31 2.73 0. 29.79
95 23059 126832 62.79 3853 0.97 26.64 2.78 0. 30.38
96 23529 130256 63.02 4111 0.94 27.88 2.74 0. 31.56
97 24141 133773 63.26 4211 1 .36 27.27 2.84 o. 31.48
98 24768 137385 63.32 4488 1.33 28.52 2.82 0. 32.BB
99 25412 1410*4 63.38 4602 1.7? 28.00 2.90 0. 32.62
0 26073 144904 63.27 4669 2.09 27.13 3.00 0. 32.22
1 26751 148817 63.51 4811 ? • 44 26.82 3.07  32.33
2 27446 152834 63.57 49b0 2.57 26.91 3.11  32.59
3 28160 156961 63.63 5233 2.69 27.52 3.13  33.34
4 28892 161199 63.52 5490 2.81 28.10 3.15  34.06
5 29643 165551 63.75 5671 3.10 27.95 3.21  34.25
6 30414 170022 63.82 5925 3. 19 28.43 3.23  34.85
7 31205 174612 63.88 6155 3.4S 28.52 3.28 0. 35.25
8 32016 179326 63.76 6463 3.53 29.23 3.29 0. 36.04
9 32849 184166 64.00 6617 3.9? 28.63 3. J7  35.93
10 33703 189140 64.10 6793 3.8? 28.77 3.32  35.91
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JOB NUMBtH ? ^  L 8 U 3 06/03/^1
GLNLHATlON SYSTEM
WUCL.
TYPE 1 
OPTMZlNfa 0 
PCT TWIM o 
1990 MW 8914
COPL
2
19*1
0
375b
C.T.
3
0
ft
lblb
AUVC-C
h
0
0
OIL
b
0
n
b OUU
b
0
2b
17
I YHtb
7-10
3361 272*2b47
tut^L
CAH Air . 
YP Y fc A R I Y M vt A u D l T I u K S •Tle.S
# #
91 2627H
92 6 00* 29056
93 bOO* 29634
94 800* 30593
9b b00* 31356
96 31327
97 1600* 3 2 7 h 9 
98 32754
99 1600* 34 1 b b 
0 1600* 35576
1 1600* 3661 0 
2 bOO* 3741 0 
3 boo* 3^170
4 eoo* 366 0 2 
b 1 to 0 0 * 4 0 36 b 
6 bOO* 41 166
7 1 to 0 0 * 42493
8 800* 4
9 2400* ' 1 9 
10 44676
MW ADD 0 
MW WET 0 
20 J 0 8914
HCT TOT 19.9
19200
0
51.4
0
-247
lb<>9
3.5
0
-96
fc « * o 
4b 1 
1.0
0
64^3
] 4 . b 
C
0
o a- tf 
17
0 . 0 
AUTO
PCT TOT
0 0 0 0 0 0
0. 0. u. 0. 0 . 
SU^s 2 0 14 4 
0 SU;— -26V?
43ub SU/= 4469b
9.6 bu^slOO ^CT
w a- <& * # 
0
0 PCT
0 SU>* = 
0. bUf^ = 
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JOB NUMbEk 2ML8T1 06/03/B1««««»««««««««««««««««««««««»««»«««««««««
POOL TOTAL TOTAL
PEAK ENERGY LOAD COSTS
YR (MW) (GWH) FACTOR (MIL.*)
»« ««»««« ««»«»« ««««»«
91 20979 114011 62.04 3167
92 21589 117090 61.74 3333
93 22129 120251 62.03 3514
94 22609 123498 62.36 3680
95 23059 126832 62.79 3853
96 23529 130256 63.02 4111
97 24141 133773 63.26 4211
98 24768 137385 63.32 4488
99 25412 1410*4 63.38 4602
0 26073 144904 63.27 4669
1 26751 148817 63.51 4811
2 27446 152834 63.57 49b0
3 28160 156961 63.63 5233
4 28892 161199 63.52 5490
5 29643 165551 63.75 5671
6 30414 170022 63.82 5925
7 31205 174612 63.88 6155
8 32016 179326 63.76 6463
9 32849 184168 64.00 6617
10 33703 189140 64.10 6793
YEARLY S/MWH
«»ft«»«0««««ft«»»«««««ft«»««««ft««««««
1NV. FUEL O + M N.I. TOTAL
»«««« ««««« »»»«« «««««.
0.0? 25.17 2.59 0. 27.78
0.28 25.55 2.63 0 . 28.46
0.52 26.01 2.69 0. 29.22
0.75 26.31 2.73 0 . 29.79
0.97 26.64 2.78 0 . 30.38
0.94 27.88 2.74 0 . 31.5b
1 .36 27.27 2.84 0 . 31.48
1.33 28.52 2.82 0. 32.66
1.7? 28.00 2.90 0 . 32.62
2.09 27.13 3.00 0 . 32.22
? • 44 26.82 3.07 0 . 32.33
2.57 26.91 3.11 0 . 32.59
2.69 27.52 3.13 0 . 33.34
2.81 28.10 3.15 0 . 34.06
3.10 27.95 3.21 0 . 34.25
3. 19 28.43 3.23 0 . 34.85
3.4* 28.52 3.28 0 . 35.25
3.53 29.23 3.29 0. 36.04
3.9? 28.63 3.37 0 . 35.93
3.8? 28.77 3.32 0. 35.91
«
• w • ' L utii h il .. . • < 
(JbP-b CrLNLPATlO'. H L M M N G ^ j f i ^ -M- f - Y u u T l U i
fc fc fc fc fc fc fc fc fc fc fc fc fc fc fc fc fc fc fc fc fc fc fc fc fc 4* fc fc fc fc fc v• fc v v- v- fc fc fc fc fc fc fc f
?? ??
3 1 / 4 *
job NOMbER ? M b U 3 06/03/Hl
TOTAL CAPABILITY
(INCLUDING TIES)
YEAR TIME OF PCT.
YEAH LOAD EN 0 PEAK RES.
»««« ««««« ««««« ««««
1991 20979 28278 2827b 35 .1
1992 21589 29056 29056 34 .9
1993 22129 29O34 29834 35 .1
1994 22&09 30593 30593 35 . b 
1995 23059 31356 31356 3b .3
1996 23529 31327 31327 33 .4
1997 24141 32789 32789 36 .1
1998 247b8 32754 32754 32 .5
1999 25412 34 1 bb 34186 34 .8
2000 2b073 3557b 35576 36 .7
2001 26751 3bbl0 3bb 10 37 .1
2002 27446 37410 37410 36 .5
2003 28160 38170 38170 35 .8
2004 2b«92 38b 02 38802 34 .5
2005 29643 40388 40388 3* .5
2006 30414 41 lbb 41188 35 .6
2 007 31205 42493 42493 3b .4
2008 32016 43090 43090 34 .8
2009 32849 45c 19 45219 37 .9
2010 33703 44*76 4<»87b 3b .8
LOSS CF LOAD CUhT IN MILLION *,
PRORADILITY YEARLY CUN.
0/Y H/Y CUbT TOTAL
«#«««« flflftfttO« « « «4*« 4* «««««««
0. ino 0. 3059.7 2963 .4
0.114 0. 3217.4 59t1 .4
0 . 14S 0. 33*4.5 9065.3
0. 1S1 0. 3557.3 12195.4
0. 143 0. J7C<J.6 15373.9
0.21b 0. J*75.2 1hbf 5. 0 
0.20^ 0. 4 0 7 0 . 1 21915.1
0.2^6 0. <* 344 . 4 25r78.7
0 . 3 ] 5 0 . *4b7.1 cf6 2«.5
0.2^? 0. 45*2 .0 3 1 7 . 2 
0 . 3?p 0. 4b77 • b 3 ^  21 7 • 4 
0.26* 0 . 404 H . D 3bF 1 7.9
0.297 0. 509o.* 4 1 h. 7 7 . 0 
0.357 0 . S J 4 3 . H -5292.0
0.2O* 0 . 5531.2 4 8715.5
0.2*4 0 . 5 7 b h . m 521*4.4
0. b 0 0 6 . 6 55671 .8
0.38b 0 . b303.1 5921*.1
0.311 0. 645"? . 0 b2734. 1 
0 • 2?7 0. bb35.b b 6 2 3 4 . 1 
. L i i 6 of 36
<jbP-b (:£f;tPAl lUN PlAKi-I-L f t- 0 p h • - h UI- A IO i*. I 
fc fc fc fc fc fc fc fc fc fc fc fc fc fc fc fc fc fc fc fc fc fc fc V V fc fc V- fc fc fc fc fc fc V- fc fc fc fc w • 9% 
3 1/4*
JOb NUMbtR 2MLHU3 06/()3/bl
8888888IJG888888K*8888888888888888888888
POOL TOTAL TOTAL
PEAK ENERGY LOAD COSTS
YR (MW) (GWH) FACTOR (MIL.S)
»« «««««« ««««««« ««««««
VI 20979 114011 62.04 3060
92 21589 117089 81.74 3217
93 22129 120250 62.03 3394
94 22609 123498 62.36 3557
95 23059 128833 62.79 3730
96 23^29 130256 63.02 3975
97 24141 133773 63.26 4078
98 24768 137385 63.32 4344
99 25412 141094 63.38 4467
0 28073 144904 63.27 4542
1 26751 14881b 63.50 4b78
2 27446 152835 63.57 4845
3 29160 156961 63.63 5091
4 28892 161200 63.52 5344
5 29643 165552 63.75 5531
f 30414 170022 63.82 5787
7 31205 174613 63.88 6007
6 32016 179326 63.76 6303
9 32849 1841 t)b 64.00 6460
10 33703 189141 64.10 6636
YtAHLV 3>/MKh
fcfcfcfcfcfcfcfcfcfcfcfcfcfcfcfcfcfc-^fcfcfcfcfcfc-i
I N V . FUEL U • M (M.I. TOTAL
« « « a « ««««« ««««««
0.24 ^3.91 2.to* 0 . 2b.84
0.49 24. 26 2,Id. 0 . 27.4b
0.73 24.72 2.7« 0. 2o.23
0.95 C5.03 2.82 0 . 28.HO
1.16 25.38 2.87 0 . 29.41
1.13 2 6 . 5 6 2.82 0 . 30.52
1 ,5s 2b.01 2 . 9 c 0 . 3 0 . ^ 9
1.51 2 7 . 2 2 2.8V 0 . 31 . b 2
1 . 9 n 2 b . 7 * 2.^8 0 . 31 . 6 6
'2.26 26.01 3 . 0 8 0 . 31 .34
2.60 2 5 . 6 8 3.1b 0 . 31 . 4 3
2 . 7 3 25.78 3 . 1 b 0 . 31.70
2.8R 2b.38 3 . 2 0 0 . 3 2 . 4 3
2 . 9 6 2b.97 3.21 0. 33.15
3.25 26.88 3.28 0 . 33.41
3 . 3 4 2 7 . 4 0 3.30 0. 3 ^ . 0 4
3.6o 2 7 . 4 6 3.35 u . 3 4 . 4 0
3.67 2 8 . 1 3 3.35 0 . 3 5 . 1 5
4 . 0 6 2 7 . 5 8 3 . 4 4 0 . 3 5 . 07
3.95 2 7 . 7 4 3 . 3 9 0. 35.OA
V
*
CLlsLt->» L LUtLl'-.il CO'-f'A'^Y 7 r ..f-
OGP-5 GENERATION PLANNING PROGRAM-SUKKARY OUTPUT««»»««««««««««»«««»»««««««•»«««»««««««««««««««««
3 1/4%
JOB NUMBER 2ML009 06/04/81
««««»«««e»«««e«««««»«ft«e«««e«ft««««»«««««
GENERATION SYSTEM
NUCL. COAL C • T • ADVC-C OIL WOOD TYPES
TYPE 1 2 3 4 5 6 7-10
OPTMZING o 1991 0 0 0 0
PCT TRIM o 0 0 0 0 25
1990 MW 7764 3756 1816 547 8832 17 3361 SUM= 26092
TOTAL
CAPAB.
TIESYR Y E A R L Y««*«««« «««««*« M W ««««»«« «««««««
A D D I T I O N S««««««» ««««««« ««««« «««««« ««»«
91 1150* 27334
92 27312
93 27290
94 800* 28049
95 800* 28812
96 28783
97 800* 29445
96 800* 30210
99 800* 30842
0 30632
1 2400* 32466
2 32466
3 800* 33226
4 800* 33858
5 IX 800 34644
6 800* 35444
7 1600* 36749
8 800* 37346
9 800* 37875
10 1600* 39132
MW ADD 1150
MW RET 0 
«««»«• »»«•«•
2010 8914
PCT TOT 22.9
AUTO
PCT TOT
0
0.
14400
0
««««««
18156
46.6«««««»««
800
?????
0
-247»«««««
0
-96«««««»
0
-2349««««««
0
0
««««««
0 SUMS 15550
0 SUMs -2692
1569 451 6483 17 3361 SUMs 38951
4.0 1.2 16.6 0.0 8.6 SUM=100 PCT
«ea«««ee«««ft«««««««»«««»«fte««e«e««««e««e««««e««»«
0 0 0 0
0. 0. 0 0.
0 SUMS 6 0 0
0. SUMs1o0 P C T
« COMMITTED MW
w . u . h L ^ ' U C L. ^ ' - \ « ' « * 
OGP-b G E N E R A T I O N P L A N N I N G P * 0 p P a l' - S U ^ ^ A H Y UUTPuT 8 of 36
3 1/4%
JOB NUMBER 2MLD09 06/04/81
TOTAL CAPABILITY
(INCLUDING TIES) LOSS OF LOAD COST IN MILLION $ 
YEAR TIME OF PCT. PROBABILITY YEARLY CUM, PW
YEAR LOAD END PEAK RES. D/Y H/Y COST TOTAL
«««• ««««« «««« «««««« «««««« ««««««« «««««««
1991 19655 27334 27334 39.4 0.108 0. 2987.2 2893.2
1992 20074 27312 27312 36.4 O.LLS 0. 3106.8 5807.5
1993 20501 27290 27290 33.4 0.210 0. 3381.6 8879.7
1994 20936 28049 280*9 34.3 0.236 0. 3537.8 11992.7
1995 21384 28612 28812 35.0 0.259 0. 3703.2 15148.6
1996 21840 28783 28783 32.1 0.342 0. 3919.2 18383.5
1997 22305 29445 29445 32.3 0.433 0. 4088.6 21652.0
1998 22780 30210 30210 32.9 0.44? 0. 4247.7 24940.7
1999 23265 30842 30842 32.8 0.505 0. 4387.1 28230.5
2000 23761 30632 30632 29.1 0.8 03 0. 4669.1 31621.5
2001 24267 32466 32466 34.0 0.784 0. 4650.0 34892.4
2002 24784 32466 32466 31.2 0 . 7FL7 0. 4865.3 38207.0
2003 25311 33226 33226 31.5 0.844 0. 5078.5 41558,0
2004 25851 33858 33858 31.2 0.85? 0. 5247.6 44911.4
2005 26401 34644 34644 31.4 0.900 0. 5^95.4 483)2.8
2006 26964 35444 35444 31.7 0.774 0. 5683.6 51719.9
2007 27538 36749 36749 33.7 0.749 0. 58,46.5 55114.3
2008 28124 37346 37346 33.0 0.773 0. 6051.3 58517.0
2009 28723 37875 37875 32.1 0.9?4 0. 6327.4 61963.0
2010 29335 39132 39132 33.6 0.8Q2 0. 6496.6 65389.8
S
k
L. I » . J o
UGP-5 GtNT POTION PLANNING P^OGR*K-SUKMAHY UUlf'l'T
9 oi j6
3 1/4%
JOB NUMBER 2MLD09 06/04/81
POOL TOTAL TOTAL YEARLY $/MWH
PEAK ENERGY LOAD COSTS «»E«EE«*«A«««E»»E«««E«««E««««««»»«
YR (MW) (GWH) FACTOR (MIL.S) IN V . FUEL 0*M N.L. TOTAL
«««««« «»««««« ».«««« «««««« ««««« ««««» «»««« ««««««
91 19655 110401 64.12 2987 O.2A 24.17 2.61 0. 27.06
92 20074 113051 64.11 3107 0.40 24.49 2.59 0. 27.48
93 20501 115764 64.46 3382 0.39 26.27 2.56 0. 29.21
94 20938 118542 64.63 3538 0.63 26.62 2.60 0. 29.84
95 21384 121388 64.80 3703 0.86 26.99 2.65 0. 30.51
96 21840 124301 64.79 3919 0.84 28.07 2.61 0. 31.53
97 22305 127284 65.14 4089 1.06 28.41 2.65 0. 32.12
98 22780 130339 65.32 4248 1.26 28.63 2.69 0. 32.59
99 23265 133467 65.49 4387 1.46 28.68 2.73 0. 32.87
0 23761 136670 65.48 4669 1.43 30.04 2.70 0. 34.16
1 24267 139950 65.84 4650 2.04 28.34 2.85 0. 33.23
2 24784 143309 66.01 4865 1.99 29.13 2.83 0. 33.95
3 25311 146748 66. 18 5079 2.15 29.60 2.86 0. 34.61
4 25851 150270 66. 18 5248 2.30 29.73 2.89 0. 34.92
5 26^01 153876 66.53 5495 2.44 30.36 2.91 0. 35.71
6 26964 157570 66.71 5684 2.57 30.56 2.94 0. 36.07
7 27538 161351 66.89 5847 2.88 30.34 3.0L 0. 36.23
8 28124 165224 66.88 6051 3.00 30.59 3.04 0. 36.62
9 28723 169190 67.24 6327 3.10 31 .25 3.04 0. 37.40
10 29335 173249 67.42 6497 3.3FL 31.01 3.11 0. 37.50
/
i" • \ l " - L . . ^ 
OGP-5 GENERAT ION PL ANN 1 f G (- rOGR AS-bUK M ANY OUTPUT i n Q f 3 5
#aa««««tt««««««ftft«»««tt««««6««»««fttt««««««««««ft«#««
?? ?????
JOB NUMBER 2MLD15 06/04/81«««««•«««««««»««»«««««««««««««««««««««««
GENERATION SYSTEM
NUCL.
TYPE 1 
OPTMZING 0 
PCT TRIM 0 
1990 MW 7764
COAL
2
1991
0
3756
C.T.
3
0
0
1816
ADVC-C
4
0
0
547
OIL
5
0
0
8832
WOOD
6
0
25
17
Y E A R L Y M 
««««««« «•««««• «««««««
1150*
TYPES
7-10«««
3361 SUMs 26092
«««««»««««««««««»•«««»«««««««««««««««««««««««««««»«««««««««««««««««««««
TOTAL
CAPAB,
W A D D I T I O N S • TIES
««««««« «««.««« «««««*« ««««« «««««« ««««
944* 28278
28256
28234
28993
29756
29727
30389
31154
31786
31576
33410
33410
34170
34802
35588
36388
37693
38290
38819
40076
»ft«««tt«»»«««««»tt«»««««««»«««««»«««««tt«»ftft
0 0 0 944 SUMS 16494
-96 -2349 0 0 SUMs -2692
««»#»« «««««« «««««« ##«# #««»«««««««
YR««
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

«««»«««»««««««»««««««»«««««'»««««««»««««««««««««a««««««#««»«ft
800*
800*
800*
800*
800*
2400*
800*
800*
8 0 0 *
8 0 0 *
1600*
8 0 0 *
800*
 	   $
MW ADD 1150
MW RET 0 
«««««« ««««««
2010 8914
PCT TOT 22.3
14400
0
««««««
18156
45.5
0
-247««««««
1569
3.9
451 6483 17 4305 SUMs 39895
1.1 16.3 0.0 10.8 SUMsioo PCT
« «««««««« ««««»««« e« «»»«»««« «««««« ««««»*«« ««««««««
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 SUMS 0 
0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. SUMS 0 PCT
AUTO
PCT TOT
* COMMITTED MW
l ' i. L .^ (j • r »•  - n i 
75<5 ADAHD678 & )7LC!<
B6C M A6)6 11 Of
3 1/**
JOB NUMBER 2MLD15 06/04/61
TOTAL CAPABILITY
(INCLUDING TIES)
YEAR TIME OF PCT.
YEAR LOAD END PEAK RES.
««««« «««»«
1991 19b55 28278 28278 44.3
1992 20074 28256 28256 41.1
1993 20501 28234 28234 38.1
1994 20938 28993 28993 38.8
1995 21384 29756 29756 39.5
1996 21840 29727 29727 36.4
1997 22305 30389 30389 36.5
1998 22780 31154 31154 37.1
1999 23265 31786 31786 36.9
2000 23761 31576 31576 33.1
2001 24267 33410 33410 38.0
2002 24784 33410 33410 35.1
2003 25311 34170 34170 35.2
2004 25851 34802 34802 34.9
2005 26401 35588 35588 35.0
2006 26964 36388 36388 35.2
2007 27538 37693 37693 37.1
2008 28124 38290 3b290 36.4
2009 28723 38819 38819 35.4
2010 29335 40076 40076 36.8
LOSS OF LOAD COST IN MILLION £ 
PROBABILITY YTARLY CUM. PW
D/Y H/Y COST TOTAL
««««»«. ««»««« »«««««« «««««««
0.020 0. 2893.0 2801.9
0.021 0. 3010.6 5626.0
0.042 0. 327b.2 8602.4
0.051 0. 3431.9 11622.2
0.058 0. 3583.9 14676.5
0.079 0. 3792.5 17806,8
0. 108 0. 3960.5 20972.8
0.114 0. 4120.7 24163.3
0. 136 0. 4258.4 27356.6
0.234 0. 4519.5 30639.0
0.239 0. 4504.7 33807.6
0.243 0. 4712.6 37018.1
0.266 0. 4923.7 40266.9
0.274 0. 5098.5 43525.2
0.299 0. 5343.2 46832.3
0.258 0. 5528.9 50146.6
0.256 0. 5693.4 53452.1
0.268 0. 5898.4 56768.9
0.333 0. 6168.0 60128.0
0.325 0. o330.6 63467.3
v t. • * ; i- — . ^ . ^  v^  • * 1 s 1 
V L . 1 - A T I O N F - L ^ ' A L M - P K G G P A ' > B U F ' R T A H Y O U T P U T
« fcfc fc : . v fc fc fc fc fc fc fc fc fc fc fc * fc fc < fc * # fc fc fc fc fc fc fc fc fc fc fc fc fc fc * * fc fc # 
?????? ??
3 1/4%
JOB NUMBEW 2HL015 06/04/*L
FCFCFCFCFCFCFCFCTTFCFCFCFCFCFCFCFCFCFCFCFCFCFCFCFCFCFCFCFCFCFCFCFCFCFCFCFCFCFC*
POOL TOTAL TOTAL YEARLY J/MWH
PEAK ENERGY LOAD COSTS ««««OO
YR (MW) (GWH) FACTOR (MIL.S) INV , FUEL 0*M N.I. TOTAL
«« «««««« ««««««« ««<»»»» «««««» ««««« ««»«« ««««« ««««««
91 19655 110401 64.12 2893 0.50 22.98 2.72 0. 26.20
92 20074 113051 64.11 3011 0.62 23.32 2.69 0. 26.63
93 20501 115764 64.46 3276 0.6O 25.04 2.66 0. 28.30
94 20938 118542 64.63 3432 0.84 25.41 2.70 0. 28.95
9 5 21384 121387 64.80 3584 1.07 25.70 2.75 0. 29.52
96 21840 12*301 64.79 3793 1.04 26.76 2.71 0. 30.51
97 22305 127284 65.14 3961 1.26 27.12 2.74 0. 31.12
98 22780 130338 65.32 4121 1.46 27.38 2.78 0. 31.62
99 23265 133466 65.49 4258 1.65 27.44 2.82 0. 31.91
0 23761 136TO70 65.48 4519 1.61 28.69 2.77 0. 33.07
1 24267 139950 65.84 4505 2.21 27.05 2.92 0. 32.19
2 24784 143308 66.01 4713 2.16 27.81 2.91 0. 32.88
3 25311 146748 66. 18 4924 2.3? 28.30 2.93 0. 33.55
4 25851 150270 66.18 5099 2.46 28.50 2.96 0. 33.93
5 26401 153876 66.53 5343 2.6O 29.15 2.98 0. 34.72
6 26964 157570 66.71 5529 2.73 29.34 3.01 0. 35.09
7 27538 161351 66.89 5693 3.04 29.17 3.08 0. 35.29
8 28124 165224 66.88 5898 3.15 29.45 3.10 0. 35.70
9 28723 169189 67.24 6168 3.25 30.10 3.10 0. 36.46
10 29335 173249 67.42 6331 3.52 29.84 3.18 0. 36.54
t
» ' V 
L (j P - 5 G L i v L * i i I L-..MM- T ' UR-'-«;'.-bl)t- :-IMKY UUTKUT 13 of
3 1/4*
JOB NUm8EH 2MLF05 06/05/81
ft«4»»«ftft««ft«««««»«««««««««««#«ft««««4»««»
GENERATION SYSTEM
NUCL. COAL
TYRE 1 
ORTMZING 0 
PCT TRIM 0 
1990 Mw 7764
2
1991
0
3756
C.T.
3
0
0
1816
ADVC-C
4
0
0
OIL
1
0
0
3
WOOD
6
0
25
17
TYPES
7-10«««
3361 SUM= 26092547
«ft«ft»«««fttt««tttt«tt«««tttt«««tt»»ft««««««tt«tt<'»aft#««««tt«««««ftft«««««««6««ft««tt»ftft
TOTAL
CAPAb,
• TIES«««««« ««««YRe«
Y E A R L Y««««»«« ««»«««« MW A D D I T I O N S««««««« #««#««# ««««««« ««««««« *«#»»
91 1150* 27334
92 27312
93 27290
94 27249
95 27212
96 27163
97 800* 27845
98 27810
99 800* 28442
0 2823?
1 800* 28466
2 28466
3 800* 29226
4 800* 29P58
5 800* 30644
6 30644
7 1600* 31949
8 800* 32546
9 800* 33075
10 800* 33532
««««»«««*«»«««»«»««#««««
8800
0
««««««
MW ADD 1150
MW RET 0 «««««« »##»»»
2010 8914 12556
PCT TOT 26.7 37.6
AUTO 0 0 
PCT TOT 0. 0.
0
-247«««««
156Q
4.7
0
-96«««»«•
451
1.4
0
<N3/.KKKKKO
6483
19.4
0
0
KKKKKK
0
0
0
««««
3361

SUMs 9950
SUMs -2692#«»»«««««««
SUMs 33351
SUMsloO PCT0.1
0 0 0 0 0 SUMs 0 
0 . 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 . SUMs o P C T
• COMMITTED MW
OGP-5 :A'.Lr TB7% )ACG!%< ; • . - b L M ' A K Y 7-iruT 14 of
888888$888888888888888888 , P  Q,8888K888888888
3 1/4%
JOB NUMBER 2MLFQ5 06/05/81
TOTAL CAPABILITY
(INCLUDING TIES)
YEAR TIME OP PCT.
YEAR LOAD END PEAK PES.
«««« ««««« ««««« ««««« ««««
1991 18695 27334 27334 46.7
1992 18996 27312 27312 44.2
1993 19306 27290 27290 41.7
1994 19bl9 27249 27249 39.3
1995 19937 27212 27212 36.8
1996 20260 27183 27183 34.5
1997 20586 27845 27845 35.6
1996 20921 27810 27810 33.2
1999 21260 28442 28442 34.1
2000 21605 28232 28232 30.9
2001 21955 26466 28466 29.9
2002 22310 28466 28466 27.8
2003 22672 29226 29226 29.1
2004 23039 29856 29858 29.6
2005 23412 30644 30644 31.1
2006 23792 30644 30644 29.0
2007 24177 31949 31949 32.4
2008 24569 32546 32546 32.7
2009 24967 33075 33075 32.7
2010 25371 33532 33532 32.4
LOSS UF LOAD COST IN MILLION $ 
PROBABILITY YEARLY CUM. PW
D/Y H/Y COST TOTAL
«#«««« «»««««« «««««««
0.025 0. 2741.7 2655.4
0.023 0. 2625.8 5306.1
0.037 o. 3040.4 0068.4
0.046 0. > 3225.7 10906.7
0.082 0. 3407.7 13879.0
0.119 0. 3705.5 16937.5
0 p 155 0. 3866.4 20028.4
0.221 0. 4108.5 23209.4
0.277 0. 4270.0 26411.3
0.440  4t>10.6 29687.2
0.8?O 0. 4752.3 33030.1
0.947  5019.7 36449.6
0.996  5226.7 39898.5
0.955  5322.7 43300.0
0.843  5499.6 4b704.0
0.927  5783.0 50170.6
0.84P  5628.8 53554.7
0.752 0. 5928.8 56888.6
0.789  6110.4 60216.4
0.857 0. 6239.7 63507.7
?????? ??
3 1/**
JOB NUMBER 2MLFQ5 06/05/81
POOL TOTAL TOTAL YEARLY J/MWH
PEAK ENERGY LOAD COSTS ««««*««««»«*»«»«««««««««»«»»««««««
YR (MW) (GWH) FACTOR (MIL.S) INV. FUEL 0*M N.I. TOTAL
«« ««««»«« «««««« «««»«« *«««» ««««« ««««* ««««« ««««««
91 18695 106895 65.27 2742 0.29 22.68 2.66 0. 25.65
92 18998 109140 65.40 2826 0.41 22.82 2.6b 0. 25.89
93 19306 111432 65.89 3040 0.40 24.25 2.63 0. 27.29
94 19619 113771 66.20 3226 0.39 25.37 2.59 0. 28.35
95 19937 U 6 1 6 0 66.51 3488 0.39 ?7 ,10 2.54 0. 30.03
9fe 20260 116600 66.64 3705 0.38 28.37 2.49 0. 31.24
97 20588 1210*1 67.14 386b 0.62 28.78 2.53 0. 31.93
98 20921 123634 67.46 4109 0.6l 30.13 2.50 0. 33.23
99 21260 126230 67.78 4270 0.83 30.46 2.53 0. 33.83
0 21605 128862 67.91 4511 0.81 31.68 2.50 0. 35.00
1 21955 131568 68.42 4752 1.0? 32.56 2.53 0. 36.12
2 22310 134352 68.74 5020 1.00 33.84 2.52 0. 37.36
3 22672 137172 69.07 5227 1 .20 34.35 2.55 0. 38.10
4 23039 140053 69.20 5323 1.3Q 34.03 2.59 0. 38.00
5 23412 142993 69.72 5500 1.57 34.26 2.62 0. 36.4b
6 23792 145997 70.05 5783 1.54 35.47 2.&0 0 . 39.61
7 24177 149062 70.38 5829 1.91 34.50 2.69 0. 39.10
6 24569 152194 70.52 5929 2.07 34.16 2.72 0. 38.96
9 249b7 155389 71.05 6110 2.22 34.36 2.75 0. 39.32
10 25371 156653 71.38 6240 2.36 34.19 2.76 0. 39.33
C _ L L u i- l • - ^  'A- ' ' '1
OGP-5 GtwtPAT IO'v) PLANNING PkOr,D m ' - . - S O " / Y OUTPUT 16 of
0000000#0«#*0000000000000000000 0 0000<ifcw*<<w 0 00000
3 1/4%
JOB NUMBER 2MLH31 06/05/81
0000000000000000000000000000000000000000
GENERATION SYSTEM
NUCL. COAL
TYPE 1 
OPTMZING 0 
PCT TRIM 0 
1990 MW 7764
2
1991
• 0 
3756
.T. ADVC-C OIL *OUD TYPES
3 4 5 6 7-10
0 0 0 0 000
0 0 0 25
1816 547 8832 17 3361 SUM= ?b092
YR
00
Y E A R L Y M W A U D I T I O N S
TOTAL
CAPAb.
• TIES
0000000 000«000 0000000 0000000 ««««««« 0000000 0 0 0 00 «««««« 0000
91 1150* 944» 28278
92 28256
93 28234
94 28193
95 2 HI 56
96 28127
97 800« 28789
98 28754
99 600» 2938B
0 29176
1 800• 29410
2 29410
3 800» 30170
4 8Q0« 30802
5 8 0 0* 31588
6 31588
7 1600* 32893
8 800* 33490
9 800» 34019
10 600» 34476
«0#.00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
MW ADD 1150 8800 0 0 0 0 944 SUM= 10894
MW RET 0 0 -247 -96 0 0 SUM= -2692
«0«000 000000 000000 000000 000000 «««««« 0 0 0 0 0 0 0000 00000000000
2010 8914 12556 1569 451 6433 17 «f 3 05 SUM= 34295
PCT TOT 26.0 36.6 4.6 1.3 18.9 0.0 12.6 SUMslOO PCT
00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
AUTO 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 SUM= o 
PCT TOT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. SUMs o PCT
0 COMMITTED MW
w c * v . • ^ >w ' I 
OGP-5 GENERATION H L ^ N M ^ PROGPMV-surMARY UUlPUT 17 of 36
3 1/4%
J O B N U M B E R 2 M L H 3 1 0 6 / 0 5 / 8 1
T O T A L C A P A B I L I T Y
( I N C L U D I N G T I E S )
Y E A R T I M E O F P C T .
Y E A R L O A D E N D P E A K R E S .
«««* »«««« ««««« ««««» ««««
1991 18695 28278 28278 51 .8
1992 18998 28256 28256 49 .2
1993 19306 28234 28234 46 .7
1 Y 94 19619 28193 28193 44 .1
1995 19937 28156 28156 41 .6
1996 20260 28127 28127 39 .2
1997 20588 28789 28789 40 .2
1998 20921 28754 28754 37 .8
1999 21260 29386 29386 38 .6
2000 21605 29176 29176 35 .3
2001 21955 29410 29410 34 .2
2002 22310 29410 2941 0 32 .1
2003 22672 30170 30170 33 .3
2004 23039 30802 30802 34 .0
2005 23412 31588 31588 35 .2
2006 23792 31588 31588 33 .0
2007 2^177 32893 32893 36 .3
2008 24569 33490 33490 36 .6
2009 24967 34019 34019" 36 .5
2010 25371 34476 34476 36 .1
L O S ? O F L O A D C O S T IN M I L L I O N $ 
P R O B A B I L I T Y Y E A R L Y C U M . PW
D/Y H / Y C O S T T O T A L
««»««» «tt««ft««
0.004 0. 2658.2 2574.6
0.003 0. 2742.8 5147.4
0.006 0. 2954.2 7831.3
0.008 0. 3136.3 10591.0
0.015 0. 3397.0 13488.0
0.022 0. 3608,7 164F)4 . 6 
O . O L I 0. 3760.5 19470.8
0.047 0. 3994.1 22563.1
0.06? .0. 4144.5 25671.0
0.107 0. 4368. 1 28843.5
0.2?4 0. 4587.4 32070.3
0.263 0. 4842.4 35369.2
0.2P5 0. 5052.5 38703.0
0.27O 0. 5150.1 41994.2
0.249 0. 5322.2 45288.3
0.277 0. 5603.0 46647.0
0.261 0. 5646.7 51925.4
0.23? 0. 5753.3 55160.6
0.25? 0. 5 9 2 4 . 4 58387.1
0.280 0. 60T>0 . 5 61583.8
I - >«- • > L f L L ^  I h l t C ' 1 i ' ' I 
G G P - b G E N E R A T I O N P L A N N I N G PPUGPA. I -SUM*.ANY O U T P U T ?????? ??
3 1/4%
JOB NUMBER 2MLH31 06/0S/81
POOL TOTAL TOTAL
PEAK ENERGY LOAD COSTS
YR (MM) (GWH) FACTOR (MIL.S)
»« «««««« ««««««« «««««« ««««««
91 16695 106895 65.27 2658
92 18998 109139 65.40 2743
93 19306 111431 65.89 2954
94 19619 113773 66.20 3136
95 19937 116160 66.51 3397
96 20260 118600 66.64 3609
97 20588 121091 67.14 3760
98 20921 123634 67.46 3994
99 21260 126230 67.78 4145
0 21605 128881 67.91 4368
1 21955 131588 68.42 4587
2 22310 134351 68.74 4842
3 22672 137172 69.07 5052
4 23039 140053 69.20 5150
5 23412 142993 69.72 5322
6 23792 145998 70.05 5603
7 24177 149062 70.38 5647
8 24569 152193 70.52 5753
9 24967 155390 71.05 5924
10 25371 158651 71 .38 6060
YEARLY $/MTOH
INV. FUEL 0*M N.I. TOTAL
««««« ««««» «««»« ««««« #«»«««
0.5? 21.55 2.80 0. 24.87
0.64 21.71 2.78 0. 25.13
0.63 23.14 2.74 0. 26.51
0.61 24.26 2.69 0. 27.57
0.6F) 25.99 2.85 0. 29.24
0.5Q 27.24 2.60 0. 30.43
0.8? 27.60 2.63 0. 31.06
0.81 28.90 2.59 0. 32.31
1.03 29.18 2.63 0. 32.83
1.01 30.30 2.58 0. 33.89
1.21 31.05 2.60 0. 34.86
1.1<? 32.28 2.57 0. 36.04
1 .3R 32.84 2.61 0. 3B. 83
1.57 32.55 2.65 0. 36.77
1.75 32.78 2.69 0. 37.22
1.71 34.00 2.67 0. 38.38
2.08 33.05 2.75 0. 37.88
2.23 32.78 2.79 0. 37.80
?.38 32.94 2.81 0. 38.13
2.52 32.63 2.O5 0. 38.20
_ ; u _ I ' l l i. j ••' . Y 
b t i s t n ^ T Iu'. f LA!.f« II.C- HkOGDak-SUI- MAKY O U T t - u T 19 of 36
7 3/8*
JOB NUMBER 2ML8S7 06/03/81
GENERATION SYSTEM
NUCL, COAL C.T, ADVC-C OIL WOOD TYPES
TYPE 1 2 3 A 5 6 7-10
OPTMZING 0 19*1 0 0 0 0 ***
PCT TRIM O 0 0 0 0 25
1990 MW 8914 3756 1816 5*7 PA32 17 3361 SUM* 27242
TOTAL
CAPAB.
YR Y E A R L Y M W A D D I T I O N S • TIES
«« ««««««« «»««««« ««««««« ««««««« ««««««« ««««««« «««»« «««««#
91 27334
92 800* 26112
93 600* 28690
94 80 0* 29649
95 600* 30412
96 30383
97 1600* 31645
98 31810
99 1600* 33242
0 1600* 34632
1 1600* 35666
2 800* 36466
3 600* 37226
4 800* 37856
5 1600* 39444
6 800* 40244
7 1600* 41549
6 600* 42146
9 2400* 44275
10 43932
Mw ADD 0 19200 0 0 0 0 0 SUMs 19200
MW RET 0 0 -247 -96 -2349 0 0 SUMs -2692
««««»« «««««» «««««« «««««« «#«««» »««»«« «««««# «««« »«««««««»««
2010 8914 22956 1569 451 6483 17 3361 SUMs 43751
PCT TOT 20,4 52,5 3,6 1,0 14,8 0,0 7,7 SUMSIOO PCT«««»««<»««#«««»»««««««««#»«««»«»««««»«#««»««««««««««»«««»«««««««««#«««««
AUTO 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 SUMs O 
P C T T O T 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , SUMs O P C T
• COMMITTED MW
1 I.. . I t < i 1
OGF-S GENT KX "I i J . PIAiiNJt.G '.-SU-KAHY OulHUl
20 of
> M v *r v * a v .,: ^ c * •>> tt •»•&•»«' o <r -B-«
7 3/8%
JOb NUMBER 2ML6S7 06/03/81
TOTAL CAPABILITY
(INCLUDING TIES)
YEAR TIME OF PCT.
YEAR LOAD END PEAK RES.
»««« «««»« ««««« ««««« ««««
1991 20979 27334 27334 30 .6
1992 21589 28112 281 12 30 .5
1993 2 2129 28890 28890 30 .8
1994 22609 29649 29649 31 • 4 
1995 23059 30412 30412 32 .1
1996 23529 30383 30383 29 .4
1997 24141 3J845 31845 32 • 2 
1998 24768 31810 31810 28 .6
1999 25412 33242 3324? 31 .0
2000 26073 34632 34632 33 .1
2001 26751 35666 35666 33 .6
2002 27446 36466 36466 33 .1
2003 28160 37226 37226 32 .4
2004 28692 37858 37858 31 .2
2005 29643 39444 39444 33 .3
2006 30414 40244 40244 32 .5
2007 31205 41549 41549 33 .3
2008 32016 42146 42146 31 .8
2009 32849 44275 44275 35 .0
2010 33703 43932 43932 33 .9
LOSS OF LOAD COST IN MILLION % 
PRORAHILITY YEARLY CUM. PW
D/Y H/Y COST TOTAL
«««««» «««««««
0.436 0. 3187.5 2949.9
0.4RS 0. 3355.1 5859.9
0.571 0. 355A.4 8734.3
0.578 0. 3746.4 11552.7
0.537 0. 3942.6 14314.9
0.736 0. 4199.9 17055.4
0.7O* 0. 4344.3 19695.3
0.965 0. 4621 .3 22310.7
0.9R5 0. 47«0.6 24630.5
0.7B4 0. 4891.7 27231.7
0.9*4 0. 5078.7 29553.4
0.783 0. 5270.1 31797.2
0.847 0. 5545.0 33995.9
0.99F> 0. 5824.2 36146.6
0.7Q1 0. 6049.7 38227.2
0.776 0. 6326.4 40253.5
0.8?* 0. 6601.1 4???2.6
0.9RR 0. 6931.1 44148.1
0.791 0. 7151.5 45996.4
0.594 0. 7327.7 47764.0
b L IX L ^  r. L LLtt ' . , Y 
ObP-t) 0*LML*hTION P L ^ N n I K G L'-r -SuWMAhV uUlMjl
?????? ??
7 3/8%
JOB NUMBER 2ML8S7 06/03/81
POOL TOTAL TOTAL YEARLY $ / M * h
PEAK ENERGY LOAD COSTS «««»««««««»«««»««««»««««««««««»«««
YR (MW) (GWH) FACTOR (MIL.J) 1NV. FUEL 0*M N. I, TOTAL
«« «««««« ««««««« «««««« «««««« E « « « o ««««« »««««
VI 20979 114011 62.04 3167 0.0? 25.17 2.59 0 . 27.78
92 21569 117090 61.74 3355 0.47 25,55 2.63 0 . 28.65
93 22129 120251 62.03 3558 0.89 26.01 2.69 0 . 29.59
94 22609 123498 62.36 3746 1.29 26.31 2.73 0 . 30.34
95 23059 126832 62.79 3943 1.67 26.64 2.78 0 . 31.09
96 23529 130256 63.02 4200 1.6? 27.88 2.74 0 . 32.24
97 24141 133773 63.26 4344 2.36 27.27 2.64 0 . 32.48
96 24768 137385 63.32 4621 2.30 28.52 2.82 0 . 33.64
99 25412 141094 63.38 4781 2.96 28.00 2.90 0 . 33.88
0 26073 144904 63.27 4892 3.63 27.13 3.00 0 . 33.76
1 26751 148817 63.51 5079 4.23 26.82 3.07 0 . 34. 13
2 27446 152834 63.57 5270 4.46 26.91 3. 11 0 . 34.48
3 28160 156961 63.63 5545 4.6R 27.52 3.13 0 . 35.33
4 28892 161199 63.52 5824 4.8R 2 e . i o 3.15 0 . 36.13
5 29643 165551 63.75 6050 5.39 27.95 3.21 0 . 36.54
6 30414 170022 63.82 6326 5.55 28.43 3.23 0 . 37.21
7 31205 174612 63.88 6601 6.00 28.52 3.28 0 . 37.80
6 32016 179326 63.76 6931 6.14 29.23 3.29 0 . 38.65
9 32849 184168 64.00 7151 6.83 28.63 3.37 0 . 38.83
10 3 3 7 0 3 189140 64.10 7328 6.65 28.77 3.32 0 . 38,74
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««««»»«««««««»« «««««« »»««««««#«««««««««««««»«>«««
7 3/8*
JOB NUMBER 2ML8T9 06/03/81
TOTAL CAPABILITY
(INCLUDING TIES)
YEAR TIME OF PCT.
YEAR LOAD END PEAK RES.
««««« «««*« ««««« ««««
1991 20979 28278 28276 35.1
1992 21589 29056 29056 34.9
1993 22129 29834 29834 35.1
1994 22609 30593 30593 35.6
199b 23059 31356 31356 36.3
1996 23529 31327 31327 33.4
1997 24141 32789 32789 36.1
1998 24768 32754 32754 32.5
1999 25412 34166 34186 34.6
2000 26073 35576 35576 36.7
2001 26751 36610 36610 37.1
2002 27446 37410 37410 36.5
2003 28160 38170 38170 35.8
2004 26892 38602 38802 34.5
2005 29643 40386 40366 36.5
2006 30414 41188 41188 35.6
2007 31205 42493 42493 36.4
2008 32016 43090 43090 34.6
2009 32649 45219 45219 37.9
2010 33703 44676 44876 36.8
LOSS OF LOAD COST IN MILLION J 
PROpAHlLITY YEARLY CUM. PW
D/Y H/Y COST TOTAL
«««««« «««»«« «»««««« «««««#«
0.100 0. 3106.1 2692.6
0.1 14 0. 3286.1 5743.0
0.145 0. 3485.4 8558.4
0.151 0. 3670 .6 11319.8
0.143 0. 38t>3.2 14027.8
0.206 0. 4110.6 16710.1
0 .205 0. 425b.2 19297.7
0.296 0. 4524.6 21 6 5 « • 4 
0.315 0. 4691.7 24331.3
0.25? 0. 4b11.2 26693.0
0.32R 0. 4991.4 26974.8
0.266 0. 5160.b 31180.5
0 .297 0. 5449.3 33341.2
0.3^7 0. 5724.5 35455.2
0.2P6 0. 5956.4 37503.7
0.2A4 0. b234.3 39500.5
0.315 0. b498.6 41439.0
0.386 0. 6617.5 43332.P
0.311 0. 7040.b 45154.6
0.227 0. 7216.7 46893.5
I f
OL'vL" '• L ; L I t I r- i C rn r- ^  >s Y 
O G P - B G E . N E K A T I O I V H L ^ K N L M J P K O G P A I - S U M V * A KY OOlPtlT ?????? ??
7 3/b%
JOB NUMBtK 2ML8T9 06/03/81
POOL TOTAL TOTAL YEARLY T/MWH
PEAK ENERGY LOAD COSTS ft«ft««««»«««««ft««ttft«««««ft«««««»#«««
YR (MW) (GWH) FACTOR (M1L • $) 1 N V . FUEL O + M N. 1. TOTAL
«« «««««» #«««»«« «««««« ««««»« ««««« «««»« ««6«« ««««««
91 20979 m o i i 62.04 3106 0.65 23.91 2.69 0. 27.24
92 21589 117089 61.74 3266 1.0FT 24.26 2.72 0. 26.07
93 22129 120250 62.03 3465 1.4P 24.72 2.78 0. 26.96
94 22609 123498 62.36 3671 1 .87 25. 03 2.82 0. 29.72
95 23059 126833 62.79 3665 2.23 25.36 2.87 0. 30.47
96 23529 13025B 63.02 4111 2.17 26.56 2.82 0. 31 .56
97 24141 133773 63.26 4258 2-90 26.01 2.92 0. 31 .63
9B 24768 137385 63.32 4525 2.82 27.22 2.89 0. 32.93
99 25412 141094 63.38 4692 3.49 28.79 2.98 0. 33.25
0 26073 144904 63.27 4611 4.12 26.01 3.06 0. 33.20
1 26751 148816 63.50 4991 4.71 25.66 3.15 0. 33.54
2 27446 152835 63.57 5161 4.93 25.76 3.16 0. 33.90
3 28160 156961 63.63 5449 5.14 26.38 3.20 0. 34.72
4 28892 161200 63.52 5724 5.3? 26.97 3.21 0. 35.51
5 29643 165552 63.75 5956 5.82 26.88 3.26 0. 35.98
6 30414 170022 63.82 6234 5.97 27.40 3.30 0. 36.67
7 31205 174613 63.88 6499 8.41 27.46 3.35 0. 37.22
e 32016 179326 63.76 6817 6.54 28.13 3.35 0. 38.02
9 32649 184168 64.00 7041 7.2? 27.58 3.44 0. 38.23
10 33703 189141 64.10 7217 7.03 27.74 3.39 0. 38.16
L. - V- • A o ^ \ »• r 
G C ^ - D (TL . ' . E^H N O R P L A N N I N G P K Q G ° A - ' - S U F - / U U L ^ U T 25 of
7 3/8%
JOB NUMBER 2MLH51 06/05/81
GENERATION SYSTEM
NUCL.
TYPE 1 
OPTMZING 0 
PCT TRIM 0 
1990 Ml* 7764
COAL
2
1 9 9 1
0
3756
C.T.
3
0
0
1816
ADVC-C
4
0
0
OIL
5
0
0
8832
WOOD
6
0
25
17
TYPES
7-10«««
3381 SUM= 26092547
TOTAL
CAPAB.
YR Y E A R L Y M W A D D I T I O N S • TIES
«« ««««««« «««««»« »«««««« ««««««« ««««««« »«««««« «««»« ««««««
91 1150* 27334
92 1 27312
93 27290
94 800* 28049
95 800* 20812
96 28783
97 800* 29445
98 600* 30210
99 600* 30642
0 30632
1 2400* 32466
2 32466
3 800* 33226
4 800* 33P5H
5 600* 3484.4
6 800* 35444
7 1600* 36749
8 800* 37346
9 600* 37675
10 1600* 39132
MW ADD 1150
MW RET 0 ««««««
2010 8914
PCT TOT 22.9
14400
0
«»««««
18156
46,6
0
-247
15b9
4,0
0
-96
451
0
- 2 3 ^ 9
64 83
16.6
0
0
17
-
0 SUMs 15550
0 SUM= -2892
«««« »#«««<»«««««
3361 SU^= 3*951
8,6 SUI^LOP PCT1.2
AUTO 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 SUMS 0 
P C T T O T 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 . SUMs <j P C T
« COMMITTED MW
I'GI'-S *> \E P A T i ON P l A f - M "6
fc fc fc n <f fc fc fc fc fc fc << fc fc fc fc <• v # fc v fc 
7 3/tt*
JOB NUMBER 2MLH51 06/05/81
TOTAL CAPABILITY
(INCLUDING TIES)
YEAR TIME OF PCT.
YEAR LOAD END PEAK RES.
#««« «««««
1991 19655 27334 27334 39 .4
1992 20074 27312 27312 36 .4
1993 20501 27290 27290 33 .4
1994 20938 28049 28049 34 .3
1995 21384 28812 28812 35 .0
1996 21840 28783 28783 32 .1
1997 22305 29445 29445 32 .3
1998 22780 30210 30210 32 .9
1999 23265 30842 30842 32 .8
2000 23761 30632 30632 29 .1
2001 24267 32466 32466 34 .0
2002 24784 32466 32466 31 .2
2003 25311 33226 3322b 31 .5
2004 25851 33858 33858 31 .2
200& 26401 34644 34644 31 .4
2006 26964 35444 35444 31 .7
2007 27538 36749 36749 33 .7
2008 28124 37346 37346 33 .0
2009 28723 37675 37875 32 .1
2010 29335 39132 39132 33 .6
~Sl=f.f' AKY OUTPUT 26 of 36
fcfcfcfcfcfcfcfcfcfcfcfcfcfcfcfcfc^fcfcfc^fc
«««
LOSS OF LOAD COST IN MILLION $ 
PRORAb1LITY YEARLY CUM. PK
D/Y H/Y CUST TOTAL
«««««« ««««««
o. lop 0. 3018.9 281 1 .6
0.115 0. 3154.4 5547.5
0.210 0. 3429.2 6317.b
0.236 0. 3607.6 11031 .8
0.259 0. 3795.4 13690.7
0.342 0. 4011.4 16308.1
0.4 33 0. 4C03.0 16P62.2
0.442 0. 4384.4 21343.6
0.505 0. 4546.1 23739.7
0 , 8 o 3 0. 482a.0 26109.7
0.7«4 0. 4875.9 28338.7
0 . 7 R7 0. 5091 .2 30508.3
0 .844 0. 5326.7 32818.4
0.65? 0. 551b. 0 34658.1
0.900 0. 3788.1 36646.7
0.774 0. 5998.6 38568.0
0.749 0. 6208.0 40419.2
0.773 0. 6433.1 42206.4
0.9?4 0. 8731.5 43946.0
0.8R? 0. 6945.3 45621.5
?C'GP-5 L-L\F> M : i f ^ ~Si<v".«kY uu lp [ i f 27 of 36
i fc fc fc fc fc fc fc fc fc fc fc fc fc fc fc fc fc • fc - fc fc fc fc fc fc fc fc fc < v fc fc fc fc fc fc fc fc fc fc fc fc fc 
7 3/8*
J O B N U M B E R 2 M L H 5 1 0 6 / 0 5 / 8 1
fcfcfcfcfcfcfc4*fc#fcfcfcfcfc»fctt#fcfcfcfcfcfc«fcfcfc*<*fcfcfcfcfcfcfcfc»
POOL TOTAL TOTAL YtARLY $/M*H
PEAK ENERGY LOAD COSTS »««»#«<t«tt#»»««
YR (MW) (GWH) FACTOR (M1L . $) INV. FUEL O + M N.I. TOTAL
»« «««««» ««««««« «»«««« ««»««« ««««« »»««« 444*4 «««»«
91 19655 110401 64. 12 3019 0.57 24.17 2.61 0. 2 7.35
92 20074 113051 64.11 3154 0.8? 24.49 2.59 0. 27.90
93 20501 115764 64.46 3429 0.80 26.27 2.56 0. 29.62
94 20938 118542 64.63 3608 1.2? 26.62 2 . bU 0. 30.43
95 21384 I2l3°6 64.80 3795 1 .6? 26.99 2.tj5 0. 31.27
96 21840 124301 64.79 4011 1.58 28.07 2 . b 1 0. 32.27
97 22 305 127284 65.14 4203 1 .96 26.41 2.6b 0. 33.02
98 22780 130339 65.32 4384 2.3l <^8.63 2.69 0. 33.64
99 23265 133467 65.49 4546 ?. b5 28.68 2.73 0. 34.0b
0 23761 136670 65.48 4828 2.5Q JO.04 2.70 0. 35.33
1 24267 139950 65.84 487fe 3.65 28.34 2.85 0. 34.84
2 24784 143309 66.01 5091 3.56 29. 13 2.63 0. 35.53
3 25311 146748 66.18 5327 3.84 29.60 2.6b 0. 36.30
4 25851 150270 66.18 5518 4 . lo 29.73 2 . bv 0. 36.72
5 26401 153876 66.53 5768 4.34 30.36 2.91 0. 37.62
6 26964 157570 66.71 5999 4.57 30.56 2.94 0. 36.07
7 27538 161351 66.69 6206 5.11 30.34 3.0l 0. 36.46
6 28124 165224 66.88 6433 5.31 30.59 3.04 0. 38.94
9 28723 169190 67.24 6731 5.49 31.25 3.04 0. 39.79
10 29335 173249 67.42 6945 5.97 31.01 3.11 0. 40.09
OGP-b T 10 N PLAM.'lNG V L'Cf'Ah Y uU t hul
H> * I* # TT TT TF X # 
28 of :
7 3/8% 
JOB NUMBER 2MLH67 06/05/81
«««««««««««<o««e«tt««ette«tt««««««e«»e«««ft«e
GENERATION SYSTEM
NUCL. COAL C.T. ADVC-C OIL wOOD TYPES
TYPE 1 2 3 4 5 6 7-10
OPTMZING 0 1991 0 0 0 0
PCT TRIM 0 0 0 0 0 25
1990 MW 7764 3756 1816 547 8832 17 3361 SUM= 26092
«ft««««««ft«««ft««««ft«««««0«««»««ff««»«««««#««»fl«»»««ft»««ft««««ft«ft«ft«ft«««ft»«
TOTAL
CAPAB.
YR Y E A R L Y M w A D D I T 1 0 N S • TIES
«« ««««««« ««««««« »«««««« ««»«««« ««««««« #«#»» «««««« ««««
91 1150* 944* 28278
92 28256
93 28234
94 800* 28993
95 800* 29756
96 29727
97 800* 30389
98 800* 31154
99 800* 31766
0 31576
1 2400* 33410
2 33410
3 600* 34170
4 800* 34802
5 800* 35588
6 800* 36388
7 1600* < 37693
8 800* 38290
9 800* ? 38819
10 1600* 40076
ft»«««ffftttft«««««ft«««««««ttt»«««#«««««#«««««««»»««
MW A00 1150 14400 0 0 0 0 944 SUMs 16494
MW RET 0 0 -247 -96 -2349 0 0 SUMs -2692
«««««« ##««#* «««««« «««««« «««««« «««« »««»##«»«««
2010 8914 18156 1569 451 6483 17 4305 SUMs 39895
PCT TOT 22.3 45.5 3.9 1.1 16.3 0.0 1 0 . 8 SUMsiQo P C T
««««»»»«««««»» ««««««««<»»«««««««««««««««««»«»#
AUTO 0 0 0 0 n 0 0 SUMs o 
PCT TOT 0. 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 . SUMs o P C T
* COMMITTED MW
6
* < ' ' - L w - W , i v
O G P - 5 G E N E R A T I O N P L A N N I N G f K ' .AMY (.-(.. I L' 1 2 9 O f 36
7 3/8*
J O B N U M B E R 2MLH67 06/05/81
TOTAL CAPABILITY
(INCLUDING TIES) LOSS OF LOAD COST IN MILLION $ 
YEAR TIME OF PCT. PROBABILITY YEARLY CUM. PW
YEAR LOAD END PEAK RES. D/Y H/Y COST TOTAL
»««« ««««« »»««« « »««« «»«» «««««« «««««« 4«44««4 «»«»«««
1991 19655 28278 28278 44.3 0.017 0. 2952.8 2750.0
1992 20074 28256 28256 41.1 0.021 0. 3104.6 5442.8
1993 20501 28234 28234 38.1 0.042 0. 3369.8 8164.8
1994 20938 28993 28993 38,8 0.051 0. 3547.0 10833.2
1995 21384 29756 29756 39.5 0.058 0. 3722.5 13441.2
1996 21840 29727 29727 36.4 0.079 0. 3931.1 16006.3
1997 22305 30389 30389 36.5 0. 10P 0. 4121.4 18510.8
1998 22780 31154 31154 37.1 0.114 0. 4303.8 20946.5
1999 23265 31786 31786 36.9 0. 136 0. 4463.9 23299.3
2000 23761 31576 31576 33.1 0.234 0. 4724.9 25616.6
2001 24267 33410 33410 38.0 0.239 0. 4777.0 27802.4
2002 24784 33410 33410 35.1 0.243 0. 4964.8 29924.8
2003 25311 34170 34170 35.2 0.266 0. 5218.3 31993.9
2004 25851 34802 34802 34.9 0.274 0. 5415.3 33993.7
2005 26401 35588 35588 35.0 0.299 0. 5662.3 35947.9
2006 26964 36388 36388 35.2 0.258 0. 5890.3 37834.5
2007 27538 37693 37693 37.1 0.256 0. 6099.3 39653.9
2008 26124 38290 38290 36.4 0.268 0. 6326.6 41411.5
2009 28723 38819 38819 35.4 0.333 0. 6618.5 43123.9
2010 29335 40076 40076 36.8 C.3?5 0. 6825.7 44768.6
*
* V.. > W '* L. W ^ » 1 L ( - T - »• H I * Y 
O G P - 5 G E N E R A T I O N P L A N N I N G P R O G R A M - S U F " > - A T < Y < > U [ P U T ?????? ??
7 3/8%
JOB NUMBER 2MLH67 06/05/81
fttt««««ttft«««««fift«ftftftft««ft««««««e»tt»»ft«««ft«
POOL TOTAL TOTAL YEARLY S/MKH
PEAK ENERGY LOAD COSTS «EE«E«E«TTEEFF«««AE«E««*««««EE««««««
YR <M*) (GWH) FACTOR (MIL.J.) INV. FUEL O + M N.I. TOTAL
»« «««««« ««««««« «»«««« «««««« ««««« ««««» ««««« ««««»«
91 19655 110401 64.12 2953 1 .48 22.52 2.75 0. 2 6.75
92 20074 113051 64.11 3105 1.45 23.32 2. T>9 0. 27.46
93 20501 115764 64.46 3370 1.42 25.03 2.66 0. 29.11
94 20938 118542 64.63 3547 1.82 25.40 2.70 0. 29.92
95 21384 1213«7 64.80 3722 2.21 25.70 2.75 0. 30.67
96 21840 124301 64.79 3931 2.16 26.76 2.71 0. 31.63
97 22305 127284 65. 14 4I2I 2.5? 27.12 2.74 0. 32.38
98 22780 130338 65.32 4304 2.86 27.38 2.78 0. 33.02
99 23265 133466 65.49 4464 3.19 27.44 2.82 0. 33.45
0 23761 136670 65.48 4725 3.1L 28.69 2.77 0. 34.57
1 24267 139950 65.84 4777 4.16 27.05 2.92 0. 34. 13
2 24784 143308 66.01 4985 4.06 27.81 2.91 0. 34.78
3 25311 146748 66.18 5218 4.32 28.30 2.93 0. 35.56
4 25851 150270 66. 18 5415 4.57 28.50 2.96 0. 36.04
5 26401 153876 66.53 5682 4.80 29.15 2.98 0. 36.93
6 26964 157570 66.71 5890 5.02 29.34 3.01 0. 37.38
7 27538 161351 66.89 6099 5.55 29.17 3.08 0. 37.80
8 28124 165224 66.88 6327 5.74 29.45 3.10 0. 38.29
9 28723 169189 67.24 6619 5.91 30. 10 3.10 0. 39.12
10 29335 173249 67.42 6826 6.3P 29.84 3.18 0. 39.40
?
.
i
\
O L U r. h r L ; i t. v i > . v. I 1 
OGP-b GENERATION PLANNING PkOGRAf—SUt^AkY OUTPUT 31 of
««e«««««««e«««eeette««««««««»««»«»«»««»»«««««««««
7 3/8*
JOB NUMBER 2MLH71 06/05/81««««•««««««»«««««««««»««««««««««*«««««««
GENERATION SYSTEM
NUCL. COAL C.T. ADVC-C OIL WOOD TYPES
TYPE 1 2 3 4 5 6 7-10
OPTMZING 0 1991 0 0 0 0 «««
PCT TRIM 0 0 0 0 0 25
1990 MW 7764 3756 1816 547 8832 17 33bl SUMs 26092
«««»»«»«««««e«»e»*««»«»««««*«*»»«*««««««««»«««««««««««*»««««««««««««««»
TOTAL
CAPAB.
YR Y E A R L Y M W A D D I T I 0 N S • TIES
•« ««««««« ««««««« «««««»« ««««««« ««««« «««««« ««««
91 1150* 27334
12 27312
93 27290
94 27249
95 27212
96 27183
97 800* 27845
98 27810
99 800* 28442
0 28232
1 800* 28466
2 28466
3 800* 29226
4 800* 29858
5 800* 30644
6 30644
7 1600* 31949
8 800* 32546
9 800* 33075
10 800* # 33532
MW AOD 1150 8800 0 0 0 0 0 SUMs 9950
MW RET 0 0 -247 -96 -2349 0 0 SUMs -2692
«««««« «««««« ««««»« «««««« ««««#« ««««»» «««« «#«»««»««««
2010 8914 12556 1569 451 6483 17 3361 SUMs 33351
PCT TOT 26.7 37.6 4.7 1.4 19.4 0.1 10.1 SUMsioo PCT
«««»«»««««««»»« «»«««««««««««««««#«««««<«««««««««««««««««««««««#»««««««»
AUTO 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 SUMs o 
PCT TOT 0. 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 . SUMs o P C T
• COMMITTED MW
J \ U ' L I U M I C C R ' 1 
O b P - b C -L i^EkAT lOK ' P L A N N I N G P ^ O G P A m - S U N * AK Y OUTPUT 32 of 36
s
7 3/8%
JOB NUMBER 2^LH71 06/05/8]
TOTAL CAPABILITY
(INCLUDING TIES) LOSQ OF LOAD COST I N MILLION $ 
YEAR TIME OF PCT. PRORABILITY YEARLY CUM, PW
YFCAR LOAD END PEAK PES. D/Y H/Y COST TOTAL
««««»
1
««««« «««« ««««»««
1991 1 8b95 2 7 3 3 4 2 7 3 3 4 4 6 . 7 0 . 0 2 5 0 . 2 7 7 3 . 4 2 5 6 2 . 9
1992 18998 2 7 3 1 2 2 7 3 1 2 4 4 . 2 0 . 0 2 3 0. 2 8 7 3 . 4 5 0 7 5 . 2
1993 19306 2 7 2 9 0 2 7 2 9 0 4 1 . 7 0 . 0 37 0. 3 0 6 8 . 0 7 5 6 9 . 6
1994 19619 2 7 2 4 9 2 7 2 4 9 3 9 . 3 0 . 0 4 6 0. 3 2 7 3 . 3 1 0 0 3 2 . 1
1995 19937 2 7 2 1 2 2 7 2 1 2 3 6 . 8 0.0R2 0 . 3b35 . 3 1 2 5 0 9 . 0
1996 2 0 2 6 0 2 7 1 8 3 271B3 3 4 . 5 0 . 1 1 9 0E 3 7 5 3 . 1 1 4 9 5 7 . 9
1997 2 0 5 8 8 2 7 6 4 5 2 7 8 4 5 3 5 . 6 0 . 155 0 . 3 9 3 b . 3 1 7 3 4 9 . 9
1996 2 0 9 2 1 2 7 8 1 0 2 7 8 1 0 3 3 . 2 0 . 2 2 1 0. 4 1 7 8 . 4 1 9 7 1 4 . b
1999 2 1 2 6 0 2 8 4 4 2 2 8 4 4 2 3 4 . 1 0 . 2 7 7 0. 4 3 6 2 . 1 2 2 0 1 3 . 6
2 0 0 0 2 1 6 0 5 2 8 2 3 2 2 8 2 3 2 3 0 . 9 0 . 4 4 0 0. 4 6 0 2 . 7 2 4 2 7 3 . 1
2 0 0 1 2 1 9 5 5 2 8 4 6 6 2 6 4 6 6 2 9 . 9 0 . 8 2 9 0. 4 8 6 b . 8 2 6 4 9 8 . 0
2 0 0 2 2 2 3 1 0 2 8 4 6 6 2 8 4 6 6 2 7 . 8 0 . 9 4 7 0. 5 1 3 4 . 1 2 6 6 8 3 . 9
2 0 0 3 2 2 6 7 2 2 9 2 2 6 2 9 2 2 6 2 9 . 1 0 . 9 9 6 0. 5 3 6 3 . 4 3 0 8 1 0 . 6
2 0 0 4 2 3 0 3 9 2 9 8 5 8 2985P 2 9 . 8 0 . 9 5 5 0. 5 4 8 1 . 7 3 2 6 3 4 . 8
2 0 0 5 2 3 4 1 2 3 0 6 4 4 3 0 6 4 4 3 1 . 1 0 . 6 4 3 0. 5 6 8 0 . 9 3 4 7 8 8 . b
2 0 0 6 2 3 7 9 2 3 0 6 4 4 3 0 6 4 4 2 9 . 0 0 . 9 2 7 0. 5 9 6 4 . 3 3 6 b 9 8 . 9
2 0 0 7 2 4 1 7 7 3 1 9 4 9 3 1 9 4 9 3 2 . 4 0 . 8 4 8 0. 6 0 5 4 . b 3 8 5 0 5 . 0
2 0 0 8 2 4 5 6 9 3 2 5 4 6 3 2 5 4 6 3 2 . 7 0 . 7 5 2 0. b 17 7 . 0 4 0 2 2 1 . 0
2 0 0 9 2 4 9 6 7 3 3 0 7 5 3 3 0 7 5 3 2 . 7 0 . 7 8 9 0 . 6 3 8 0 . 8 4 1 8 7 1 . 9
2 0 1 0 2 5 3 7 1 3 3 5 3 2 3 3 5 3 2 3 2 . 4 0 . 8 5 7 0. 6 5 3 2 . 4 4 3 4 4 5 . 9
ULf Ktr'' M IU.\ PLA^'.ING P mS-SU^ m AH Y OUTPUT 33 Of 36
fc fc ' . v fc fc fc fc fc fc fc fc fc fc fc < > fc * * w fc fc fc fc fc fc fc fc fc fc fc fc fc fc fc fc fc fc fc fc fc fc fc fc 
7 3/«*
JOH NUMBER 2MLH71 06/0b/«l
fcfcfcfcfcfcfc##fc#fcfcfcfcfc*tt*fcfcfcfcfcttfcfcfcfcfcfcfcfcfcfcfcfcfcfc*
POOL TOTAL TOTAL YEARLY $/MWH
PEAK ENERGY LOAO COSTS ««»»FT»TT«TTFT«4»«»«««»»«««««« ««««««»«
YR (MW) (GWH) FACTOR (MIL.J) INV. FUEL O+M N.I. TOTAL
«« ««««»« «««««» «««««» ««««« «4«4» 44444 4 4 4 4 4 4
91 18695 106895 65.27 2773 0.5B 22.68 2.66 0. 25.95
92 18998 109140 65.40 2873 0.85 22.82 2.B6 0. 26.33
93 19306 111432 65.69 3088 O .63 24.25 2.63 0. 27.71
94 19619 113771 66.20 3273 0.81 25.37 2.59 0. 28.77
95 19937 116160 66.51 3535 0.80 27.10 2.54 0. 30.43
96 20260 116600 66.64 3753 0.78 28.37 2.49 0. 31.64
97 20588 1210*1 67.14 3936 1.19 28.78 2.53 0. 32.51
98 20921 123634 67.46 4178 1.17 30. 13 2.50 0. 33.80
99 21260 126230 67.78 4362 1.56 30.46 2.53 0. 34.56
0 21605 128882 67.91 4603 1 .53 31 .68 2.50 0. 35.71
1 21955 131568 68.42 4867 1.69 32.56 2.53 0. 36.99
2 22310 134352 68.74 5134 1.86 33.84 2.52 0. 36.21
3 22672 137172 69.07 5363 2.20 34.35 2.55 0. 39. 10
4 23039 140053 69.20 5482 2.53 34.03 2.59 0. 39.14
5 23412 142993 69.72 5681 2.84 34.26 2.62 0. 39.73
6 23792 145997 70.05 5964 2.78 35.47 2.60 0. 40.85
7 24177 149062 70.36 6055 3.43 34.50 2.69 0. 40.62
8 24569 15219^ 70.52 6177 3.70 34.16 2.72 0. 40.59
9 24967 155369 71.05 6381 3.9FT 34.36 2.75 0. 41.06
10 25371 158653 71.36 6532 4.21 34.19 2.76 0. 41.17
«
7L<1 -t.r>LKAT N< B< A< ,M N G P^OC--- -Sl.i : AkY OUTPUT
•«• J, v c-tr<nnni <.• v- o <:• ua 
3/ 8 3	
7 3/8*
JOB NUMBER 2MLH75 06/05/81
GENERATION SYSTEM
NUCL. COAL C.T. ADVC-C OIL WOOD TYPES
TYPE 1 2 3 4 5 6 7-10
OPTMZING 0 1991 0 0 0 0 «««
PCT TRIM 0 0 0 0 0 25
1990 Mw 7764 3756 1816 547 883? 17 3361 SUM= 26092
TOTAL
CAPAB.
Y E A R L Y M W A D D I T I O N S • TIES
««««««« ««««««« «#«*»«« »««## ««««
1150* 944* 28278
26256
28234
28193
26156
28127
YR««
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

800*
   $
   $
	   $
600*
600*
1600*
800*
800*
8 0 0 *
2«789
26754
29386
£9176
29410
2941 0 
30170
30802
31568
31588
32693
33490
34019
34476
MW ADD
Mw RET
1150
0
2010 8914
PCT TOT 26.0

0
12556
36.6
0
-247
1569
4.6
0
-96
451
1.3
0
-??49
64b3
1R.9
0
0
17
0.0
944 SUMs
0 SUM = 
10894
-2692«««« «"»«««««««-«»
4305 SUM= 34295
12,6 SUMsipo PCT
AUTO
PCT TOT
0 0 0 0 c 0
0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
0 SUMS
0. S U M S
0
0 HCT
« COMMITTED Mw
OGP-5 GENER <\T ] RKor-o/ - • any JUU'UT 35 .p 3^
7 3/8*
JOB NUMBER PMLH75 06/05/81
TOTAL CAPABILITY
(INCLUDING TIES)
YEAR TIME OF PCT,
YEAR LOAD END PEAK RES,
««««« ««««« ««««« ««««
1991 16695 28278 28276 51 .8
1992 lb996 28256 28256 49 .2
1993 19306 28234 28234 46 .7
1994 19619 28193 28193 44 .1
1995 19937 28156 28156 41 .6
1996 20260 2b 127 28127 39 .2
1997 20588 28789 2 8 7 A 9 40 .2
1998 20921 28754 26754 37 .8
1999 21260 29386 2938b 38 .6
2000 21605 29176 29176 35 • 3 
2001 21955 29410 29410 34 .2
2002 22310 29410 29410 32 .1
2003 22672 30170 30170 33 .3
2004 23039 30802 3080? 34 ,0
2005 23412 31568 31588 35 .2
2006 23792 3l5b8 31588 33 .0
2007 24177 32893 32893 36 .3
2008 24569 33490 33490 36 ,6
2009 24967 34019 34019 36 .5
2010 25371 34476 34476 36 .1
LOSS UF LOAD COST IN MILLION $ 
PROBABILITY YEARLY CUM, PW
D/Y H/Y COST TOTAL
««««»» «««««« ««««««« ««««»««
0,004 0. 2736.4 2548,4
0,003 0. 2836.6 5008,9
0,006 0. 3048.2 7471,2
0.008 0. 3230,3 9901,3
0,015 0. 3491,0 12347,2
0,0?? 0. 3702,8 14763.3
0.031 0. 387b,8 17119.1
0.047 0. 4110,3 19445.3
0.06? < 0. 4263,1 21702.9
0.107 0. 4506,7 23915,1
0.2?4 0. 4748.2 26085,7
0.26? 0. 5003.2 26215,9
0.285 0. 5235.6 30291,9
0.279 0. 5355.5 32269,6
0.249 0. 5549.9 34178,2
0,277 0. 5630,7 36045,8
0.261 0. 5919,0 37eil,4
0.23? 0. b047.6 39491,5
0.25? 0. 6241.2 41106,3
0.280 0. b399.b 42646,3
/
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JOB NUMBER 2MLH75 06/05/81
««»ftft««»«ft«ft««ft««««««a#«««a«««««««#»«««»
POOL TOTAL TOTAL
PEAK ENERGY LOAD COSTS
YR (MW) (GWH) FACTOR (MIL.S)
«««««« ««««««« «««««« ««««««
91 18695 106895 65.27 2736
92 18998 109139 65.40 2837
93 19306 111431 65.69 3048
94 19619 113773 66.20 3230
95 19937 116160 66.51 3491
96 20260 118600 66.64 3703
97 20588 121091 67. 14 3877
98 20921 123634 67.46 4110
99 21280 126230 67.78 4283
0 21605 128881 67.91 4507
1 21955 131568 68.42 4748
2 22310 134351 68.74 5003
3 22672 137172 69,07 5236
4 23039 140053 69.20 5355
5 23412 142993 69.72 5550
6 23792 145998 70.05 5831
7 24177 149062 70.38 5919
8 24569 152193 70.52 6048
9 24967 155390 71.05 6241
10 25371 158651 71.38 6400
YEARLY S/MWH
INV. FUEL O + M N.I. TOTAL
««««« »«««« ««»»« ««««««
1.25 21.55 2.80 0. 25.60
1.50 21.71 2.78 0. 25.99
1.47 23.14 2.74 0. 27.35
1 .44 24.26 2»b9 0. 28.39
1.^1 25.99 2.65 0. 30.05
1.38 2 7.24 2 . bO 0 . 31.22
1. 7R 27.60 2.63 0. 32.02
1.75 28.90 2.59 0. 33.25
2.13 29. 18 2.63 0. 33.93
2.08 30.30 2.58 0. 34.97
2.44 31.05 2.60 0. 3b.08
2.39 32.28 2.57 0. 37.24
2.7 2 32.84 2.61 0. 38. 17
3.04 32.55 2 .85 0. 38.24
3.34 32.78 2.69 0. 38.81
3.27 34.00 2.67 0. 3 9 . 9 4
3.9i 33.05 2.75 0. 39.71
4.17 32.78 2.79 0 . 39.74
4.42 32.94 2.81 0 . 40.16
4.66 32.83 2.85 0. 40.34
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